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Abstract

A phase-lag boundary condition (PLBC) is evaluated for use in unsteady incompressible computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations for hydroturbine applications. The PLBC reduces the required computational domain to a single-bladepassage subset of the full 360◦ turbine array while preserving the predominant
chorochronic (coupled space-time periodicity) behavior of the rotor-stator interaction (RSI).
Since first proposed in the 1970’s, the phase-lagged boundary condition has
expanded into several methodologies for compressible flow algorithms. The directstorage method has been adapted to the pressure-based incompressible algorithm
and implemented in OpenFOAM® , an open-source C++ computing package. The
boundary condition is applied to various two-dimensional test cases to demonstrate
its effectiveness at producing a more cost-effective alternative to the transient
full-wheel simulation. Overall, the phase-lag cases reproduce the chorochronic
fluctuations associated with the RSI.
First, a series of benchmark cases compare a phase-lagged model to a fullwheel model and a model subject to standard periodic constraints; for these cases,
the computational domains are intentionally designed such that the PLBC is not
a necessary condition. The phase-lagged simulations converge to a comparable
solutions to the control cases with a notable advantage in computational cost requirements. Further, as a supplemental case, a phase-lagged simulation comprising
of a supersonic wedge under compressible conditions verifies that the phase-lagged
simulation and the full-wheel simulation agree.
In a second series of benchmark cases, the PLBC becomes a necessary condition because the standard numerical methods insufficiently resolve the conflicting
iii

constraints of the cascading blade rows. The phase-lagged cases exhibit minor
pressure fluctuations, but agree well with the full-wheel benchmark cases. In more
complex cases, the PLBC is assisted by an upwind technique available through the
blended Dirichlet-Neumann structure of the PLBC algorithm to facilitate better
accuracy across the phase-lagged mesh interface. The results deviate slightly from
that of the full-wheel benchmark cases, but replicate the principle chorochronic
behavior of the RSI.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Project Background

Within both research and industrial sectors, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
is used to simulate and predict the performance of a wide range of turbomachines
involving steam, gas, and hydro applications, that consist of one or more stages
of alternating stationary and rotating blade rows. However, because the blade
count of each row is prescribed to avoid destructive harmonic vibrations resulting
from resonant blade-pairings between neighboring blade rows, the capacity for
CFD to accurately capture the details of rotor-stator interaction (RSI) is limited.
These interactions disrupt the rotational-symmetry of the fluid flow and degrade
the validity of standard numerical devices, e.g., defining periodic boundaries on a
subset of the model.
For high-precision CFD modeling, each blade row must include a subset that
spans the same angular distance as the adjoining blade rows. In many turbomachinery applications, however, the only valid subset spans the full annulus. With
such a critical constraint, the simulation becomes expensive in resource overhead,
execution time, and data processing.
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1.1.1

The Over-Constraint Problem

The impracticality associated of imposing the standard periodic boundary condition in coupled rotor-stator simulations stems from a conflict between the physical and mathematical constraints. Consider the 2D radial diffuser1 (blade ratio
17R : 12S) shown in Fig. 1.1 that develops a parabolic velocity profile through
the expanding passage of domain R and discharges into the bladeless passage of
domain S. Respecting the periodic assumption in domain S, the velocity at points
AS and BS must be equivalent:
UAS = UBS .
However, with respect to the parabolic upstream velocity profile from domain
R, there is a significant difference in the velocity at these points:
UAS 6= UBS .
1

The 2D radial diffuser evolves from a foam-extend tutorial case that prescribes a 12R : 12S
blade ratio

Coupled faces

Br
wall

Bs

Ar
wall
Ū
!

As
Domain R
Rotor wheel, Nr = 17

Domain S
Stator wheel, Ns = 12

Figure 1.1: A 17R : 12S rotor-stator cascade with an abstract inlet profile.
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Generally, similar disagreements would be expected for all flow variables, ψ:
ψAS 6= ψBS .
The solution space is over-constrained by the imposition of both the upwinding
effect and the periodic condition.
In an attempt to obtain a fast, but nonetheless useful, approximation, Kalitzin
[1], amongst others, describes the common practice of modifying the blade count of
a representative computational domain to permit valid application of the periodic
boundary condition. For example, domain R in Fig. 1.1 might be modified to
contain one extra blade, permitting a 3R : 2S subset. Consequently, the 82.76%
reduction of the underlying computational domain translates into significant savings with respect to computational resources. In addition, from the perspective of
time-averaged global quantities, the proxy model yields fair accuracy, provided the
original blade count is high.Unfortunately, the proxy model conceals the true RSI
of the actual design.
Furthermore, regarding a hydroturbine or other turbomachine design consisting
of low blade counts, an ad hoc change to the blade count alters the flow field and
the turbine performance. Byeon and Kim [2]studied the effect of blade count on the
performance of a vertical axis propeller hydroturbine. Figure 1.2 summarizes the
results of their computational study for various rotational speeds while maintaining
a constant head of 3.5 m (134.5 kPa) at the inflow duct. At low speeds, the 3blade turbine shows a substantial decrease in power from by the 5-blade turbine of
approximately 75%. Also, across the range of rotational speeds, the flow coefficient
at 200 rpm of the 3-blade turbine differs from the 5-blade turbine by approximately
11.2%.
In addition, Wang et al. [3] surveyed the effect of blade count of a Francis
turbine design for a small hydropower station. Conducting an optimization of the
turbine, the computational study tested the performance improvement of a 12,
13, 14, and 15-blade turbine across several off-design flow rates, denoted by the
guide vane opening measurement. Figure 1.3 summarizes the results of their study.
Based on the optimal operating condition for the 14-blade turbine at a0 = 95.7 mm,
the optimal operating condition varies with each configuration. Moreover, at high
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flow rates, the power output of the 13-blade turbine achieved a 4.2% increase over
the 14-blade turbine.
300
3-Blade
4-Blade

-2

10
1.3

5-Blade

200

1.2
150

1.1
1.0

100

0.9
50

0.8

0

Flow Coefficient, φ

Shaft Power, P [kW]

250

0.7
100

200

300

400

Rotational Speed, N [rpm]

Figure 1.2: The effect of blade count on the power output and flow coefficient of
a vertical axis propeller hydroturbine with a constant head of 3.5 m and various
rotational speeds. Courtesy of Byeon and Kim [2].
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1400

400
50.9
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103.3

114.2
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Figure 1.3: The effect of blade count on the power output and efficiency of a
Francis turbine at varying flow rates, denoted by the measurement of the guide
vane opening. Courtesy of Wang et al. [3].
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The model shown in Fig. 1.1 is simulated using the OpenFOAM® software
as provided through the Extend-project [4] in accordance with the parameters of
Table 1.1. Two subset variations were evaluated on their agreement with the fullwheel simulation: a 3R : 2S misrepresentation and a forced-periodic single-blade
subset. Domains R and S are constructed using OpenFOAM® ’s meshing utility,
blockMesh. The adjoining regions contain region-specific grid dimensions and share
a common mesh-interface boundary. The GGI and overlapGgi architecture handle
the data relay across the mesh interface. The results are achieved using a transient
laminar PISO solver.
With respect to the single blade-passage simulation with forced periodic boundaries, the overlapGGI requires the manual specification of the number of “copies”
required to complete 360◦ . Described in Sec. 2.2.2, defining the actual blade counts
(17R and 12S) results in divergent behavior. However, by falsely indicating the
number of copies in each blade row as the same, i.e., choosing the greater number
of copies of the two adjoining domains, the algorithm constructs an overlapping
virtual interpolation plane for the domain with the smaller blade count. While this
“trick” is not accurate, it provides a simple technique to achieve adequate results
in a strongly upwind flow field such as the present demonstration.
Further, although the single blade-passage simulation violates the underlying
mathematics - imposed periodic boundaries despite the mismatch in periodicity
and an interface manipulated such that the two adjoining blade rows appear as
jointly periodic - it provides a useful metric for computer hardware and software
Table 1.1: Geometric parameters of the 2D 17R : 12S rotor-stator diffuser.

Inlet velocity
10 m/s (radial)
Rotor (R) speed
60 rpm
Inlet radius
0.1 m
Interface radius
0.2 m
Outlet radius
0.3 m
Rotor blade length
0.08 m
Average mesh size
0.004 × 0.005 m
Total cells per domain 500
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Table 1.2: Performance comparison of a 2D 17R : 12S radial diffuser simulation
(see Fig. 1.1) after 1500 time steps, ∆t = 0.001 s.

Execution
Time

Hard Disk
Allocation

|U | at A,
t=
1.028 s

|U | at B,
t=
1.028 s

Full wheel
simulation

19.90 min

1.67 GB

3.102 m/s

3.065 m/s

Partial wheel
simulation with a
misrepresented blade
ratio of 18R : 12S

4.02 min
(↓ 79.8%)

0.312 GB
(↓ 81.3%)

3.621 m/s
(↑ 16.7%)

3.610 m/s
(↑ 17.8%)

Single blade-passage
simulation with
forced periodic
boundaries

1.99 min
(↓ 90.0%)

0.132 GB
(↓ 92.1%)

4.053 m/s
(↑ 30.7%)

3.297 m/s
(↑ 7.6%)

statistics. It utilizes the minimum number of blade passages and utilizes the more
efficient CFD subroutines. Therefore, it quantifies a minimum execution time
required of the simulation.
Table 1.2 indicates the execution time and hard-disk allocation required of
the three respective simulations. As expected, the partial wheel and single bladepassage simulations conclude the calculations in much less time than the full wheel
counterpart. Also, in regards to sending the data for each time step to hard disk
memory, the allocation of digital storage is most favorable to the single bladepassage simulation. These parameters are expected to be similar to that of a
single-blade phase-lagged simulation with some increase due to the additional requirements from the algorithmic foundation of the phase-lag boundary condition.
Fig. 1.4 demonstrate the effect of blade misrepresentation (Fig. 1.4b) and
forced periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 1.4c). The solution to the partial wheel
simulation with a misrepresented blade ratio of 18R : 12S provides a good approximation for the velocity magnitude at A only for the shown instance in time;
accuracy deviates at other time steps. More, the simulation poorly predicts the

ΔU [m/s]

7

17 Hz

2
1
0
0

20

40

f [Hz]

ΔU [m/s]

(a) Full wheel simulation. For ease of comparison, only one quarter
of the domain is shown here.

2
18 Hz
1
0
0

20

40

f [Hz]

ΔU [m/s]

(b) Partial wheel simulation with a misrepresented blade ratio of
18R : 12S.

2
17 Hz

1
0
0

20

40

f [Hz]
(c) Single blade-passage simulation with forced periodic boundaries.

Figure 1.4: CFD solution of a 2D radial diffuser with a blade ratio of 17R : 12S
using full-wheel and subset domains. The frequency spectrum is based on data at
A.
velocity magnitude at B and the frequency spectrum of the oscillations at A.
In contrast, the single blade-passage simulation with a forced periodic boundary
condition overpredicts the velocity magnitude at A and underpredicts the magnitude of oscillations, while adequately predicting the velocity magnitude at B. The
flow parameters near the periodic boundaries converge to compromised, average
values that include the diverse effects from both regions of the domain. For this
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instance in time, the compromised value approaches the valid range at B.

1.1.2

Methods for Turbomachinery Computations

Various other methods have been implemented to decrease the computational cost
of coupled rotor/stator simulations (Tucker [5]). Figure 1.5 identifies the hierarchy of methods ranging from the mixing plane that provides a fast execution
time compromising the capacity for predicting unsteady behavior to the full-wheel
simulation that yields a comprehensive unsteady analysis at the exhaustion of computational resources. Between these, each method is a compromise between the
simulation’s accuracy and resource conservation. Each method is described below.
Mixing Plane. For the mixing plane method, an interface between blade rows
circumferentially averages the flow variables allowing the standard periodic boundary condition to be specified on sets of coupled faces regardless of the change in
periodicity for adjacent blade rows. The mixing plane quickly yields adequate predictions of the steady-state operating performance of a hydroturbine at its best
efficiency point (BEP), but renders misleading results under off-design unsteady
conditions because the wake of the upstream blade row and the pressure pulsation
from the downstream region are lost in the mixing process.
Replacing the overlapGGI interface with a mixing plane, available through the
the Extend-project [4], Table 1.3 and Fig. 1.6 summarize the results for the 2D
Steady
Mixing
Plane

Unsteady inflow/
wake boundary
condition

Frozen Rotor

Unsteady
chorochronic
boundary
conditions

AveragePassage

Unsteady
full 360o

Unsteady

Figure 1.5: Hierarchy of blade row modeling methods. Courtesy of Tucker [5].
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Table 1.3: Performance summary of a 2D 17R : 12S radial diffuser mixing plane
simulation (compare with Table 1.2).

Hard Disk
Allocation

3.98 min
(↓ 80.0%)

0.131 GB
(↓ 92.2%)

ΔU [m/s]

Mixing-plane
simulation

Execution
Time

|U | at A,
t=
1.028 s
5.250 m/s
(↑ 69.2%)

|U | at B,
t=
1.028 s
4.753 m/s
(↑ 55.1%)

2
1
0

1 Hz
0

20

40

f [Hz]

Figure 1.6: Mixing plane solution of a 2D radial diffuser with a blade ratio of
17R : 12S (compare with Fig. 1.4).
radial diffuser, demonstrated previously. This simple example demonstrates the
uselessness of the mixing plane interface in handling changes in the flow variables
for an unsteady simulation. The expected oscillations are all but defunct and the
velocity magnitude at the reference points is markedly inaccurate.
Frozen Rotor. The frozen rotor method allows the wake of the upstream blades
to pass downstream through a sliding or interpolating blade row interface preserving the effect of these phenomena. However, as the name implies, dynamic motion
of the rotor is omitted in the simulation. Without any temporal movement of
the wake, the simulation establishes a steady-state prediction of the static forces
acting on a blade given the prescribed relative orientation. Transient behavior can
be extrapolated from sequential steady-state frozen-rotor simulations (Jasak and
Beaudoin [6]). However, if the periodicity of the adjacent blade rows are unequal,
there is no alternative to the full wheel solution.
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Average-Passage. The average-passage method was developed for “steady, viscous flow that is periodic from blade passage to blade passage” (Adamczyk [7])
and applies three averaging operations to the governing equations: an ensembleaveraging to yield the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, a timeaveraging to remove unsteady timescales that are equal to or less than the shaft
rotation period, and a spatial-averaging to account for passage-to-passage variations. The average-passage method provides an “improved mathematical model”
for turbomachine simulations. However, the steady-state solution is obtained and
there is no alternative to the full-wheel solution.
Unsteady Inflow/Wake Boundary Condition. As an alternative to coupling
the blade rows, the upstream blade row can be approximated through a transient
inlet condition. Jernsletten et al. [8] conducted a numerical investigation of a
reversible Francis pump-turbine by approximating the upstream blade row as a
“sinusoidal inlet function which fluctuates the absolute inflow velocity.” While
the analysis of the rotor partially accounts for the unsteady interaction with the
upstream blade row, the full annulus of the rotor remains in the simulation. Similarly, the turbomachine may be modeled using a stacking technique in which each
blade row is modeled separately. The outlet solution from the upstream blade
row is transferred as an inlet condition to the next blade row. A simulation utilizing this method excelled over other simulations at the 1989 GAMM Workshop
in Lausanne (Keck and Sick [9]). Depending on the extent of the computational
resources, an iterative approach may be taken to converge the transferred inlet and
outlet conditions.
Unsteady Chorochronic Boundary Condition. Finally, the unsteady chorochronic boundary condition, or phase-lag boundary condition, allows for a transient
simulation to include only one blade passage per blade row regardless of its periodicity. The boundary condition assumes that the spatial (choro) periodic relation
between a set of coupled boundaries is delayed by a time-dependent (chronic)
component proportional to the fundamental blade passing period:
T =

2π
Ωrelative N

,
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where Ωrelative is the relative angular speed between the adjoining blade rows and
N is the blade count of the neighboring blade row. The fundamental blade passing
period and its harmonics characterize the vibration induced by RSI (Rodriguez et
al. [10]). Therefore, an enhanced analysis of the unsteady blade-row interaction is
realizable by imposing chorochronic boundary conditions on the coupled faces at
the benefit of reduced computational resources requirements.

1.2

The Impact of Computer and CFD Innovation

Observing the advancements in computer technology, Moore [11] noted that within
just a few years (1962-1965) the number of components, namely transistors, in an
integrated circuit had increased by a factor of two per year and was confident the
trend would continue. Ten years later, he reevaluated his prediction commenting
that the trend would taper to a biannual doubling rate (Moore [12]). Figure 1.7
documents the 40-year growth of the number of transistors in an integrated circuit.
The data follow Moore’s prediction with only small deviations. With an increase in
the number of components on an integrated circuit came an increase in computing
power and, consequently, a decrease in computing time.
In tandem, data storage devices have achieved their own advancements. Figure
1.8 shows a favorable trend for the cost of memory on various formats. Memory
disks have increased in capacity and reliability and have decreased in physical size
and production costs. For example a typical 11 × 15 mm microSD card is smaller,

more economical, and of greater capacity than previous formats.

Innovation in computer speed and data storage has enabled common use of
numerical tools for industrial applications. Prior to the 1980’s, a complex simulation on a CRAY-1 computer required 11 months to generate the grid, and
another 6 months for processing and post-processing (Shang [15]). Because of the
long turnover time, simulations of significant complexity were reserved for specialinterest research and development projects. Shang notes that the development of
finite-volume and characteristic-based methods as well as more efficient grid generation techniques have increased the industrialization of CFD. Since the 1980’s,
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Figure 1.7: Microprocessor transistor counts of common processors. A limited
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the development of parallel computing techniques, more efficient algorithms for
grid generation and computations, and faster computer hardware have decreased
the required computing time from months to minutes. For the fast-paced practices within the industrial sector, this significant decrease in resource requirements
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allowed for a more profitable integration of CFD analysis in product development.
Today, CFD is highly valued as a fluid-systems design tool. However, manufacturers remain hesitant regarding the integration of new technologies from the
forefront of CFD development. Johnson et al. [16] notes that CFD has value only
when it has a direct impact on the final product as an “integral part of the engineering process.” While many innovations may look nice in scholarly papers and
simulations may produce volumes of data, until they demonstrate a realizable improvement over the industry’s standard tools, the new innovations are not readily
accepted into a manufacturer’s arsenal of design tools. Figure 1.9 compares the
perceived level of payoff for five stages of CFD innovation. The payoff may take
the form of increased correspondence between the computer and physical models
or a simulation that, with a reduced domain size and computation time, achieves
comparable accuracy to the current numerical tools. Industrial acceptance of new
developments is primarily confined to stages IV and V, while most scholarly work
evolves from stages I - III.
The numerical tools for incompressible flow are no exception to Johnson’s observation. Though incompressible numerical techniques were in development since
the 1930s (Kwak and Kiris [17]), CFD was considered foreign and unnecessary in
the design of hydroturbines. Kwak and Kiris [17] noted that for NASA Ames,
“flow devices involving low-speed flow [could] be reasonably well designed without
II. Demonstration,
I.
confidence
Pieces of
enabling technology

• Scientific
papers
• Knowhow

III.
Putting it
all together

• Gee whiz,
look what
can be done
• Limited
pioneering
applications

IV.
Learning
how to use it
effectively

• General
code with
potential for
really useful
applications

V.
A mature
capability

Most analysis
done without
supporting
experimental
comparisons
Level of payoff

Figure 1.9: Stages of the CFD development process. Courtesy of Johnson et al.
[16].
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resorting to accurate numerical simulations (e.g., hydraulic turbines for hydroelectric power plants were designed without the CFD approach).” Moreover, the
incompressible assumption was applied as a “special case” of low Mach number
flows. As the push for increased performance broadened to include a wider range
of flow devices, NASA Ames developed its own suite of numerical tools for incompressible flow problems. Moreover, it wasn’t until 1978 that engineers outside of
NASA would adopt the CFD discipline for hydroturbine design. In short, Keck
and Sick [9] identified four periods of CFD integration since 1978:
• The potential flow and Q-3D period (1978-1987): A finite-element code was
~ ).
adapted to solve the 3D-Laplace equation (∇2 Φ = 0 where ∇Φ = U
• The 3D-Euler period (1987-1994): A 3D-Euler code was developed for incompressible flow in complex geometries based on a time-marching code for
transonic flows.
• The virtual test-rig transitional period (1990-2000): The finite-volume
method was constructed for Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models. Viscosity and turbulence effects were included in the simulation.
• The expansion period (2000-today): The analytical scope of CFD was expanded into special-interest topics including multiphase flows, blade-row interaction, unsteady flow phenomena, cavitation, and draft-tube vortex-rope
prediction.
Predating the potential flow period, manufacturers relied on the Bovet method,
available since 1961. In his publication, Bovet [18] introduced a systematic method
for runner design which successfully determined the size, length, and orientation
of a runner blade based on a “flow mesh with constant meridional velocity along
the exit edge.” The Bovet method was the fundamental tool for manufacturing
turbines during that era. And, even after the introduction of advanced CFD,
the Bovet method continues as a preliminary design tool preceding more intensive
CFD-based modifications.
With today’s standard of computational capacity, the early methods yield calculations of global quantities (i.e., torque and head loss estimations) with sufficient
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accuracy and a small demand on computer resources - a useful feature in the fastpaced iterative process of manufacturing design. Sebestyen [19] notes that “fast
viscous computations” are used at Sulzer Hydro in rehabilitation projects to compare existing and new components. In this regard, CFD is a gauge, even during
the design process, for the manufacturer and the customer to evaluate the extent,
cost, and potential benefit of the project. Further, Sulzer Hydro uses fundamental
calculations in preparation of physical model tests to identify potential hydraulic
problems and to avoid costly manufacturing expenses or time-delays that may arise
during a scheduled testing.
The methods developed during the third period are reserved for further analysis
where greater accuracy and in-depth study of the local flow phenomena are desired.
Design modifications based on a component-inclusive simulation of the waterway
yield smoother interaction between blade rows and increased flow regularity over a
wider operational range. Thereby, an advanced CFD simulation literally becomes
a virtual test-rig for new design features. With the advancements of this period,
a manufacturer could describe the performance of a hydroturbine over its entire
operating range with confidence in the accuracy of the computer-generated model
(Sebestyen [19]).
However, the impact of the virtual test-rig is still limited by the size of the computational model despite its integration into industry’s engineering design process.
Because of the blade-count constraints required of a hydroturbine design, a virtual test-rig simulation requires a substantial portion of the stator ring and rotor
wheel for accurate reconstruction of the RSI phenomena. The aim of adapting
the phase-lag boundary condition to incompressible turbomachinery problems is
to proportionally decrease the computational cost of the simulation without compromising the standard of accuracy.
Finally, the present period of hydroturbine CFD comprises all those technologies that are not yet presently accepted for frequent and consistent industrial application but provide valuable insight into the performance of hydroturbines and
the origin of hydrodynamic disturbances. Though the payoff of new research tools
is dwarfed by the tried-and-true industrial tools, each has the potential of revolutionizing the design process as it progresses through Johnson’s stages of innovation
(Fig.1.9).
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Figure 1.10: Vortex shedding of a 2D cylinder under laminar conditions. The
mesh is uniform with a total of 151552 cells. The 6000-time-step transient solution
required 6.1 hours to complete on a single-processor of a 2 × 2.4 GHz Quad-Core
Intel Xeon computer. Velocity magnitude contours shown.

1.3

Cost Estimates of Hydroturbine CFD

One of the foremost concerns of CFD application to hydroturbine design involves
the high cost requirements of computational resources. As a fundamental demonstration, a time-trial was conducted using OpenFOAM® on the vortex shedding
of a 2D cylinder for increasing mesh density. The domain consists of a 22 m × 8 m

rectangular domain with a 1 m circular cylinder. The mesh, constructed from
blockMesh, was varied from extremely coarse (704 cells) to fine (approx. 2.4
M cells) using a refinement ratio of 2. An inlet velocity of 1 m/s and a viscosity
of 1 × 10−3 m2 /s were prescribed (Re = 1000). The initial quiescent fluid was

simulated using a transient laminar solver, icoFoam, through 6000 time steps
at ∆t = 0.01 s, sub-iterating through the pressure Poisson equation twice. The
numerical setup follows a basic central-differencing discretization and an Euler
time-marching scheme. The discretized solution matrix computes the velocity using a symmetric Gauss-Seidel method with an iterative convergence criteria of
1 × 10−5 and the pressure using a preconditioned conjugate-gradient method with
an iterative convergence criteria of 1 × 10−6 .

Figure 1.10 shows the velocity field for a 151552-cell mesh at the final time step

near the cylinder.
While the simulation achieved grid convergence with an increased mesh density,
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Figure 1.11: Time trial of a transient OpenFOAM® simulation using icoFoam
for increasing cell count. The simulation completed 6000 time steps at ∆t = 0.01 s
computing the vortex shedding of a 2D cylinder. The trials involving the high cellcount models, indicated in the plot, were scaled up based on a restricted number
of time steps due to developing convergence instability associated with the Courant
number criteria.
the computational time also increases. Figure 1.11 shows the increase in computational time with cell count for both serial and parallel computations. The parallel
computations utilize 87.5%-capacity (14 processors) of a common 2 × 2.4 GHz
Quad-Core Intel Xeon computer described in Sec. 3.1. Regarding the final two
trials (0.6 M cells and 2.4 M cells), the total run time was scaled based on a restricted number of time steps as a result of the emergence of instability due to a
high Courant number (Co > 1).
As expected, the increase in cell count affects the run time requirements of
the simulation. And, although the time trial shows a simplified correlation of the
cell count and run time, the results become increasingly complex with increased
cell count. From the perspective of a single time step, the increased cell count
increases the number of iterations required to satisfy the convergence criteria.
Moreover, as stated previously, the high cell-count trials were scaled due to the
instability limits of the Courant number. Had these simulations been pursued more
incessantly, a smaller time step would be necessary to counter-balance the mesh
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density, compounding the run time requirements.
In regard to the cell count required of a thorough study of hydroturbine geometries, however, a 2.4M-cell model is often considered coarse. Magnan et al.
[20] conducted a grid refinement study of an in-line bulb turbine using various topography and cell counts. The draft tube alone contained 3M cells at the coarsest
level to resolve the detached flow conditions. Moreover, Foroutan and Yavuzkurt
[21] studied the transient precession of the vortex rope of a simplified draft tube
using a 2M-cell structured grid. In the latter, the simulations were completed on a
4-CPU Linux cluster where each time step of the standard k-ε simulation clocked
18.6 s, expending 206.6 hr real time for the 40000-time-step simulation.
In addition, Prasad et al. [22] simulated a vertical-axis axial flow turbine from
the stay vane inlet through the draft tube outlet using a single-blade assembly
for the distributor and runner arguing periodicity to reduce mesh size. While the
assembly overlooks the over-constraint challenge between blade row, the intent
was to minimize the total size of the mesh to a total of 1.93M elements (80%
attributed to the draft tube). Had the simulation been inclusive of all the blades
in each section, the number of elements increases to 5.97M elements.
Based on the computer performance from the vortex shedding demonstration,
a basic lower-bound estimation of the total computational time of a 6M-cell hydroturbine simulation is projected at 18 × 106 s (208 days) using serial computations

of 6000 time-steps; the projected time reduces to 3.2 × 106 s (37 days) for utilizing

the parallel-processing capacity of the machine. Additional time is expected for

the inclusion of a turbulence model, dynamic mesh rotation, decreased step size
(∆t), and a greater number of time-steps. For greater speed-up, high-performance
computer resources are required.
Finally, as a comprehensive unsteady analysis of the GAMM Francis turbine,
Lewis [23] constructed a 64.5M-cell computational domain from the inlet to the
distributor through the draft tube. The computational workload was distributed
across 1280 processors to calculate 16 complete revolutions of the runner. The
computational cost included approximately 28 days of runtime to dampen the
initialization phase and yield statistically significant results. The refined mesh size
preserved the important features associated with the RSI.
More generally, a CFD code solving a linear system of equations using LU
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factorization is expected to perform Nc2 floating-point operations (flop) per variable
per time step (Boyd and Vandenberghe [24]) where Nc represents the number of
cells in the model. Thus, the total computational time required of any multivariable computer code is
trun =

tn Vn Nc2
F

(1.1)

where tn is the number of time steps, Vn is the number of variables and F is
the calculation rate (flop/s or flops) of the computer, comprehensive of the all
processors utilized in a parallel algorithm.
A typical URANS CFD code solves three-components of velocity, the pressure,
and a two-variable turbulence model, totaling six variables. Supposing, due to
time restrictions, that a 6M-cell simulation consisting of 6000 time-steps were to
be solved within 1 week (604800 s) in order to be informative in a CFD-motivated
design, the required minimum calculation rate of the computer would need to be
approximately 2.14 × 1012 flops

According to top500.org November 2015 report, which documents the 500 most

powerful commercially available computer systems around the world, this calculation rate is close to 10% of the maximal performance achieved of the #500-ranked
computer system - in a historical perspective, a calculation rate of2.14 × 1012 flops
was near the capacity of the #1-ranked computer system 15 years previous.

Therefore, while high-performance computing resources are becoming faster
and more readily available2 , strategies that reduce the total cell count of the
underlying geometry are quite relevant to the modern computing era. Even as
computing speed increases, there is an advantage of an accurate simulation of a
single-passage model with a high mesh density over a coarse full wheel model with
an equivalent cell count.
2

The top500.org authors extrapolate an exponential growth in computing speeds estimating
that by 2020 #500-ranked computer system will exceed 10 × 1018 flops.
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1.4

Concepts, Terms, and Mechanics of
Hydropower

Hydroturbines can be categorized into several basic configurations. For a specific
project, the most suitable type of hydroturbine is determined by the site specifications, namely the total potential head and the expected flowrates. Figure
1.12 identifies the viable conditions for the prominent hydroturbines. Because the
Francis turbine accommodates a mid-to-high range of total head and an extensive
range of applicable flowrates, it is widely used in a number of hydroelectric facilities ranging from run-of-the-river3 to large reservoir installations. The Pelton
and the Kaplan configurations accommodate the high-head/low-flowrate and lowhead/high-flowrate regimes, respectively. Nonetheless, only the Francis turbine is
considered in this dissertation.
3

Referring to any site where little to no reservoir is feasible.
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Figure 1.12: Operating range of various hydroturbines based on head and flow
rate. Courtesy of Dixon [25].
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Figure 1.13: Component structure and flow direction of a Francis turbine. Courtesy of KWM [26].
The basic design of a Francis turbine is shown in Fig. 1.13. An additional set
of blades, not shown in the figure, referred to as stay vanes or stay bolts, typically
precedes the row of wicket gates. The function of each component is described by
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, quoting from the Compilation of Best Practice
Catalog (Oak Ridge [27]):
• Spiral case: “The function of the spiral case is to supply water from the
penstock to the stay vanes while maintaining near uniform water velocity
around the stay vanes and wicket gates as achieved by its unique shape and
continual cross sectional area reduction.”
• Stay Vanes: “The function of the stay vanes is to align the flow of water
from the spiral case to the wicket gates. They also usually function as sup-
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port columns in vertical units for the static weight of the unit’s stationary
components and hydraulic thrust during turbine operation.”
• Wicket Gates: “The function of the wicket gates is primarily to control
the quantity of water entering the turbine runner, thereby controlling the
power output. Secondarily, the gates control the angle of the high tangential
velocity water striking the runner bucket surface... The wicket gate also
functions as a closure valve to minimize leakage through the turbine while it
is shut down.”
• Runner: “The function of the runner is to convert the potential energy of
pressure (head) and flow of water into mechanical energy or rotational horsepower which is supplied directly to the turbine shaft.”
• Draft Tube: “The function of the draft tube is to gradually slow down the
high discharge velocity water, [thereby recovering some of] the kinetic energy
from the water, which is usually below atmospheric pressure.”

1.5

CFD and the Engineering Process of the
Modern Francis Runner

From the Pawtucket gatehouse in Lowell, Massachusetts (Francis [28]) to the Three
Gorges Dam in Hubei province, China, the Francis turbine has become a standard
design for a wide range of hydroelectric facilities. Hydroturbine manufacturers
have expanded upon James B. Francis’s original design and pushed the realizable
limits of performance and efficiency. The advances incorporate a full suite of
numerical tools properly utilized in the engineering design process. Most, if not
all, hydroturbine manufacturers have built a portfolio of experience and numerical
tools that streamline the design and renovation processes.
As with many industrial projects, hydroturbine manufacturing occurs in three
basic stages:
1. Conceptualization: A ‘trial and error’ drafting process to develop a potential design for optimal performance that satisfies the client’s specifications.
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Accurate conceptualization is critical during the bid-making process and facilitates further optimization once the contract is awarded.
2. Model Testing: Based on a potential design, scale model construction and
laboratory-testing to extrapolate its full-scale efficiency and performance.
The model is refined by small on-the-fly modifications during testing. A final
contractual model test is conducted as part of the manufacturer’s deliverable
to its client.
3. Industrialization: Full-scale manufacturing and installation of the final design. On-site testing is conducted to establish global performance parameters
of the new product. The results provide verification of the manufacturer’s
promise and validate the methodology of the previous stages.
The complexity and frequency of design changes decrease from one stage to
the next. However, with discretion, a manufacturer may pursue several iterations
between the conceptualization and model testing stages before approving a design
for the contractual model test and full-scale production.
The conceptualization stage utilizes classical turbine theory to construct a
turbine design.

Brekke [29] describes the parameters
that influence the runp
˙
ner blade design, i.e., the speed number (Ω = ω ∀/(2gH)3/4 ), reaction ratio
(h̃ = (h1 − h2 )/Hn through the runner), blade curvature, and the number of

blades. Optimization of each of these parameters aims at increasing the performance at the best efficiency point (BEP) and reducing the instabilities, such as
cavitation and pressure oscillations, that arise during off-design operating conditions. Although the conceptual design is far removed from the prototype and the
numerical simulations are, at best, an approximation of the actual flow conditions
and arising instabilities, the balance of these parameters guides the manufacturer
in studying the model turbine (stage 2) and in making the right adjustments to
improve its performance.
Also, in reference to rehabilitation projects, the Francis runner is tailored to
very specific design constraints. Unlike many other products in industry (e.g.,
prefabricated dwellings and interchangeable automobile parts), the hydroturbine
is typically designed for a single site and is seldom mass-produced for installation at two distinct geographical locations. Therefore, with few exceptions, every
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hydroturbine project is treated as a prototype and its design begins in the conceptualization stage.
The details of the design process are expanded in Fig. 1.14 for Alstom’s hydroturbine design process. Because of Alstom’s extensive database of research and
client-supported projects, its initial design stage begins with a turbine design that
most closely matches the client’s specifications. In the case of newly commissioned
waterways, the initial design might come from a design used for another project
of similar specifications. Alternatively, for rehabilitation projects, the existing
hydroturbine may be used as the initial design.
To complete the design optimization at BEP stage, which can be described as
a ‘trial and error’ process, Alstom uses two numerical tools that require minimal
computer time (Mazzouji et al. [30]). Declaring a set of optimization constraints,

ALSTOM
Experience

Initial design

Modification
No

Customer
specifications

Design optimization at
BEP
and full load
initial mechanical design
OK
Navier-Stokes
calculation over whole
operating range
mechanical validation

Modification
No

OK
Modification

Model test
No

OK
Contractual model test
Industrialization

Figure 1.14: Alstom’s hydroturbine design process. Courtesy of Mazzouji et al.
[30]. OK: Stage meets the established criteria for the project.
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the first numerical tool seeks “the appropriate blade angles for a given position of
the blade in the meridian plane, and for given hydraulic conditions.” The second
numerical tool uses a evolutionary global optimization algorithm accommodating
a large set of independent variables to minimize the discrepancies between the
initial design and the ideal design. Although this second optimization requires
a larger amount of CPU time, it can accommodate a large number of variables
over a wide operating range. Through these numerical tools, a high-performance
optimum design is chosen for further development.
Chacour and Colwill [31] describe a similar process that is used in American
Hydro Corporation’s4 runner design process. American Hydro’s “AHRDS” software is used to find the runner profile that provides “a highly refined design.” The
software, as described by Chacour and Colwill, “combines a geometry generation
program, which provides great latitude in shaping the bucket, with a powerful
three-dimensional potential flow analysis.” In designing new runners for existing
wheelcases, the program optimizes each runner for its application. This entails
adjusting the number of blades and extending the runner farther into the draft
tube as compared to the original design. The “AHRDS” software is coupled with
structural analysis tools to maintain safe blade thickness parameters. In the example provided by Chacour and Colwill, an upgraded design exhibited a 24 percent
increase in power output as a result of the computer-aided design.
Once the optimal design is established, a numerical study is conducted using
the Navier-Stokes calculations. During this stage, numerical simulations of the flow
field are further coupled with structural tools to analyze the turbine from distributor inlet to draft tube outlet. Masse [32] presents an overview of the numerical
tools utilized at Hydro-Quebec to explore improvements to existing turbines. For
a stacked component analysis, Hydro Quebec uses a cascade-type iterative process (See Fig. 1.15). A steady incompressible flow is computed independently in
each section and the inlet/outlet results are transcribed as boundary conditions
for the neighboring sections. When geometrical changes are incremented, an outer
iteration loop (not shown) is added to the process.
One motivation behind this iterative process is the transition between blade
4

Post-dating the citation, American Hydro joined the UK-based Weir Group PLC in 2010
and is now called Weir American Hydro.
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Figure 1.15: Hydro Quebec’s iterative process for hydroturbine CFD. Courtesy of
Masse [32].
rows that exhibit dissimilar periodicities or aperiodic structural features. By separately simulating each component in the cascade, the transcribed inlet and outlet
profiles may be condensed into average 1D profiles, and a standard periodic section can be constructed as needed. This technique is somewhat akin to applying
a mixing plane in a fully-integrated simulation. The difference arises in the usercontrolled processing of the inlet and outlet profiles of each blade row. Despite
reducing the computational cost considerably, the full extent of blade row interaction is lost in the process and the calculated flow field is not valid over the full
operating range of the turbine. Applying direct interface coupling and prescribing
the phase-lag boundary condition allows for a more realistic approach toward the
unsteady analysis with greater accuracy and a reduced computational cost.

1.6
1.6.1

Sources of Hydroturbine Flow Instability
Rotating Stall

Generally, the phenomenon of stall describes the loss of generated lift on an airfoil
from the combined effect of insufficient air speed and high angle of attack accompanied by an increase in pressure drag and a highly turbulent wake. The concept
of stall can be extended for use in turbomachinery to understand the phenomenon
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of rotating stall. Similar to aerodynamic stall, rotating stall indicates a loss of
generated lift, or torque, from a blade. Brennen [33] describes rotating stall as
a “redistribution of the flow” distinguishing this phenomenon from that of surge
which is characterized by oscillations in the mass flow rate.
Kubota and Kushimoto [34] observed through experimental and numerical techniques that rotating stall was implied by the detection of ultra-low frequency fluctuations of the dynamic pressure at the leading edge of the wicket gates and stay
vanes of a pump-turbine in pumping mode. They indicated that the rotating stall
never occurred simultaneously on all blades and rotated in the same direction, but
at a slower precession, as the impeller. The stall-region blocks incoming fluid from
entering the respective blade passage causing increased speeds and incidence angles
of the flow in the next adjacent blade passage, which results in stall. On the other
hand, in the blade passage preceding the the stall-region, the incidence angles are
smaller and deter stalling; the preceding blade passage promotes stall recovery of
the stalled blade passage. Thereby, the stall-region rotates in the same direction
as the rotor wheel, but at a reduced rate. Kubota and Kushimoto measured this
precession to vary between 1/33 and 1/84 of the impeller speed.
In generating mode, a pump-turbine may also experience rotating stall at offdesign conditions. Hasmatuchi et al. [35] monitored the pressure fluctuations in
a pump-turbine during the “runaway” operating condition, in which the machine
may oscillate between generating and pumping modes. In generating mode the
stall region located in the vaneless gap between the wicket gates and the impeller
progressed around the wheel at approximately 70% of the impeller rotational speed.
The rotating stall was accompanied by backflow and vortices.
Although occurrences of rotating stall are rare in the operating range of the
Francis turbine (Antonsen [36]), Francis turbines are no exception to this type of
instability. Fay [37], acknowledging the skepticism amongst specialists regarding
the validity of rotating stall causing vortex ropes, stated that the condition for
rotating stall to occur is met in Francis turbines: the runner blades operate at
high incidence angles on the verge of stall. Krishnamachar [38] emphasized that the
theory of rotating stall might be an exclusive causation to the eccentric transition
of a coaxial vortex rope. The pressure fluctuations created by the rotating stall
contribute to the off-axis rotation of the vortex rope. In contrast, the conclusions
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of Foroutan [39] suggest that the eccentric precession of the vortex rope can be
simulated without the upstream influence of the runner. Using a uniform velocity
condition at the inlet to the draft tube, the vortex rope was identified and modeled
under transient conditions.
Regardless of the origin of the vortex rope, the question remains whether a
single-passage domain with PLBC can reproduce the conditions of rotating stall or
facilitate the formation of the vortex rope which, of itself, is a source of instability
that reduces the performance of the hydroturbine.

CHAPTER 2
Overview of the Phase-lag
Boundary Condition

2.1

Literature Review

The chorochronic, or phase-lagged, boundary condition (PLBC) permits the usage
of a single blade-passage per row unrestricted by the over-constrain problem associated with the periodic boundary condition. Through a spatial-temporal phasing
scheme, the boundary condition transfers phased flow parameters across coupled
boundaries to preserve the dominant unsteady interaction between the adjacent
blade rows.
The concept was first introduced by Erdos et al. [40] and applied using a “direct storage” technique to the inviscid, compressible, two-dimensional, unsteady
flow of a transonic fan stage. For each iteration, stored data from a previous time
step differing by a quantity proportional to the blade passing period are imposed
on the coupled boundaries in lieu of the data generated by the neighboring control
volumes during the current time step. As indicated by its name, the direct storage
method retains a historical data set, a time history, for the coupled boundaries
after each time step and retrieves that data set after the corresponding phase interval. A small cost accrues for overhead memory and additional computer time
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for read-write access to the hard-disk. However, in comparison to the memory
usage and computational time requirements of a full-wheel simulation, these overhead costs are trivial. In short, the direct storage method exhibits an overall cost
efficiency while maintaining a comparable level of accuracy to that of the full-wheel
simulation.
Table 2.1 summarizes the publications and the scope of engineering problems
where the PLBC has been implemented since the advent of the technique. Notably,
the direct-storage method was refined by Gerolymos et al. [41, 42] to include
arbitrary angular velocities and pitch ratios. And Wang and Chen [43] extended
the PLBC to three-dimensional, viscous flow. Despite the breadth of publications,
however, the conclusions are limited to compressible applications for which the
velocity and energy variables comprise the solution space and the pressure field is
determined through an equation of state.
Scattered amongst the references, two alternative approaches branch from the
direct-storage method. The first, proposed by Giles [47] for two-dimensional analysis of turbomachinery, imposes a coordinate transformation of the unsteady nonlinear Euler equations, such that
x0 = x

(2.1)

y0 = y
t0 = t −

(2.2)


Ts − Tr
Pr


y

(2.3)

Using the transformed governing equations, the “time-inclined” solution is computed with standard periodic definitions at the coupled boundaries. Though the
need for additional memory is eliminated, the computations are limited to a finite
range of blade ratios, and a post-processing driver is needed to reconstruct the
transient flow sequence within the unprimed domain.
Alternatively, He [49] refines the direct-storage technique assuming that the
chorochronic nature of the solution can be sufficiently represented in Fourier space
(Fourier shape correction). The data storage requirements are transferred to the
Fourier coefficients and phase angles for each harmonic at the boundary.
Biesinger et al. [56] show that both Giles’ time-inclined method and He’s
Fourier shape correction method reduce the computational time and memory re-
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quirements significantly compared to a half-annulus simulation. However, the implementation of the Fourier method is shown to take more time due to its twopassage modeling requirement.
In addition, Hall et al. [53] proposed an alternative Fourier method: the harmonic balance technique. This approach assumes that if the flow variables are
chorochronic then they may be expressed as a time-dependent Fourier function
with spatially-varying coefficients:
ρ(~x, t) =

X

ρ~u(~x, t) =

X

Rn (~x)ejωnt

(2.4)

~ n (~x)ejωnt
U

(2.5)

En (~x)ejωnt

(2.6)

n

n

ρe(~x, t) =

X
n

By using these expressions in the governing unsteady Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (URANS) equations, the time-dependence is eliminated and the solution
involves determining the Fourier coefficients for a set user-specified number of n
modes. The concept is similar to the Fourier shape correction method proposed
by He, but was derived to be more general than its forerunner.
Concerning ANSYS CFX (Belamri et al. [54], Biesinger et al. [56], and Connell
et al. [58]), the suite of “phase-lag” type numerical tools includes
• Profile Transformation (PT): maintains standard periodic boundary conditions on single-passage domains; imposes a scaled geometric mapping on the
data set at domain interfaces,
• Time Transformation (TT): applies a modified version of time-inclined
method introduced by Giles [47] to three-dimensional flow, and
• Fourier Transformation (FT): applies a modified version of the Fourier shape
correction method introduced by He [49].
Through a basic evaluation of the software, the advanced methods, TT and FT, require specific conditions (i.e., wake-disturbance inlet condition, two passage mesh,
compressible fluid) during the set up of the simulation that constrain the applica-
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tion to a small category of compressible flow problems in turbomachinery, despite
the software’s claim as a commercial pressure-based solver.
Likewise, CD-adapco STAR-CCM+ has, in recent years, introduced the Harmonic Balance method to the software (Weiss et al. [61], Custer et al. [62] and
Subramanian et al. [63]) culminating the publication by Marpu et al. [60]. Marpu
et al. reiterate the derivation of the Harmonic Balance method and its application to compressible flow problems. Further, the test cases demonstrated through
each milestone emphasize the applicability of the Harmonic Balance method to
transonic turbomachinery stages.
Therefore, to the author’s knowledge, the scope of turbomachinery applications and the feasibility of the phase-lag boundary condition has been emphasized
in compressible fluid motion. The implementation of a phase-lagged condition in
connection to an unsteady pressure-based iterative method for incompressible flow
applications is beyond the scope of available publications. For this dissertation,
Erdo’s direct-storage method is derived and implemented within the OpenFOAM®
software for a pressure-based blended PISO-SIMPLE solver to evaluate its adaptability to incompressible flow applications.
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Table 2.1: Literary History of the Phase-Lag Boundary Condition.

Author

Pub.
Date

Phase-Lag
Method

Erdos and
Alzner
[40]

1977

direct
storage

Hodson
[44]

1985

direct
storage

1985

direct
storage

unsteady 3D Euler

turbine stage
(52S : 68R)

1989

direct
storage

unsteady 2D Euler

turbine stage
(30S : 45R)

Giles
[47, 48]

1990

timeinclined

He [49]

1990

Fourier
shape
correction

1991

direct
storage

general formulation for arbitrary angular
velocities and pitch-ratio

1993

direct
storage

3D unsteady Euler

Koya and
Kotake
[45]
Lewis et
al. [46]

Gerolymos
and
Chapin
[41]
Gerolymos
[50]
Chen et
al. [51]

1994

direct
storage

Chen and
Barter
[52]

1998

direct
storage

Kinematic
Assumptions
inviscid,
compressible, 2D,
unsteady
inviscid,
compressible, 2D,
unsteady

inviscid, unsteady
Euler; quasi-3D
terms
time-marching Euler
for quasi-3D
unsteady flow

unsteady,
compressible;
Baldwin-Lomax
turb.
unsteady,
compressible
Navier-Stokes

Application
transonic fan stage
(44R : 46S)
turbine rotor
mid-span; wake inlet

turbine stage
(26S : 44R)
blade flutter;
oscillating transonic
biconvex cascade

vibrating transonic
compressor cascade
compressor stage
(36R : 48S)
compressor stage
(36R : 48S)
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Table 2.1 (continued ): Literary History of the Phase-Lag Boundary Condition

Author

Pub.
Date

Hall et al.
[53]

2002

Gerolymos
et al. [42]

2002

Wang and
Chen [43]

2004

Belamri et
al. [54]
Burgos et
al. [55]

Phase-Lag
Method
harmonic
balance
Fourier
wave
function
postprocessing
toolkit

Kinematic
Assumptions
2D, unsteady,
inviscid, transonic
3D, compressible
Favre-Reynolds
Navier-Stokes
3D, unsteady,
compressible; k-ε
turb.

2005

profile
scaling

transient, CFX-5

2009

direct
storage

compressible; k-ω
turb.

Biesinger
et al. [56]

2010

method
evaluation

CFX-2009
pressure-based
commercial code

Salvadori
et al. [57]

2010

shape
correction

3D compressible
Navier-Stokes

Connell et
al. [58]

2011

Sicot [59]

2012

Marpu et
al. [60]

2015

method
evaluation
harmonic
balance
harmonic
balance

CFX R13.0
3D compressible
Navier-Stokes
STAR-CCM+,
compressible,
transonic,
Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence

Application
compressor4, front
stage transonic rotor
turbine 1-1⁄2 stage
(36S : 41R : 36S)
compressor stage
(36R : 48S)
15-stage axial
compressor; one
passage per blade
row
NLR Fan
(16R : 18S)
compressor stage
(18R : 20S); inlet
disturbance &
cascade
2D geometry with
reduced blade count
ratio (2S : 3R)
turbine stage
(90R : 36S)
compressor stage
(36R : 46S)
two-stage turbine
(46S : 76R : 48S :
70R)
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2.2

Development of the Phase-lagged Boundary
Condition

2.2.1

Chorochronic Rendering of Periodically-Coupled
Boundaries

The development of the phase-lagged boundary condition is based on the work by
Erdos [40] and Wang and Chen [43]. The development presented herein provides a
general approach for an arbitrary blade ratio and is valid for coupled dynamicallyrotating blade passages. Although Wang and Chen’s contribution is tailored for
post-processing, the underlying derivation remains the same as if it were meant for
direct application to the iterative process.
The phase-lag construct relies on the vital assumption that the periodicity
of the flow field contains a time-dependent attribute subject to the instantaneous
spatial arrangement of adjoining blade rows (Villanueva [64]). Figure 2.1 illustrates
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Figure 2.1: Spatial-temporal similarity in adjacent blade rows for a simple case of
stationary blades (domain S) and rotating blades (domain R), blade ratio 5R : 4S.
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this concept. The reference blade-row R rotates with a period
T =

2π
ω

(2.7)

where ω is the rate of rotation in radians per second. At time t + Tr where the
blade passing period is
Tr =

T
Nr

(2.8)

with Nr being the reference blade count, the reference blade-row will have rotated
sufficiently that the relative position of each blade in R with respect to those of
the neighboring row S is identical to that of time t.
Similarly, at time t + Ts where the blade passing period observed by the neighboring blade row is
Ts =

T
Ns

(2.9)

with Ns being the associated blade count, the relative position of each blade in S
with respect to those of row R is identical to that of time t.
By the same argument, the relative positions at time t are equivalent to those
of times t − Tr and t − Ts , respectively, and, more generally, all multiples l of the
blade passing periods. Thus for flow variable ψ,

ψr (t) = ψr (t ± lTs ) and ψs (t) = ψs (t ± lTr )

(2.10)

throughout the domain. Equation 2.10 suggests that data for one set of coupled
faces should be stored at intervals based on the blade passing period of the adjoining blade row with the integer, l, scaled sufficiently to reduce t to t∗ , the equivalent
phased time, such that
0 < t∗r ≤ Ts and 0 < t∗s ≤ Tr .

(2.11)

A simplified 2D blade passage is illustrated in Figure 2.2 which allows for the
general case that both blade rows may undergo motion. Within the reference frame
of row R, the neighboring row S moves with a relative rate of rotation
ω ∗ = |ωr − ωs |

(2.12)
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Figure 2.2: Simplified blade passage for reference blade row (R) with an upstream
neighboring blade row (S).
where the absolute value ensures that the term always acts positively within the
phase-lag algorithm.
Also, through substituting the relative rate of rotation into Eq. 2.8 and 2.9
and defining the blade-passing pitch as
2π
N

(2.13)

Pr
Ps
and Ts = ∗
∗
ω
ω

(2.14)

P =
the blade passing periods reduce to
Tr =

To complete the chorochronic assumption, the actual location of the reference
blade row r at an arbitrary time t is considered. The boundary at θA occupies
the same space that the boundary at θB had occupied at time t − Tr and should

resolve a similar flow profile as before. Likewise, the boundary at θB occupies the
same space that the boundary at θA will occupy at time t + Tr , subject to the same
argument. Therefore,
ψr (θB , t) = ψr (θA , t + Tr ) , ψr (θA , t) = ψr (θB , t − Tr )

(2.15)

Because t is arbitrary, Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.15 establish the basis of the chorochronic, or phase-lagged, boundary condition, containing elements of both spatial
and temporal phase-shifting. That is,
∗r
ψr (θB , t) = ψr (θA , t∗r
A ) and ψr (θA , t) = ψr (θB , tB )

(2.16)
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where
t∗r
= t + Tr ± mTs
A

(2.17)

t∗r
= t − Tr ± nTs
B

(2.18)

The integers m and n, like l, are sufficient for Eq. 2.11 to be satisfied.
Figure 2.3 visualizes the storage and retrieval handling of the historical data.
Over the interval prescribed by Eq. 2.11, a time-history is initialized using data
acquired while assuming a more constrained boundary condition (i.e., a wall condition or standard periodic condition) for a time Ts . Data for the coupled boundaries
are retrieved as a constant boundary condition from the time-history at the corresponding times t∗A and t∗B . As a result of this loop, the transient algorithm becomes
an explicit iterative process toward a chorochronic flow state. Greater stability is
achieved using the underrelaxation technique proposed by Chen and Barter [52] in
which the stored data are combined with data from the previous period:
ψstored = (1 − γ)ψ1 + γψcurrent

(2.19)

where ψ1 = ψ(t − Ts ). For adequate convergence, Chen and Barter recommended

γ = 0.5.

The robustness of the PLBC can be further increased by including a second
blade passage in the blade row. Modeling two blade passages has the advantage of
populating the time-history with data from the domain meridian rather than from
the coupled faces. While the additional blade passage increases the computational
store data of current time
use if periodic
time-history cycle

0

t⇤A t⇤ t⇤B

Ts

t0

retrieve lagging data for leading face
retrieve leading data for lagging face

Figure 2.3: Storage and retrieval process mapping of the PLBC time-history.
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cost per time step, the solution realizes the chorochronic flow profile sooner and
more effectively because the source of phase-lagged data is implicitly included in
the solution space.

2.2.2

Chorochronic Rendering of Blade Row Interface

Generally, a mesh-interfacing boundary condition is implicitly connected to the
iterative solution: a virtual annulus is created and updated from transformed duplicates of the mesh-interface and flow data from which interpolative values are
projected onto the neighboring boundary. While this method performs well between equal and scaled periodic blade sections, the method facilitates a divergant
feedback loop for dissimilar periodic sections. Therefore, the mesh-interfacing
boundaries are subject to the same constraint as the periodically-coupled boundaries and require a chorochronic rendering.
Two periodic sections coupled through a mesh interface are shown in Fig. 2.4,
exhibiting a blade ratio of 17R : 12S. For convenience, the passage sections are
arranged in a decomposed view. The virtual mesh interfacing, while in the CFD
architecture is of zero cell width, is shown with some dimensionality between the
adjoining sections to emphasize its purpose in the mesh-interface algorithm. Also,
though the virtual mesh interface may span the full annulus, only the relevant
duplicates are included.
Suppose the primary direction of flow is radially outward from domain R to
domain S. At instant t, an observable fluidic structure emerges from domain R,
represented as the mark at step 1 in Fig. 2.4. Through the implicit sequence
associated with the mesh-interface construct, the fluidic structure is transported
through the virtual interface and imprinted onto the adjacent domain. After a
single iteration, a non-physical reflection evolves at an incidence angle of
∆φ = 360◦

1
1
−
Nr Ns

(2.20)

from the original structure. Due to the implicit iterative nature of the boundary
condition, the reflections multiply and migrate along the interface until the singular fluidic structure influences the full span of the mesh interface. The result is
irrecoverable, immediate divergence.
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Figure 2.4: Implicit iterative loop of a coupled mesh interface. A fluidic structure
(1) originates in domain R near the interface, (2/2* ) is replicated periodically onto
the virtual boundary associated with domain R, (3) is interpolated into domain S,
(4/4* ) is replicated periodically onto the virtual boundary associated with domain
S, and (5) is interpolated back into domain R.
The phase-lagged boundary condition for the mesh interface is developed using
spatial-temporal relations described by Chen and Barter [52]. To reiterate, the
two foundational equations for a chorochronic boundary condition of periodicallycoupled boundaries consist of Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.15:
• Temporal Periodic Assumption:
ψr (t) = ψr (t ± lTs ) and ψs (t) = ψs (t ± lTr ),
• Spatial Periodic Assumption:
ψr (θB , t) = ψr (θA , t + Tr ) and ψr (θA , t) = ψr (θB , t − Tr ).
The temporal periodic assumption transfers directly into the foundation for a
chorochronic rendering of the mesh interface and indicates the interval over which
the relative spatial proximity between the reference and neighboring blade rows
conform.
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Figure 2.5: Spatial progression of domain R after one period Tr , blade ratio
5R : 4S.
In contrast, the conceptual foundation of the spatial periodic assumption must
now be correlated with the span of the mesh interface as opposed to the periodic
faces. In Fig. 2.5, the current time t is compared against a previous time step
separated by the blade passing period of the reference blade row, Tr . At time t, for
a computational domain consisting of passages Ar and As only, the virtual passage
Er spans the spatial footprint of Ar :
ψEr (t) = ψAr (t − Tr )

(2.21)

and a similar flow profile should be achieved. For each successive blade passage
trailing Ar , the spatial periodic assumption expands to
ψmir (t) = ψ0r (t − mir Tr )

(2.22)

where integer mir ∈ [0 : Nr − 1] increases with each passage trailing Ar , i.e., mEr =

1, mDr = 2, etc..

Combining Eq. 2.22 with Eq. 2.10 yields the equivalent phase-lagged constraint
for the mesh-interface coupled boundaries:
ψmir (t) = ψ0r (t − mir Tr ± lTs )

(2.23)

Note that this condition, associated with the reference blade passage, replaces
steps 2/2* and 3 from Fig. 2.4; the augmented time-history data set and the
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virtual boundary of domain R are imposed on domain S as an explicit constant
value for time t. Reversing subscripts s and r gives the corresponding condition
associated with the neighboring blade passage that replaces steps 4/4* and 5:
ψmis (t) = ψ0s (t − mis Ts ± lTr )

(2.24)

The phase-lag approach to the mesh interface is summarized in Fig. 2.6. The
result is as decoupling of the procedural steps under the assumption that the
fluidic structure emerges regularly. Though the structure originates in domain
R, its resolution relies on the level of convergence in the phase-lag time history.
During the initial convergence stage, the interaction of steps 1 and 5 will have a
diffusive effect on the internal convergence of domain R. Nonetheless, with the
completion of each interval Ts , the occurrence will become more focused until the
time-periodic solution is achieved.
Virtual
boundaries

0r (t

0s (t

4*
11Ts ± lT r)

Time = t

2*
16Tr ± lT s)
3

5
1
2
0r (t ± lT s)

Ū
!
0r (t

4

0s (t

± lT r)

2*
1Tr ± lT s)

Domain R
Rotor wheel, Nr = 17

Domain S
Stator wheel, Ns = 12

Figure 2.6: Explicit assignment of a phase-lagged mesh interface. A fluidic structure (a time-periodic occurrence) (1) originates in domain R near the interface.
Historical data (2/2* ) are recalled for the virtual boundary associated with domain
Rmri , and (3) interpolated into domain S. In tandem, historical data (4/4* ) are
recalled for the virtual boundary associated with domain Smsi , and (5) interpolated
into domain R.
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2.2.3

Accounting for Dynamic Mesh Motion

There are several techniques available in CFD to account for the motion of a rotating blade passage relative to the adjacent blade rows. The most basic technique
maintains a fixed location of the underlying geometry and compensates for the
Coriolis terms in the equations of motion. The entire geometry is constrained to
the same angular velocity. In addition, the equations of motion are solved in a
single reference frame. A second technique is capable of including both stationary
and rotating sections. Again, however, the geometries maintain a fixed position
and the Coriolis terms are applied, respectively, to the respective regions.
Both of these methods are well suited for cascading simulations of rotational
flow with a limited overall RSI between subsequent blade rows, regardless of their
periodic equivalence. Further, these techniques are confined to the limited category
of steady-state solvers. The transient nature of the rotation is lost despite the
inclusion of the rotational forces due to the unchanging relative position of the
stationary and rotating regions. The effects of the blade motion are smeared
across the region defined as a rotational passage. Thus, the resulting solution
cannot simulate the unsteady blade interactions in a turbine cascade.
Alternatively, a third method - which is preferred in this study - accounts for
the motion of the rotating passage through dynamic manipulation of the geometry.
At the start of each time step, the mesh of the rotating region is transformed based
the incremental rotation angle αt = ω∆t. This dynamic motion is well suited for
transient turbine simulations. Moreover, when the dynamic motion is coupled with
an arbitrary mesh interface, a single periodic section of each blade row is adequate
to reproduce the time-periodic transient solution for the cascade.
As described in Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the phase-lag routine stores boundary
data of the converged solution over the interval Ts , the blade passing period of the
adjacent blade row. And, once fully initialized, retrieves data from this historical
data set, based on a synchronized phase-lag time, for the periodic boundaries of
the reference blade passage, Eq. 2.17 and 2.18:
t∗r
A = t + Tr ± mTs
t∗r
B = t − Tr ± nTs

(2.25)
(2.26)
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Also, for retrieving data associated with the mesh interface of the reference passage
and imposed on the complimentary coupled interface, Eq. 2.23 requires
t∗r
mir = t − mir Tr ± lTs

(2.27)

Comparing these, the phase-lag times for the periodic boundaries correlate with
the more generic phase-lag times along the mesh interface in the instances that
mir = Nr − 1 and mir = 1, respectively. Regarding the equivalence of Eq. 2.25,

recall that it represents the future time at which boundary A will be in the current
location of boundary B. Similarly, the geometric mapping applies to the previous
instance in time one blade passing period Tr short of a full revolution.
For ψ representing a vector quantity, the phase-lag data of the rotating domain
are not aligned with the current dynamic manipulation. Therefore, an intermediate
vector transformation is required prior to the duplication procedure where the
transformation angle is given by ωr ∆t∗r and
∆t∗r = t − t∗r = mir Tr ∓ lTs

(2.28)

from Eq. 2.27.
While the phase-lag subroutine phaser (see Sec. B.1.2) sufficiently depreciates
∗

t such that 0 < t∗ ≤ Ts , the actual time step associated with the data archival

must have occurred during the last interval Ts only: t ≥ t∗r ≥ t − Ts , confining

Eq. 2.28 to

∆t∗r = mir Tr ∓ lTs ≥ 0

(2.29)

where the upper limit only is considered. Solving the inequality for l gives
±l ≤ mir

Tr
.
Ts

(2.30)

Therefore, ±l defines an integer that does not exceed the quantity mir TTrs and
computationally correlates to floor(mir TTrs ). Furthermore, for this particular im-

position, the ∓ of Eq. 2.28 and the ± of Eq. 2.30 are counterbalanced. Thus, the
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difference between the current and archived time steps is
∆t∗r = mir Tr − Ts floor(mir

Tr
).
Ts

(2.31)

Under the condition that mir = 0 or Tr = Ts , ∆t∗r reduces to zero; the solution
of the current time step is sufficient to impose on the coupled boundary. However,
to enforce phase-lag behavior, the time difference is defaulted to ∆t∗r = Ts in compliance with the phase-lag interval. This establishes a preference for the converged
data of the time-history over the interim data of the current time step.

2.3

The Phase-Lag Algorithm

The C++ structure of OpenFOAM® permits the implementation of the PLBC
from standard boundary conditions already included in the software. A basic
Dirichlet boundary condition template was considered as a suitable foundation for
the phase-lag boundary condition. However, the mixed -type boundary condition
was preferred for its flexible blended Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition.
Through basic user-controlled input in the initial field files, a reference value
ψref , normal gradient

∂ψ
∂n ref

and interpolating factor γref are assigned. From these,

the boundary condition is computed using
ψBC−A


∂ψ
= γref ψref + (1 − γref ) ψA +
∂n


∆nA

(2.32)

ref

by the evaluate subroutine (see OpenFOAM® Toolbox [65]). Thus, the mixed type boundary condition provides a weighted contribution of Dirichlet (ψ specified)
and Neumann ( ∂ψ
∂n

ref

specified) conditions.

The mixed -type boundary condition template has been used as a foundation
for various derived boundary conditions. For example, the boundary condition
inletOutlet monitors the flow rate across the boundary. Where the flow rate is
positive, γref = 0 constraining the outflow to a normal gradient of zero; where
the flow rate is negative, denoting reverse-flow into the computational domain,
γref → 1 and ψref is imposed. Aside from the supporting structure of these derived

boundary conditions, the crux of the modifications is self-contained in the singular
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subroutine consistantly referenced through the source code during run-time: the
updateCoeffs subroutine.
The documentation and source code for the phase-lag algorithm are included
in App. B.

2.3.1

User-Control Parameters

In building the PLBC, several user controls were included to provide various flexibility to the boundary condition. The user controls are separated into field-specific
and general parameters which are described completely in App. B.1.1.
Of particular interest, the init keyword sets an integer scalar to control the
initialization interval such that ti = initTs . At startup the time-history portfolio is
unknown and must be populated ad hoc. During the initialization period (0 < t <
ti , the phase-lagged boundaries are treated as pseudo-periodic, or wall-like, based
on user control of ψref ,

∂ψ
,
∂n ref

and γref . The converged boundary field-data for each

time step are archived in the time-history. For init > 1, the time-history data
are overwritten with newly available data. When t = ti , the phase-lag constructs
enforce the time-history data at the boundaries. By default init = 2, corresponding
to the minimum time required to overwrite the erroneous start-up data.

2.3.2

The Synchronous Time Step

As a result of the discrete time-history, it is necessary to control the incrementation
of the time step, ∆t, such that the time directories synchronize with the blade
passing periods. For a single blade row with a simulated wake inlet profile, it is
simple enough to set the ∆t based on the blade passing period of that row:
∆tr =

Ts
cs

(2.33)

where cs is an arbitrary integer that indicates the desired number of time steps
per blade passing period. This specification ensures that, for reference blade row
r, the current time step aligns with one of the available historical time directories.
However, in defining the time step accordingly, there is no guarantee that an
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equivalent integer, cr , will be constructed for an adjoining blade row:
[integer] cr =

Tr
with ∆ts ≡ ∆tr , rounding required
∆ts

(2.34)

Under this scheme the computed phase lag time associated with the adjoining
blade row does not correlate with previously-stored historical data. The computed
phase lag time would require significant approximation or the field data would
require an interpolation from the bounding data.
A more viable strategy ensures that the arbitrary integers, cs and cr , conform
to a scaling relation. Solving for ∆tr in Eq. 2.34 and equating directly with 2.33
gives
∆t =

Ts
Tr
=
cs
cr

(2.35)

where the subscript on ∆t may be omitted. Further, the expression can be expanded using the blade passing periods of Eq. 2.14:
∆t =

2π
|ω ∗ | Ns cs

=

2π
|ω ∗ | Nr cr

(2.36)

The least common multiple involves the quantity 2π/ (|ω ∗ | Nr Ns ); the equation
requires the constraint that

cs
cr
=
=c
Nr
Ns

(2.37)

where c is an arbitrary positive integer. Thus, the time step is resolved to
∆t =

2π
c |ω ∗ | Nr Ns

.

(2.38)

While Eq. 2.38 ensures that the time step accurately correlates to available
historical field data from t∗r and t∗s , the scheme may still be limited by the computational precision of the host machine. In most cases, the time step as computed
above will result in a non-terminating decimal, but must be truncated as a computational parameter. Therefore, due to the error propagation of the trailing decimal
place and erratic influence of machine precision, each time step incrementation may
impose a slight deviation to the naming convention of the time-history database.
With such unpredictability, the truncation inhibits file identification and retrieval
of the phase-lagged field data based on the computed phase-lag time. Therefore, a
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filter is applied necessarily to the equivalent phased time t∗ correcting for possible
machine-based numerical anomalies. Exact details are reviewed in App. B.1.2.
It is worth noting that the data archival and retrieval system established by
Eq. 2.23 and 2.24 impose an additional constraint on the integer c. For a time t,
the phase-lagged mesh interface requires the retrieval of independent archives for
each copy of the blade passage. If c = 1, then the number of independent archives
in the time-history matches the number of duplicates required to complete the
revolution. Larger values of c allow for a better resolution of the time-history. In
general , a value of c = 10 has been used in each simulation.

2.3.3

Two-Passage Adaptability

The construction of the phase-lag subroutine includes a user-controlled expansion
for computational domains that contain two passages per blade row. The two
passage construction has the added flexibility of giving the phase-lag algorithm a
more implicit functionality. Rather than using the real time iterative data at the
boundaries to populate the time history, data are extracted and archived from the
domain meridian. Because the meridian is part of the internal domain, its cells are
embedded in the iterative process and available in the solution pertaining to the
internal domain.
To correlate the meridian to the phase-lag boundaries, the spatial coordinate
of the cell center associated with the phase-lag boundary is transformed, either
through a rotational transformation tensor or a translational operation depending on the domain construction. The cell ID of the cell center closest to this
transformed point correlates with the cell from which flow data will be extracted
and imposed on the PLBC. Through this construction, it is best practice to build
the two-passage computational domain through an exact duplication of the singlepassage domain. Otherwise, the miscorrelation of cell-centers may facilitate a
source of error within the solution.
The reference ID’s are stored in active memory as well as a supplemental file
within the phase-lag directory. The supplemental file allows for a more convenient
means of data retrieval upon simulation stop and restart. Further, it provides
output verification of the resultant cell-matching.

CHAPTER 3
Methodology - Computational
Setup of the CFD Simulations

3.1

Computer Hardware

The simulations were completed using a 2 × 2.4 GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon mi-

croprocessor with Hyper-Threading1 technology. Using Geekbench2 , the system
measures 2.31 Gflops benchmarked against the single-core Mandelbrot test - a
fractal program measuring floating point workload and a low memory bandwidth.
The author acknowledges the additional speed-up available through parallel
processing - the multi-core Mandelbrot test increases to 24.3 Gflops. The simulations, however, were intentionally run using serial processing routines. Performance inferences regarding the phase-lag simulations can be considered from the
perspective of a per-processor economy in which the entirety of the phase-lagged
boundary is confined to a single processor.
Also, the random-access memory (RAM) consists of 24 GB of 1066 MHz DDR3
ECC dual in-line memory modules (DIMMS) clocking at a single-core stream-copy3
rate of 7.2 GB/s.
1

Each processor core is virtually subdivided into two logical units to share the workload.
https://www.primatelabs.com/geekbench/
3
Geekbench: executes a value-by-value copy of a large list of floating point numbers
2
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3.2
3.2.1

CFD Software
OpenFOAM® Software

The open-source computational software package OpenFOAM® , written in the
C++ programming language, is used in this research study. The open-source code
and its object-oriented modular construction make OpenFOAM® quite versatile
for the development and expansion of the CFD capabilities required of the PLBC.
Without modification of the main source code, the phase-lag algorithm can be
implemented as a self-sufficient boundary condition imposed at run time.
Currently, the development of OpenFOAM® consists of two parallel projects.
The first development is maintained by OpenCFD Ltd. at ESI Group [65] while
Hrvoje Jasak and others maintain a community driven “extend” project [4] unaffiliated with the ESI Group. Where distinction is required, these separate developments will be referred to as the OpenCFD-project and the Extend-project,
respectively. Further, unless otherwise noted, the OpenCFD-project is used for
the simulations in this study.
Also, while the OpenCFD-project has since updated their software4 , it was
determined that OpenFOAM® v2.3 was sufficient for the development of the
PLBC. Updates to the core software architecture were considered trivial; the major
software updates targeted auxiliary special-interest functionality with little impact
on the focus of this research.

3.2.2

Mesh Generation

Based on the complexity of the model, one of two meshing utilities was used to
construct the computational domain. Domains consisting of basic geometric shapes
and requiring a manageable number of control points were constructed using the
basic OpenFOAM® mesh generator, blockMesh. More advanced domains were
generating using Pointwise® , a stand-alone mesh generation software.
The blockMesh generator produces a structured hexahedral grid based on
specified cell counts for each of the primary coordinate directions. As necessary, a
simple grading technique may be implemented to reduce cell sized near the wall4

In January 2016, OpenCFD announced the release of OpenFOAM® v3.0+
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type boundaries. The generator constructs the computational domain from an
input file blockMeshDict describing the geometric configuration of the vertices. An
example of the input file is included in App. A.1.1.
Pointwise® was used for the mesh generation of models containing more complex blade passages. In general an unstructured tetrahedral mesh was specified for
the flow cavity. Depending on the airfoil geometry, an O-type, or C-type, hexahedral layer was used in the near-wall regions to define the boundary layer region.
Also, the mesh near the phase-lagged boundaries for the periodically-coupled faces
was constructed using a hexahedral grid which enabled a better resolution of the
phase-lagged boundaries.
During mesh construction, the periodically-coupled phase-lag boundaries are
specified as periodic to ensure that the boundary faces maintain a one-to-one correlation. Once the correlation is verified in OpenFOAM® using the checkMesh
utility, the specification is modified to the more generic patch and the PBLC declarations are defined within the initial condition files of the OpenFOAM® case.

3.2.3

Explicit Versus Implicit Boundary Conditions

Consider the generic one-dimensional Laplace equation with source term (S):
∆ψ = ψii =

∂ 2ψ
=S
∂x2

(3.1)

To find a solution to this equation, the second-derivatives may be substituted
using a second-order accurate central differencing scheme. For unequally spaced
data of reference point I, the numerical approximation is
2
∂ 2ψ
= 2
[hI+1 ψI−1 − (hI+1 + hI−1 )ψI + hI−1 ψI+1 ] + h.o.t. . . .
2
∂x I hI−1 hI+1 + h2I+1 hI−1
(3.2)
where hI−1 = nI − nI−1 and hI+1 = nI+1 − nI . Equation 3.2 is the result of Taylor-

series expansion and reduces to the standard central-difference formula if the data
points are equally spaced (h = hI−1 = hI+1 ):
∂ 2ψ
ψI−1 − 2ψI + ψI+1
=
.
2
∂x I
h2
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Regardless of the generic or the standard form, the coefficients can be identified
as φI−1 , φI+1 and φI :
∂ 2ψ
= φI−1 ψI−1 − φI ψI + φI+1 ψI+1 .
∂x2 I

(3.3)

Substituting Eq. 3.3 into Eq. 3.1 yields the discretized governing equation:
φI−1 ψI−1 − φI ψI + φI+1 ψI+1 = SI
Coupled with identical equations for each node in a computational domain, the
discretized equations comprise a linearized system of equations ([A][ψ] = [S] where
A is a tridiagonal coefficient-matrix) that may be solved using various numerical
techniques. These methods are further described in Versteeg and Malalasekera [66]
and Ferziger and Peric [67].
The nodes near the bounding edges can be categorized is acting explicitly or
implicitly on the governing equations. The distinction between these two types is
contrasted in Fig. 3.1.
At an explicit boundary (Fig. 3.1a), a predetermined fixed value is assigned at
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(a) Explicit (fixed) boundary.

&

!"

!%
!" ∗
(b) Implicit (periodic) boundary.

Figure 3.1: Finite-volume boundary rendering based on the boundary type. Explicit boundaries are declared through direct assignment in the governing equations.
Implicit boundaries, such as the periodic boundary, utilize mathematical identities
to reformat the governing equations and are not directly assigned.
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the bounding face. In regard to the governing equation, node A for example, the
value is added to the source term:
−φA ψA + φA+1 ψA+1 = SA − φBC−A ψBC−A
In contrast at an implicit boundary, such as gradient, symmetry, and periodictype boundaries, the term remains in the governing equation in accordance with
the associated mathematical definition. In particular, for a periodic-type boundary
(Fig. 3.1b), the domain border extends to virtual nodes A∗ and B ∗ that identify
with the complimentary nodes on the opposite side of the domain. The discrete
equations maintain the tridiagonal coefficient-matrix associated with the reference
and neighboring nodes:
φB ψB − φA ψA + φA+1 ψA+1 = SA
and
φB−1 ψB − 1 − φB ψB + φA ψA = SB
Between the discrete equations associated with ψA and ψB , the solution of the
boundary-adjacent nodes are determined implicitly.
The PLBC represents an explicit boundary condition that uses a predetermined
value at the bounding face based on a previous time step accounting for the correct
temporal and spatial phase-shift. In practice, however, imposing a value explicit
encounters an immediate challenge: the initial value specified prior to run time is
preserved through all subsequent time steps. The time-history repeatedly stores
and retrieves the initial value and is unable to achieve chorochronic convergence.
Therefore, instead of storing the value at the bounding face, the data at the
cell-center node (φA and φB in Fig. 3.1b) are stored in the time history at the
completion of each time-step. Later, when the time-history data are retrieved, a
weighted interpolation combines the complimentary φB ∗ ,phased and φA∗ ,phased with
the node data of the current time step. Through each sub-time-step iteration, the
weighted interpolation is reevaluated from the intermediate solution at nodes A
and B.
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Table 3.1: OpenFOAM® v2.3 compressible solvers. Descriptions quoted from
the source code [65].

Solver
rhoCentralFoam

rhoPimpleFoam

rhoSimpleFoam
sonicFoam

3.2.4

Description
Density-based compressible flow solver based
on central-upwind schemes of Kurganov and
Tadmor.
Transient solver for laminar or turbulent flow
of compressible fluids for HVAC and similar
applications.
Uses the flexible PIMPLE (PISO-SIMPLE)
solution for time-resolved and
pseudo-transient simulations.
Steady-state SIMPLE solver for laminar or
turbulent RANS flow of compressible fluids.
Transient solver for transonic/supersonic,
laminar or turbulent flow of a compressible
gas.

Compressible Solver Implementation

OpenFOAM® ’s compressible flow solvers are summarized in Table 3.1. Because
the most of the solvers are pressure-based, rhoCentralFoam provides the most
suitable numerical method to evaluate the phase-lag boundary conditions. For
inviscid flow conditions, this particular solver computes the following equations
∂ρ
+∇·φ=0
∂t

∂ (ρU )
+ ∇ · φU + = 0
∂t

∂ /(ρE)
+ ∇ · φE + − ∇ (σ · U ) = 0
∂t
p = ρRT

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

where φ = Sf · U is the velocity flux through each bounding face (area vector Sf )

of a control volume. The temperature T is derived from the result of Eq. 3.6.

OpenFOAM® follows the general numerical methods of standard density-
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based compressible flow solvers. The product contained in the time derivative
is treated as a single variable of the discretized equations of motion, i.e., ρU instead of U and ρE instead of E. As a result, non-standard boundary conditions,
such as the PLBC on the velocity U could not be sufficiently imposed. Therefore,
the time derivative of Eq. 3.5 was reconstructed to solve for the velocity field
directly:
∂ (ρU )
∂U
∂ρ
= ρ
+U
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂U
= ρ
− U∇ · φ
∂t
with Eq. 3.4 resolving

∂ρ
.
∂t

(3.8)

This modification provided the necessary flexibility to

impose the PLBC and enforce an active boundary update through each iteration
and time advancement.

3.2.5

Incompressible Solver Implementation

The PLBC was evaluated for incompressible problems using the pimpleFoam
solver. The solver computes the transient solution of an incompressible fluid using
a mixed PISO5 -SIMPLE6 algorithm. For each time step pimpleFoam implements
an iterative approach to the unsteady solution. The pseudocode for pimpleFoam
is summarized in App. A.2. A more detailed summary of the solver implementation
was published by Jasak [68].
In general, OpenFOAM® ’s incompressible solvers calculate the solution to the
Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equation:

5
6

∂Ui
=0
∂xi

(3.9)

∂Ui
∂Ui
∂ p̃
∂
+ Uj
=−
+
(2νSij + τij )
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj

(3.10)

Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
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where the pressure term (p̃, m2 /s2 ) represents the pressure per unit density:
p
p̃ = .
ρ
Sij and τij are the mean strain-rate tensor and the specific Reynolds-stress tensor,
respectively defined by
1
Sij =
2



∂Ui ∂Uj
+
∂xj
∂xi


(3.11)

and
τij = −u0i u0j

(3.12)

Further, the pressure field is obtained from the derived Poisson equation for incompressible flow:
∂
∂xi



∂ p̃
∂xi





∂ ∂ (Ui Uj )
=−
.
∂xi
∂xj

(3.13)

To resolve the specific Reynolds-stress tensor, each turbulent simulation in this
study uses the standard k-ε model for incompressible flow described in Launder
and Spalding [69]. The turbulence model defines the specific Reynolds-stress tensor
as

2
τij = 2νT Sij − kδij
3

(3.14)

where the kinematic eddy viscosity is νT = Cµ k 2 /ε. Finally, the turbulence kinetic
energy and dissipation rate are determined through the respective equations of
motion:


∂k
∂k
∂Ui
∂
∂k
+ Uj
= τij
−ε+
(ν + νT /σk )
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj


2
∂ε
∂ε
ε ∂Ui
ε
∂
∂ε
+ Uj
= Cε1 τij
− Cε2 +
(ν + νT /σε )
∂t
∂xj
k ∂xj
k
∂xj
∂xj

(3.15)
(3.16)

with the closure coefficients
Cε1 = 1.44

Cε2 = 1.92

Cµ = 0.09

σk = 1.0

σε = 1.3.

The turbulence model is selected using the auxiliary controls specified in the
turbulenceProperties and RASProperties dictionaries. An example of these dictionaries is included in App. A.1.2 and A.1.3, respectively.
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For cases involving dynamic mesh motion, pimpleDyMFoam was used. The
numerical approach is identical to pimpleFoam with the addition of numerical
controls associated with the mesh motion. In these cases, the dynamicMeshDict
control file defines the mesh motion (see App. A.1.4).
Each simulation assumes that the working fluid is 15 ◦ C water with a kinematic
viscosity of ν = 1.13×10−6 m2 /s. The parameter is prescribed in the OpenFOAM®
transportProperties input file (App. A.1.5).

3.2.6

Numerical Control

The numerical methods for solving the governing equations (see Sec. 3.2.5) are
summarized in Table 3.2. The cases to which each method applies are indicated for
each flow variable. In the simpler cases, a basic Gauss-Seidel iterative method was
used to converge the velocity and turbulent quantities while a multi-grid method
was used to converge the pressure field. However, as the computational domains
required more complex mesh construction, the conjugate gradient methods were
more conducive to convergence in the phase-lagged simulations and were adopted
for the respective case sets.
In addition, the finite-volume discretization methods used in each case are summarized in Table 3.3. Again, the methods were modified for the latter case studies
of this dissertation. Deduced from prominent OpenFOAM® tutorial cases and
users experience, there is a preference toward a 33% non-orthogonal-correction
blending factor in discretizing the surface normal gradients when applied to unstructured tetrahedral computational domains. Overall, the discretization establishes a first-order time-accuracy and a second-order spatial-accuracy, with the
exception of the advection terms associated with the turbulence model (Eqn. 3.15
and 3.16) which use a first-order upwinding scheme.
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Table 3.2: OpenFOAM® v2.3 numerical methods used in this study. Methods
applicable to the general procedure for solving the system of equations described by
Aij ψj = bi .
Numerical Method

Description

Diagonal solver
(diagonal)
Geometric
Agglomerated
Algebraic MultiGrid
(GAMG)
Preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient
(PCG) for
symmetric Aij

Direct method

Iterative solver
(smoothSolver)
Preconditioned
Bi-Conjugate
Gradient (PBiCG)
solver for
asymmetric Ai j

Applied
Field
ρ, ρE

Applicable
Cases
Sec. 4.3

Gauss-Seidel
iterative method to
converge each level

p

Sec. 4.1.1,
4.1.2, 5.1

Preconditioned with
simplified
Diagonal-based
Incomplete Cholesky
(DIC) method
Gauss-Seidel
iterative method to
converge solution
Preconditioned with
simplified
Diagonal-based
Incomplete LU
(DILU) method

p

Sec. 4.1.3,
4.2, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4

U , k, ε

Sec. 4.1.1,
4.1.2, 4.2, 4.3,
5.1, 5.3
Sec. 4.1.3,
5.2, 5.4

U , k, ε
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Table 3.3: OpenFOAM® v2.3 discretization schemes used in this study. Arbitrary flow variable ψ represents both scalar and vector quantities as required of the
governing equations. Face flux φ refers to flux φ = USf · Sf , where Sf represents
the face area vector. Descriptions quoted from the source code [65].
OpenFOAM®
Dictionary
ddtSchemes

Term
∂ψ
∂t

gradSchemes

∇ψ

divSchemes

∇·ψ
∇ · (φU )
∇ · (φk)

laplacianSchemes

∇ · (φε)
∇ · (∇ψ)

interpolationSchemes
snGradSchemes

point-topoint
∇ψ · nSf

Discretization Scheme
Euler: basic first-order
implicit/explicit discretization
using only the current and
previous time-step values.
Gauss linear: basic second-order
face-interpolation based on Gauss’
theorem using central differencing.
Gauss linear
Gauss linearUpwind: Gauss linear
scheme with upwind weighting
factors based on ∇U
Gauss upwind: upwind
differencing scheme based on φ
Gauss upwind
Gauss linear corrected: Gauss
linear scheme with non-orthogonal
correction
Gauss linear limited corrected
0.33: Gauss linear scheme with
blended non-orthogonal correction
linear: basic central differencing
scheme
corrected: surface normal gradient
with non-orthogonal correction
limited corrected 0.33: surface
normal gradient with blended
non-orthogonal correction

Applicable
Cases
all cases

all cases

default
all cases
Sec. 4.1.3,
4.2, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4

Sec. 4.1.1,
4.1.2, 4.3,
5.1
Sec. 4.1.3,
4.2, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4
all cases
Sec. 4.1.1,
4.1.2, 4.3,
5.1
Sec. 4.1.3,
4.2, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4
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3.3

Discrete Fourier Transform Calculations

To better understand the accuracy of the PLBC in CFD simulations, the flow
parameters (U , p̃, k, ε) are monitored at specific locations within the computational
domain. Also, the force and torque are calculated from the surrounding surface
pressure for a single-passage reference blade . These transient data are decomposed
using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) into the associated frequency spectrum.
In doing so, the PLBC may be evaluated for its accuracy to resolve the harmonic
frequencies of the blade interaction.
The DFT was implemented through an in-house Fortran code tailored to
OpenFOAM® ’s probe and force output routines. The source code is included in
App. C. Aside from the preliminary setup that retrieves and sorts the data, the
DFT utility computes the Fourier Transform based on the derivation in Beckwith
et al. [70].
For a reconstructed waveform


N/2−1
X
AN/2
A0
N
ψ(t) =
[An cos (2πn∆f t) + Bn sin (2πn∆f t)] +
+
cos 2π ∆f t .
2
2
2
n=1
(3.17)
where ∆f = 1/ (N ∆t) is the fundamental frequency and N is the number (even)
of time steps included in the decomposition. The harmonic coefficients of the
waveform are calculated from


N 
2 X
2πrn
N
An =
ψr cos
n = 0, 1, . . . ,
N r=1
N
2


N 
2 X
2πrn
N
Bn =
ψr sin
n = 1, 2, . . . , − 1.
N r=1
N
2

(3.18)

(3.19)

using the discrete data ψr .
Furthermore, the frequency spectrum for each simulation is considered in terms
of a sine function inclusive of a phase angle:
ψ(t) = Cn sin (2πn∆f t + αn )

(3.20)
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where the harmonic coefficient is
Cn =

p
A2n + Bn2

n = 1, 2, . . . ,

N
−1
2

and the positive acute phase angle is
φF = tan−1

|An |
.
|Bn |

The coefficients A0 and AN/2 are considered separately due the restrictions on n
in the Fourier transform.
The DFT permits a frequency-based evaluation of the accuracy of the PLBC
and further emphasizes the resource advantage of a phase-lag simulation. In order
to resolve the frequency range, the best practice of any unsteady simulation is to
calculate the solution at a sufficiently small ∆t and over several complete revolutions. These parameters correspond to the Nyquist frequency (highest frequency):
fNyq = fhighest =

1
2∆t

and the fundamental frequency (lowest frequency):
∆f = flowest =

1
tmax

,

respectively. With each revolution the run-time requirements, processor allocation,
and long-term memory usage accumulate rapidly with the full-wheel simulation.
At lower costs, the phase-lag simulation is capable of conducting an unsteady
simulation with a more refined time step and over several revolutions.

CHAPTER 4
Preliminary Component-Based
Evaluation of the Phase-Lag
Boundary Condition

4.1

Reproduction of Periodic Flow in a Single
Blade Row

4.1.1

A Simple 2D 4R:4S Wake Field

To evaluate the implementation of a PLBC in OpenFOAM® , a simple 2D domain
was constructed with a grid spacing of ∆x = ∆y = 0.001 m and an overall dimension of 0.4 × 0.4 m (see Fig. 4.1). By enforcing the standard periodic boundary
conditions at the top and bottom faces, the domain emulates a full-wheel structure
similar to a turbomachine blade row. A smaller domain, one-quarter the size of
the full wheel, was extracted as a locally periodic (or phase-lagged) template (see
Fig. 4.2). Through a direct comparison of the solutions, the level of correspondence demonstrates validity of the imposed computational techniques, without the
presence of erratic field disturbances from blade-like obstructions.
The computational domain represents a wake region downstream of a choro-
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chronic disturbance similar to that wake of an upstream rotating blade row. To
simplify the nature of the periodic disturbance, the upstream blade row is approximated as a traveling sinusoidal velocity inlet condition that satisfies



Ns y
Uinlet (y, t) = Ū − u sin 2π
− 2π (rps)s t
Nr wr

(4.1)

where
Ū = 1.0 m/s average velocity magnitude
u = 0.4 m/s perturbation velocity amplitude
Ns = 4 number of blades in the upstream passage
Nr = 4 number of sections in the computational domain

Inlet

Outlet

Periodic boundary

Phase-Lag Domain

Periodic boundary

Figure 4.1: 2D 4R : 4S wake field geometry with a sinusoidal velocity inlet.
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Inlet

Outlet

Periodic boundary

Periodic boundary

Figure 4.2: Single-passage phase-lag domain for the 2D 4R : 4S wake field simulation.
wr = 0.1 m single-passage width of the reference domain
(rps)s = 1 rev/s rotational speed of the upstream passage
and is subject to a modifiable swirl angle, α = −10◦ .

Inferred from Ns and Nr , the configuration emulates a uniform 4R : 4S rotor-

stator cascade. Thereby, the solution to this case study does not require the
institution of a phase-lag boundary condition on the single blade-passage domain.
This case study establishes a base-line evaluation for the expected quality and
reliability of the phase-lagged simulation as a proxy for full-wheel simulations.
Further, through a comparison with the periodic single passage simulation, an
evaluation of the computational requirements is achieved.
The solution was computed for the full-wheel, standard periodic, single-, and
two-passage phase-lag simulations using a time-marching algorithm for incompressible fluid flow (pimpleFoam) and the k − ε turbulence model. The fluid (water)

was defined through the kinematic viscosity of ν = 1.13 × 10−6 m2 /s. All simulations span a time of 5 s at an increment of ∆t = 0.00625 s (c = 10) per time step.

For the phase-lagged simulations, init = 2, surpassing the start up fluctuation
before initiating time-history retrieval at the coupled boundaries.
The boundary conditions for each flow variable are summarized in Table 4.1.
During the first 80 time steps, each simulation was initialized with a prescribed
inlet pressure of p̃ = 0.25 m2 /s2 to establish a smooth pressure field and reduce
perturbations. The inlet was redefined in accordance with Eq. 4.1 for the remaining
simulation time.
The clocked computer time is documented in Table. 4.2. The results of the
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Table 4.1: Boundary conditions for a 2D 4R : 4S wake field.

Boundary

U

p

Inlet

Sinusoidal
velocity

Zero normal
gradient

Outlet

Zero normal
gradient

Constant
value (p = 0)

k
Based on
intensity
(I = 0.0432)

ε
Based on
mixing length
(l = 0.0028)

Zero normal
gradient

Zero normal
gradient

Periodic

Applicable to full and periodic domains

Phase-Lag

Applicable to single and two passage phase-lag domains, γψ,ref = 1

single- and two-passage phase-lagged simulations indicate an increase of necessary
time steps to realize a time-periodic convergence. Nonetheless, their total iteration
time infers that the simulations are economic in resource requirements. As another
indicator, a milestone was estimated for each simulation based on the onset of a
truly time-periodic state (see Fig. 4.3) and the additional time required to compute
one period, (40 time steps) of data. This basic comparison indicates a competitive
convergence of the full wheel simulation. However, the computer time per period
required of the full wheel simulation is directly scaled from the increased domain
size.
In addition, Fig. 4.3 distinguishes the deviation of velocity fluctuations computed using the single-passage phase-lagged simulation. Despite being a special
case of a rectilinear domain that is strongly influenced by the ambient pressure of
the outlet, the single-passage phase-lagged simulation is unable to fully resolve the
steady pressure field near the outlet. In effect, the pressure fluctuations influence
the solution to the momentum equation lowering the mean velocity. The resolution
becomes more accurate in the two-passage phase-lagged domain, resulting from the
more accurate calculation of the pressure field of the domain midline.
The contour map of the velocity magnitude at t = 3 s is shown in Fig. 4.4 for
each simulation. Further, the transient data were monitored at three centerline
locations within the flow field spaced at 12.5%, 50%, and 87.5% of the horizontal
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Table 4.2: Computational time for a 2D 4R : 4S wake field simulation.

Case

First 80
iterations

Time to
timeperiodic

Time for
one period

Total
computation
time

Full
domain

351.41 s

1458.11 s

209.68 s

4250.14 s

Periodic
domain

86.75 s
(↓ 75.3%)

352.9 s
(↓ 75.8%)

53.56 s
(↓ 74.5%)

1048.2 s
(↓ 75.3%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)

174.17 s
(↓ 50.4%)

1325.64 s
(↓ 9.1%)

109.32 s
(↓ 47.9%)

2064.74 s
(↓ 51.4%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

87.53 s
(↓ 75.1%)

656.3 s
(↓ 55.0%)

51.78 s
(↓ 75.3%)

1020.45 s
(↓ 76.0%)

dimension (see red markers in Fig. 4.2). The transient solution of the last two
periods are noted in Fig. 4.5-4.7 for the probe locations. The correspondence of
the simulations is fair. However, the two-passage simulation performs better than
a single-passage.
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1.14

Full

1.12

Periodic
Phase (2P)

1.10

Phase
1.08

U [m/s]

1.06
1.04
1.02
1.00
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.90
0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

t [s]

Figure 4.3: Transient history of the velocity magnitude of a 2D wake field (4R :
4S) near the outlet.
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(a) Full-domain simulation.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

phase-lagged

(b) Periodic simulation.

(d) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(Ū , m/s) of a 2D wake field (4R : 4S) at t = 3 s.
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Figure 4.5: Transient solution of a 2D wake field (4R : 4S) at 12.5% through the
domain horizontal.
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Figure 4.6: Transient solution of a 2D wake field (4R : 4S) at 50% through the
domain horizontal.
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Figure 4.7: Transient solution of a 2D wake field(4R : 4S) at 87.5% through the
domain horizontal.
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4.1.2

The Additional Effect of an Elliptical Obstruction on
a 4R:4S Wake Field

Under the premise that a blade-like obstruction could affect the time-periodic convergence of the phase-lagged simulations, the 2D wake simulation of Sec. 4.1.1 was
repeated with the addition of an elliptical blade at the 25% horizontal location of
the domain (see Fig. 4.8). All parameters associated with the case setup are identical to the 2D wake simulation, including the sinusoidal inlet velocity matching the
domain’s periodicity. The presence of a blade subjects the flow field to a disruptive
influence and gauges the responsiveness of the phase-lag algorithm. In addition,
the blade provides a control surface to measure the time-periodic progression of
lift and drag forces. Thus, the extent of the PLBC to reproduce periodic flows
involving a blade can be evaluated.

Inlet

Outlet

Periodic boundary

Phase-Lag Domain

Periodic boundary

Figure 4.8: 2D 4R : 4S elliptical blade geometry with a sinusoidal velocity inlet.
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Inlet

Outlet

Periodic boundary

Periodic boundary

Figure 4.9: Single-passage phase-lag domain for the 2D 4R : 4S elliptical blade
simulation.
The blade follows an elliptical profile with a chord length of 0.1 m and a
maximum thickness of 0.02 m. To moderate an expected increase to the total
computational time required by the additional cells around the blade, a resolved
boundary layer was omitted from the computational mesh. Thereby, applicable
k − ε wall functions were specified on the boundary.

Similar to the previous simulation, the contour map of the velocity magnitude

at t = 3 s is shown in Fig. 4.10. Qualitatively, the flow field for each simulation corresponds quite well. The transient data, monitored at the 75% horizontal
distance for three equally-spaced locations on the vertical (25%, 50%, and 75%,
corresponding with the red markers in Fig. 4.9), are shown in Fig. 4.11-4.13. For
the standard periodic simulation, a slight deviation from the full-wheel simulation
was detected to which the two-passage phase-lag simulation tends to follow more
closely. Reiterating the conclusions of the previous simulation, the single-passage
phase-lagged simulation tends to augment minute changes in the pressure fields.
But, nonetheless, it achieves comparable accuracy amongst the remaining flow
variables, U , k, and ε.
Lastly, the lift and drag forces due to the pressure field surrounding the blade
are shown in Fig. 4.14. While the blade is aligned with the horizontal axis,
the −10◦ inlet swirl angle gives the elliptical blade a relative angle of attack.

Concerning the drag force, the single-passage phase-lagged simulation exaggerates
an 8 Hz harmonic. Nonetheless, the two-passage phase-lag simulation reflects the
time-periodic fluctuations of the full-wheel and periodic simulations quite well.
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(a) Full-domain simulation.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

phase-lagged

(b) Periodic simulation.

(d) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(Ū , m/s) around an elliptical blade (4R : 4S simulation) at t = 3 s.
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Figure 4.11: Transient flow solution downstream of an elliptical blade (4R : 4S
simulation) near the bottom of the domain.
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Figure 4.12: Transient flow solution directly downstream of an elliptical blade
(4R : 4S simulation).
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Figure 4.13: Transient flow solution downstream of an elliptical blade (4R : 4S
simulation) near the top of the domain.
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Figure 4.14: Transient fluctuations in the lift and drag for an elliptical blade
(4R : 4S simulation) at a relative angle of attack of α = −10◦ .
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4.1.3

A 2D 17S:17R Radial Turbine Row

As a final evaluation of phase-lagged simulation’s ability to reproduce the flow
field of the standard full-wheel and periodic simulations of a single blade-row, an
arbitrary radial turbine was constructed. In contrast to the rectilinear simulations
presented previously, the radial blade requires use of transformation tensors to
redirect the vector quantities associated with the PLBC. The present exhibition
demonstrates the validity of the vector transformation.
The turbine blades were derived from basic NACA2312 airfoils and constitute
a 17-blade turbine array. The complete computational domain is depicted in Fig.
4.15 and a more detailed view of a single passage is shown in Fig. 4.16. For this
case, in contrast to the case that will be discussed in Sec. 5.4, the trailing edge of
the airfoil has been clipped. The cell density is 8,453 per blade passage and the

Inlet

Outlet

Phase-Lag Domain

Figure 4.15: 2D 17S : 17R radial turbine with a sinusoidal velocity inlet.
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Figure 4.16: Single-passage phase-lag domain for the 2D 17S : 17R radial turbine
simulation.
average cell length is 2.6 mm. Moreover, each passage uses a 4-cell deep hexahedral
border at the external boundaries and a coarse C-grid boundary layer around the
airfoil; the internal mesh consists of a front-advancing unstructured grid. Through
early observations of the performance of the PLBC across periodically coupled
faces, it was concluded that a uniform hexahedral border increased the quality of
the phase-lagged solution.
Flow proceeds from the outer radius (0.2 m) to the inner radius (0.1 m) of the
turbine. The inlet velocity follows a sinusoidal function similar to Eq. 4.1. For
each face on the inlet boundary,
h h
y
ii
π
Ũinlet (y, t) = Ū − u sin Ns (1 − sign(x)) + tan−1
− 2π (rps)s t
2
x
where
Ū = 12.5 m/s average velocity magnitude
u = 4.2 m/s perturbation velocity amplitude
Ns = 17 number of blades in the upstream passage
(rps)s = −60 rev/s rotational speed of the upstream passage.

(4.2)
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and (x y) represent the coordinate location of the face center. To induce an offdesign condition leading to separation at the leading edge, the inlet swirl angle was
set at α = 25◦ . The remaining boundary conditions adhere to those summarized
in Table 4.1.
The inlet condition describes the flow through a radial turbine preceded by a
“fixed” upstream blade row. However, rather than induce the dynamic rotation
on the turbine, the inlet condition includes a negative rotation speed such that
the solution remains in the reference frame associated with the turbine blade.
The solution was obtained using the pimpleFoam solver and time step of ∆t =
3.46020761×10−4 s (c = 10). The transient solution was achieved for one revolution
of the inlet consisting of 2890 time steps.
Table 4.3 summarizes the computational economy of each simulation. In contrast to the 2D wake of the previous section, the increased blade count magnifies
the advantage of using the phase-lagged boundary condition. Despite the default
initialization interval of two blade passing periods, init = 2, the phase-lagged simulations exhibit a competitive economy. In perspective of the full run time allotted
Table 4.3: Computational time for a 2D 17S : 17R radial turbine simulation.

Case

Time to
2Ts

Time from
2Ts to 3Ts

Total
computation
time

Full
domain

2101.55 s

1072.83 s

18112.8 s

Periodic
domain

95.43 s
(↓ 95.5%)

47.67 s
(↓ 95.6%)

814.86 s
(↓ 95.5%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)

215.7 s
(↓ 89.7%)

110.39 s
(↓ 89.7%)

1853.99 s
(↓ 89.8%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

83.79 s
(↓ 96.0%)

42.75 s
(↓ 96.0%)

730.58 s
(↓ 96.0%)
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Figure 4.17: Complete transient history of the velocity near the trailing edge of
a radial turbine blade (17S : 17R simulation).
to these simulations, the single-passage phase-lagged simulation achieves a slight
advantage over the single-passage simulation that used standard period boundary
conditions.
The transient progression of the velocity magnitude near the trailing edge,
shown in Fig. 4.17, indicates good agreement of the phase-lagged simulations with
the full wheel simulation from the start of runTime. This agreement reinforces
the time saving advantages of the phase-lag simulations. For this model in which
the inlet provides a 17S : 17R blade ratio, the initialization interval of the phaselag simulations contains fair results because the initialization assumes a pseudoperiodic behavior until the time-history is properly allocated. In addition, the
contour map of the velocity magnitude at the final time step is shown in Fig. 4.18.
In addition, the torque induced by the pressure fluctuations on the single reference blade, identified in Fig. 4.15, was calculated for each time step. Fig. 4.19
shows the high level of agreement between the four types of simulations. As expected, the flow induces an oscillatory torque on the blade that strongly adheres
to the primary blade-passing frequency.
Finally, the flow parameters were monitored at distinctive locations, indicated
in Fig. 4.16. The latter 0.2 s of the transient solution is shown in Fig. 4.20 and 4.21.
The phase-lagged simulations capture the primary frequency of the fluctuations
with good correlation with that of the full-wheel. Contrary to expectation, the fullwheel and periodic simulations exhibit some high frequency static that is filtered
out in the phase-lagged simulations.
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

phase-lagged

(b) Periodic simulation.

(d) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

Figure 4.18: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(Ū , m/s) around a radial turbine blade (17S : 17R simulation) at t = 1 s.
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Figure 4.19: Transient fluctuations of the pressure-induced torque on a radial
turbine blade (17S : 17R simulation).
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Figure 4.20: Transient flow solution near the leading edge of a radial turbine
blade (17S : 17R simulation).
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Figure 4.21: Transient flow solution near the trailing edge of a radial turbine
blade (17S : 17R simulation).
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4.2

Reproduction of Periodic Flow Across
the Phase-Lagged Mesh Interfacing in a
12R:12S Diffuser Passage

The 2D radial diffuser, adapted from the Extend-project tutorial simulation, turboPassageRotating, prescribes a 12R : 12S cascade. The original simulation solves
the 3D ejection of fluid from a wall-bounded rotor passage into a wall-bounded
stator passages. The zero-thickness blades span 80% of the respective blade rows
leaving a small gap for prescribed periodic boundary conditions. And, the mesh interface adheres to the Extend-project overlapGGI boundary condition. The model
was reduced to a 2D passage and the stator blades were removed, shown in Fig.
4.22. The full length span of coupled-periodic boundaries in the stator section
allows for a more comprehensive evaluation of the PLBC.

Outlet

Phase-lag boundary

Phase-lag
interface

Wall

Probe

Inlet

ω

Wall

Phase-lag boundary

Figure 4.22: 2D radial 12R : 12S diffuser with constant velocity inlet.
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The domain radius extends from 0.1 m at the inlet to 0.3 m at the outlet.
The domain contains a coarse computational grid of 25 × 20 in the radial and
angular directions, respectively. A uniform radial velocity [10 m/s] is prescribed
at the inlet. Over the span of the rotor blades a parabolic velocity profile forms
and discharges through the interface into the blade-less stator passage. The rotor
passage dynamically rotates at 60 rpm. Although unnecessary in this case, the
simulations were completed using the PLBC for a single- and two-passage domain
to evaluate the the flow conservation across the mesh interface.
The transient solution was obtained under laminar conditions for one complete
revolution of the rotor blade row (∆t = 6.94̄ × 10−4 , 1440 time steps) using the

pimpleDyMFoam solver. Although, for this simulation, the outer correction loop
associated with the SIMPLE algorithm was held at one, collapsing the algorithm
into a basic PISO solver. The PISO-loop was allowed two correction loops to
converge the Poisson pressure equation. The solution was found for the full-wheel
case as well as the single- and two-passage phase-lagged cases; the periodic case
was neglected.
Figure 4.23 shows the volumetric flow rate (face flux φ) through each face
associated with the stator’s mesh interface. The plot emphasizes the flow rate
through the reference and adjoining second passage of the phase-lagged simulations
for the time step t = 0.9 s. In addition, Table 4.4 summarizes the total calculated
volumetric flow rate for both mesh interface boundaries and scales the results of the

Volume Flux φ[m3/s]

single- and two-passage simulations to their full-wheel-equivalent total flow rates.
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Figure 4.23: Face flux φ of each face of the stator-side mesh interface for the
reference single-passage domain of the 2D radial diffuser (12R : 12S simulation)
at t = 0.9 s.
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˙ m3 /s) at the mesh interface of a 2D 12R : 12S
Table 4.4: Volumetric flow rate (∀,
3
radial diffuser. ∀˙ inlet ≈ 0.06283 m /s for the full wheel.
Case

Rotor-side
interface

Full
domain

0.06283

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)
Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

Scaled to
full wheel

Stator-side
interface

Scaled to
full wheel

0.06282

0.01048

0.06288
(0.08%
deviation)

0.00524

0.06288
(0.08%
deviation)

0.01046

0.06276
(0.10%
deviation)

0.00523

0.06276
(0.10%
deviation)

The full wheel volumetric flow rate verifies that the AMI architecture satisfies
conservation across the interface within the bounds of numerical precision. The
phase-lagged rendering of the interface induces small differences on the order of
0.1% of the total volumetric flow rate of the inlet.
Figure 4.24 depicts the contour map of the velocity magnitude at t = 0.9 s. At
this time step, the rotor has progressed 90% of the first revolution. The results from
the two adjoining domains develop completely from the phase-lag time-history and
the AMI architecture at the mesh interface. The discharge profile of the jet agrees
well with the full-wheel simulation.
The transient solution of the final 0.2 s shows a good correlation of the flow
variables. The results were monitored at the probe location marked in Fig. 4.22.
Taken from the first row of cells downstream of the mesh interface, the data demonstrate a strong influence from the phase-lagged mesh interface. The changes in the
velocity and pressure are shown in Fig. 4.25. The single-passage phase-lagged
simulation propagates barometric micro-fluctuations, but generally adheres to the
trend of the full-wheel simulation. In contrast, the two-passage simulation conforms to the full-wheel transient without observable deviations.
In addition, the torque was calculated for a single rotor blade. Although the
blade is split to form the boundaries of the single passage computational domain,
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(a) Full-domain simulation.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 4.24: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(Ū , m/s) through a 2D radial diffuser (12R : 12S simulation) at t = 0.9 s.
the calculation incorporates both sides into the torque. The output is shown
in Fig. 4.26. The phase-lag simulations consistently undershoot the torque by
approximately 4.2%. Nonetheless, they follow the trend of the full-wheel solution.
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Figure 4.25: Transient flow solution at a fixed location in the stator of a 2D
radial diffuser (12R : 12S simulation).
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Figure 4.26: Resistive torque of a rotating blade of a 2D radial diffuser (12R : 12S
simulation).

4.3

Inviscid Compressible Flow of a Single Blade
Row with a 5R:4S PLBC

Inferred from Table 2.1, the most common application of the PLBC comprises turbomachines subject to compressible flow conditions. Therefore, to provide a bench-
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mark evaluation of the phase-lag boundary condition, the 2D passage, presented in
Sec. 4.1.2, was rerun using the modified rhoCentralFoam compressible solver
(see Sec. 3.2.4). The inlet boundary condition and the phase-lag parameters were
modified to correspond with an upstream section of Nr = 5 such that the single
passage simulation would require phase-lagged boundary conditions.
Also, because rhoCentralFoam is better suited for supersonic flow, the
simulation was tailored to facilitate convergence criteria. First, the fluid was normalized to represent an inviscid gas such that the velocity scales as1 m/s ≡ 1 Ma

with the specific heat ratio k = 1.4 at a temperature of T = 1 K. The inlet flow
velocity was increased to U = 3 ± 0.4 Ma following the transient sinusoidal function of Eq. 4.1. The time step was decreased to 5 × 10−5 s to maintain Co < 1
throughout the simulation. And, lastly, the elliptical blade was replaced with a
supersonic wedge of equal chord length and midspan width. The boundary layer
was neglected by imposing a slip condition on the blade surface. The resulting
single-blade computational domain is shown in Fig. 4.27. The transient solution
was computed to t = 3 s (60,000 time steps).
Figure 4.28 shows the development of the chorochronic velocity fluctuation
near the outlet directly downstream of the supersonic wedge. The onset of the
time-periodic state occurs approximately at 0.25 s, 0.55 s, and 0.75 s for the
full-wheel, two-passage, and single-passage simulations, respectively. The computational times associated with this condition is shown in Table 4.5. Despite
occurring at a later time-step, the single-passage run time indicates that it has
achieved a chorochronic state approximately 39 min before the full-wheel simulation and completes each period in one-quarter of the time. For compressible

Inlet

Outlet

Phase-lagged boundary

Phase-lagged boundary

Figure 4.27: Single-passage phase-lag domain for the 2D 5R : 4S supersonic
wedge simulation.
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Figure 4.28: Startup transient history of the velocity solution directly downstream
a supersonic wedge (5R : 4S simulation).
Table 4.5: Computational Time for a 2D 5R : 4S wedge simulation under compressible conditions.

Case

Time to
timeperiodic

Time for
one period
Ts

Total
computation
time

Full
domain

9044.51 s

7095.94 s

104659.15 s

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)

10503.44 s
(↑ 16.1%)

3810.84 s
(↓ 46.3%)

56321.59 s
(↓ 46.2%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

6692.29 s
(↓ 26.0%)

1765.53 s
(↓ 75.1%)

26546.98 s
(↓ 74.6%)

flow cases, in general, the observable benefit of the phase-lagged simulation would
escalate substantially as the blade count increases.
The phase-lagged simulations reproduce the propagation and interaction of
oblique shock waves downstream of the wedge quite well, as shown by the contour map of the velocity magnitude at the final time step in Fig. 4.29. Further,
the transient data of the last two periods, shown in Fig. 4.30, verify the accuracy of the phase-lagged simulations. The monitored location corresponds with
the same midline location near the outlet as the previous simulation (see marked
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(a) Full-domain simulation.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 4.29: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(Ū , Ma) around a supersonic wedge (5R : 4S simulation) at t = 3 s.
locations on Fig. 4.9). Both the phase-lag simulations and full-wheel simulation contain high-frequency disturbances that do not correspond. Nonetheless, the
phase-lag simulations preserve the primary harmonic of the full-wheel simulation.
A Fourier decomposition reveals that the magnitudes associated with the primary
5 Hz frequency of the single and two-passage simulations differ from the full-wheel
simulation by 0.63% and 2.1%, respectively.
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Figure 4.30: Transient flow solution directly downstream a supersonic wedge
(5R : 4S simulation). For lift and drag calculations, wedge perceives a relative
angle of attack of α = −10◦ .
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4.4

Performance Evaluation of the PLBC in
Periodic and Compressible Cases

Thus far, each of the cases, with the exception of the compressible case (Sec. 4.3),
might have been completed using readily available boundary conditions, i.e., AMI
mesh-interface rendering and periodic boundary conditions. Each simulation incrementally builds up a foundation of what may be expected from the PLBC in
cases that are subject to the over-constraint discussed in Sec. 1.1.1. These increments include proper translational and rotational vector transformations, correct
acquisition and preservation of the midline data for the two-passage simulations,
conservation of mass across the mesh interface, and resource economy. Further,
the compressible case reflects the PLBC utility in the more prominent application
of gas turbine dynamics.
In general, the two-passage phase-lagged simulation outperforms the singlepassage simulation by dampening high frequency perturbations. The superiority
can be attributed to the semi-implicit evolution of the time-history as a result of
mapping the PLBC from the internal midline cells. In addition, the perturbations
become less pronounced in the case that the regional relative pressure contains
greater fluctuations. In the 2D wake field, elliptical blade and radial diffuser cases,
the pressure was steady and uniform at the probe locations, yet the single-passage
simulation exaggerated chorochronic perturbations. In contrast, with an amplitude
of 20 m2 /s2 at the probe location in the single-row radial turbine case, the pressure
deviations are less observable in the phase-lagged simulations.
Overall, the phase-lagged simulations maintain a competitive resource economy
with the standard periodic simulations. The necessary cost of the initialization
interval and chorochronic refinement become trivial compared to the total run time
requirement. The full-wheel compressible wake field case, for example, required
approximately 29 hr to complete whereas the single-passage simulation required
only 7.3 hr. The single-passage run time translates into a substantial 75% less
required time; the benefit compounds as the mesh density, number of passages,
and duration of the transient solution increase.

CHAPTER 5
Case Studies using the
Phase-Lagged Boundary
Condition

5.1

The 2D Wake Field with an Elliptical Obstruction and a 5R:4S Inlet-Domain Ratio

As a benchmark case for single-blade row simulations requiring a phase-lagged
construction, the 2D wake field with an elliptical obstruction from Sec. 4.1.2
was reconsidered. Here, the number of upstream passages rendered by the velocity
inlet condition was adjusted to Ns = 5, establishing a basic dissimilar blade ratio of
5R : 4S. With the change in blade count, the time step was adjusting accordingly
to ∆t = 0.005 s and the transient solution was converged through t = 5 s (1000
time steps). Apart from the blade ratio, the constraints on the computational
domain remain the same as in the previous 2D wake field cases. Figure 5.1 shows
the single-passage geometry for this case.
To reiterate, the inlet condition follows the 60-rpm sinusoidal inlet function of
Eq. 4.1 with an average velocity of Ū = 1.0 m/s and fluctuation of u = 0.4 m/s.
The inlet maintains a −10◦ angle of attack relative to the elliptical blade. The
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Figure 5.1: 2D 5R : 4S elliptical blade geometry with a sinusoidal velocity inlet.
simulation was initialized using a 0.25 m2 /s2 pressure-inlet during the first 100
time steps to smooth the time-history data.
The computational cost is shown in Table 5.1. Because the chorochronic condition in the two-passage phase-lagged model requires an additional 26.8% computational time to emerge, the full-wheel simulation might be preferable to simulate the
unsteady response of the elliptical blade to the upstream wake. However, the phaselagged models show a significant decrease in the overall required computation time.
In addition, the long-term memory usage shows a reduction proportional to the
number of passages included in the computational domain. The memory required
Table 5.1: File storage and run time for a 2D 5R : 4S elliptical blade case. To
prevent excessive inflation of stored memory, the transient data were purged over
an interval of two full revolutions.

Long-term
memory
usage
11.21 GB

Req’d time to
time-periodic
solution
1631.64 s

Total
computation
time
5430.64 s

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)

5.69 GB
(↓ 49.2%)

2069.43 s
(↑ 26.8%)

2590.15 s
(↓ 52.3%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

2.88 GB
(↓ 74.3%)

958.48 s
(↓ 41.3%)

1203.03 s
(↓ 77.8%)

Case
Full domain
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of the time-history is small in comparison to the additional memory requirements
of including more passages in the simulation. The computational benefits become
more significant for larger blade counts, e.g., a single-passage simulation of a coupled 20S : 17R turbine consists of 5.4% of the full wheel whereas the single passage
of this present case is 25% of the full wheel.
Figure 5.2 shows the pressure-induced horizontal force acting on the blade and
the frequency spectrum, where the frequency spectrum was calculated from the
last 80 time steps (2Ts ). The single-passage simulation exaggerates the oscillations,
but, nonetheless, maintains the primary frequency.
The contour maps (Fig. 5.3) of the velocity magnitude at the final time step and
the transient solution (Fig. 5.4) for the central location downstream of the elliptical
blade show that the phase-lagged simulations correspond well with the full-wheel
simulation. The transient data show that the single-passage phase-lagged model
produces large oscillations but follows the general trend in the solution. Moreover,
the two-passage model coincides well with the full-wheel model.
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Figure 5.2: Time-periodic solution and frequency spectrum of the horizontal force
(Fpx , N) on the 2D elliptical blade (5R : 4S simulation).
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(a) Full-domain simulation.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.3: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude after
1000 time steps of the 2D 5R : 4S elliptical blade case.
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Figure 5.4: Time-periodic solution downstream of the 2D 5R : 4S elliptical blade.
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5.2

A 2D Radial Turbine Row with a 20S:17R
Inlet-Domain Ratio

Similar to the demonstration of Sec. 5.1, the present case study reconsiders the 2D
radial turbine case evaluated in Sec. 4.1.3. In contrast to the previous simulation,
this simulation was completed from the perspective of the fixed stator reference
frame with the rotor moving at an angular velocity of 60 rpm. Similar to its
precursor, the trailing edge of the NACA 2312 airfoil is truncated leaving a blunt
boundary in the wake region.
The inlet adheres to the sinusoidal velocity function described in Eq. 4.2 with
the following parameters
Ū = 12.5 m/s average velocity magnitude
u = 4.2 m/s perturbation velocity amplitude
Ns = 20 number of blades in the upstream passage
(rps)s = 0 rotational speed of the upstream passage
α = 25◦

inlet swirl angle.

With Ns = 20, the sinusoidal inlet velocity approximates the wake pattern of
a 20-blade stator upstream of the computational domain that translates into an
20S : 17R blade ratio. As such, a subsection of the full-wheel can not resolve the
correct transient flow without a phase-lagged boundary condition.
OpenFOAM® ’s pimpleDyMFoam and a k − ε turbulence model were used to

complete the full-wheel, single- and two-passage simulations. The time step was
set to 2.9412 × 10−4 s and the solution was calculated through one full revolution,
t = 20Ts = 1 s where Ts = 0.05 s. With init = 2, the time-history is initialized

out to 2Ts . The phase-lag simulations use the remaining 18Ts to converge the
time-periodic state of the reference blade passage.
The computational run times documented in Table 5.2 show a slight increase
over the corresponding run times of the precursive case involving this geometry.
The main difference in the case setup is the inclusion of a dynamic mesh utility.
Emphasizing the performance of the phase-lagged simulations, the two-passage
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Table 5.2: Computational time for a dynamically rotating radial turbine simulation with a 20S : 17R blade ratio.

Case

Time to
2Ts

Time from
2Ts to 3Ts

Total
computation
time

Full
domain

2687.29 s

1309.04 s

26254.9 s

Phase-Lag
domain
(double)

267 s
(↓ 90.1%)

135.77 s
(↓ 89.6%)

2687 s
(↓ 89.8%)

Phase-Lag
domain
(single)

114.47 s
(↓ 95.7%)

57.82 s
(↓ 95.6%)

1150.92 s
(↓ 95.6%)

simulation completes the full revolution in approximately the same time as the fullwheel simulation completes 2Ts , or 36◦ of rotation. Impressively, the single-passage
simulation maintains a 95.6% decrease in the required computational time. Based
on the geometry, this performance is better than anticipated because the singlepassage computational domain is a 94.1% reduction of the full-wheel computational
domain.
The development of the time-periodic fluctuating torque due to the pressure
field is shown in Fig. 5.5. The torque fluctuations correspond with the rotor
blade passing through the high velocity and low velocity regions. The phase-lag
simulations achieve a time-periodic state at 6Ts and correlate well with the fullwheel solution.
The resolution of the time-periodic state is examined with two Lagrangian
probes near the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil, shown in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7,
respectively in which the locations rotate along with the dynamic mesh. In this
manner, the probes monitor the fluctuations occurring near an isolated reference
blade of the full-wheel domain that corresponds to the single-passage blade in the
phase-lag simulations. The deviations in pressure from the phase-lag simulations
are small relative to the pressure range (p̃ ∈ [−333 341] m2 /s2 ) based on the
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Figure 5.5: Transient fluctuations of the pressure-induced torque (Tz , N-m) on a
dynamically rotating radial turbine blade (20S : 17R simulation).
separation and stagnation points along the rotor blade surface. The remaining
flow parameters agree well with the calculated results of the full-wheel simulation.
The velocity and pressure fields are displayed in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9.
The phase-lagged simulations correspond remarkably with the full-wheel solution. The good convergence may be attributed to overall pressure range which
includes the high pressure stagnation point at the leading edge and the low pressure wake behind the blade. Moreover, based on the two probe locations, the
substantial pressure fluctuations promote the convergent behavior of the phaselagged simulations.
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Figure 5.6: Transient flow solution near the leading edge of a dynamically rotating
radial turbine blade (20S : 17R simulation).
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Figure 5.7: Transient flow solution near the trailing edge of a dynamically rotating
radial turbine blade (20S : 17R simulation).
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.8: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(|U | , m/s) around a dynamically rotating radial turbine blade (20S : 17R simulation) at t = 1 s.
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the pressure field (p̃, m2 /s2 ) around a dynamically
rotating radial turbine blade (20S : 17R simulation) at t = 1 s.
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5.3

The 2D 17R:12S Rotor-Stator Diffuser

The previous two cases exhibited a 2D blade passage downstream of a sinusoidal
velocity inlet condition, the blade passage pitch and the velocity wavelength establishing an irreducible dissimilar blade ratio. The cases demonstrated an overall
good performance of the PLBC for periodically-coupled boundaries. In addition,
Sec. 4.2 introduced the PLBC for the mesh interface to translate data between
the adjacent blade rows. With a reduced 1 : 1 blade ratio, the data transfer across
the mesh interface preserved the mass flow rate profile.
To further evaluate the phase-lag boundary conditions, the Extend-project’s
turboPassageRotating geometry (see Fig. 4.22) is modified to reflect a 17R : 12S
blade ratio, shown in Fig. 5.10. This case solves the over-constraint problem

Outlet

Phase-lag boundary

Phase-lag
interface

Wall

Inlet

Probe

Wall

Phase-lag boundary

Figure 5.10: 2D 17R : 12S radial diffuser case based on the Extend-project’s
turboPassageRotating demonstration.
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described in Sec. 1.1.1. The domain consists of a rotor and stator passage meshed
independently with the PLBC imposed at the mesh interface. The inner annulus
dynamically rotates counter-clockwise at 60 rpm in an unsteady laminar simulation
solved using pimpleDyMFoam. Fluid enters the domain from the innermost
radius, proceeds through the rotor developing a parabolic jet, and discharges into
the non-rotating blade-less stator region. The rotor blades are specified with zero
thickness and a no-slip boundary condition. Finally, the average grid spacing is
approximately 0.004 m.
The unsteady laminar solution was obtained using a step size of ∆t = 4.902 ×

−4
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s for 2 revolutions. The computational cost of the modified turboPassageRo-

tating simulation is summarized in Table 5.3. In order to reduce the hard disk
allocation for the unsteady data, the old time steps were purged on a 400-timestep interval. For this particular case, the computational time does not scale
directly with the number of included passages (the single-passage being 6.9% of
the full-wheel). Based on the correlation between the run time and the number
of passages included in the single-row simulations, there is a run-time requirement associated with the virtual boundary and the AMI architecture. This is seen
through the small difference in computational time requirements between the sinTable 5.3: Comparison of simulation parameters and data for the 2D radial diffuser case (17R : 12S simulation). Data are associated with t = 1.9 s at the
aforementioned location.

Full domain

Long-term
memory
usage
1.65 GB

Total
computation
time
1685.02 s

Phase-Lag domain
(double)

0.245 GB
(↓ 85.2%)

495.2 s
(↓ 70.6%)

4.915 m/s
(1.2%
deviation)

Phase-Lag domain
(single)

0.132 GB
(↓ 92.0%)

354.17 s
(↓ 80.0%)

4.836 m/s
(2.8%
deviation)

Case

|U | at
t = 1.9 s
4.974 m/s
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gle and two-passage simulations. Nonetheless, the phase-lagged simulations lead
to a significant improvement in run time.
Figure 5.11 tracks the flow parameters at the monitored location for the time
interval t ∈ [1.852] of the full-wheel and phase-lagged simulations. A peculiar

phase-shift and amplitude in the pressure fluctuations are present in both of the
phase-lagged simulations. Further, the phase-lagged simulations exhibit a greater
dissipative effect on the fluid. Based on the previous simulations conducted for a
single-blade row with an ideal inlet condition, the effect can be directly attributed
to the phase-lag rendering of the mesh interface.
The contour map of the velocity magnitude at t = 1.9 s and the frequency
spectrum corresponding to the location marked in Fig. 5.10 are shown in Fig.
5.12. The frequency spectrum was calculated using a discrete Fourier transform
on the velocity data for each time step of the second revolution, monitored at
the location shown in Fig. 5.10. While the single and two-passage phase-lagged
models agree well with each other, they misrepresent the full-wheel solution. The
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Figure 5.11: Time-periodic solution of the flow variables at a fixed location in a
2D 17R : 12S radial diffuser.
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(c) Single-passage phase-lagged simulation.

Figure 5.12: Velocity (U, m/s) and frequency spectrum of a 2D 17R : 12S radial
diffuser using full-wheel and phase-lagged simulations.
velocity shows a more diffusive rendering of the jet in the stator section. However,
in comparison with the results from the alternative methods (see Fig. 1.4), the
amplitude at the primary frequency is in better agreement with the full-wheel
solution.
In an effort to increase the compliance of the phase-lagged simulations, the
PLBC at the mesh interface was adjusted to incorporate a strong upwind effect
between the respective domain and opposite interface boundary. Rather than impose a Dirichlet boundary condition, the PLBC may be relaxed to a blended fixed
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value and first-order zero-gradient upwinding scheme. This compilation utilizes the
flexibility of the Dirichlet-Neumann mixed -type attribute embedded in the PLBC
(see Sec. 2.3).
The phase-lagged simulations were reevaluated with a relaxed velocity constraint γU,ref,r = [0, 0.15, 0.25, 1] (see Eq. 2.32) on the phase-lagged mesh interface
associated with the rotor-passage only. The remaining flow variables on the phaselag-dependent boundaries were maintained with γref = 1. The effect of γref is
shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14 for the single- and two-passage phase-lagged simulations, respectively. Their solutions show comparable improvement. The numerical
diffusion of the velocity and pressure lessens as the blending factor places more
weight on the Neumann condition (∂~u/∂~n = 0). Furthermore, the Fourier decomposition indicates a better resolution of the frequency spectrum. The solutions
exhibit an optimal compliance with the full-wheel solution at γU,ref = 0.15.
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Figure 5.13: Effect of γU,ref on the single-passage phase-lagged solution of a 2D
17R : 12S radial diffuser.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of γU,ref on the two-passage phase-lagged solution of a 2D
17R : 12S radial diffuser.
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5.4

The 2D 20S:17R Radial Turbine Row with
an Upstream Stator Row

To more fully evaluate the effectiveness of the phase-lag boundary condition, the 2D
radial turbine was remodeled with a physical 20-blade stator. The computational
domain is shown in Fig. 5.15. In contrast to the previous models (see Sec. 4.1.3
and 5.2), the trailing edge of the rotor blade was not truncated. Like the rotor, the
stator blades were modeled from NACA 2312 airfoils. The single-passage model
contains a total of 8898 cells with a coarsely-resolved boundary layer around the
airfoils and average cell length of 0.0013 m. The cell count increases to 166335
cells for the full-wheel model.
A mesh was constructed separately for each blade passage with a mesh interface
at the adjoining surfaces. The hexahedral border was preserved on the periodicallycoupled phase-lagged boundaries only. The present cases demonstrate that the
AMI architecture of the mesh interface resolves the flow transport through the
prism-type cells. The red markers in each blade row indicate the probe locations
use to evaluate the performance of the PLBC.
The sinusoidal inlet velocity condition (Eq. 4.2) previously imposed at the inlet

Inlet

Phase-lag boundary

Outlet

Probe

Phase-lag
interface
Phase-lag boundary

Figure 5.15: 2D geometry of a coupled rotor-stator turbine (20S : 17R) with a
sinusoidal inlet.
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to the rotor was relocated upstream of the stator. The stator blade was aligned with
the 25◦ swirl angle yielding a relative flow angle of β = 0. Further, with Ns = 20,
the velocity oscillation was aligned with the stator blades such that the minimum
velocity was directly upstream the stator blade and the maximum velocity stream
passed between the blades. This situation conforms with the typical mechanics of
a hydroturbine for which a row of structural stay-vanes precedes the wicket-gate
row. The relative positioning of the velocity inlet and the stator blades was to
ensure a distinguishable change in the flow parameters across the PLBC.
The computations were completed using pimpleDyMFoam with a k-ε turbulence model. The time step was set to ∆t = 2.9412 × 10−4 s and the solution was

converged for one revolution where the angular velocity of the rotor was prescribed
at 60 rpm. Under these conditions, Tr = 1/Nr = 1/17 s and Ts = 1/Ns = 1/20 s.
The resource-saving utility of the PLBC is more prevalent in this simulation
compared to the previous case studies. Table 5.4 summarizes the total time required for one revolution. The memory usage reflects the amount of computer
space required for the OpenFOAM® dictionaries and 500 time steps; old time
steps were purged from memory based on a 500-time-step interval.
The phase-lagged simulations converged only when the upwinding technique
from Sec. 5.3 was enforced. Setting γU,ref,s = 0.15 on the stator-side of the mesh
Table 5.4: Computational resource requirements for a dynamically rotating rotorstator turbine simulation with a 20S : 17R blade ratio. Simulation includes 3400
time steps purged on a 500-time-step interval.

Full domain

Hard disk
memory
usage
22.8 GB

Total
computation
time
40316.29 s

Phase-Lag domain
(double)

2.45 GB
(↓ 89.3%)

4747.9 s
(↓ 88.2%)

Phase-Lag domain
(single)

1.29 GB
(↓ 94.3%)

2264.3 s
(↓ 94.4%)

Case
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interface facilitated a convergent solution in the single-passage simulation while the
initial startup calculations still caused divergent behavior in the two-passage simulation. In consequence, the upwinding technique was also applied to the rotor-side
of the mesh interface with γU,ref,r = 0.15. The effect of the dual imposition was
evaluated by executing the two-passage simulation under two conditions: Case1) γU,ref was held constant, and Case-2) γU,ref was returned to the default value
(γU,ref = 1) when the phase-lag start condition was met (t > initTs ). Both simulations demonstrated convergent behavior.
Table 5.5 compares the rotor-blade pressure-induced torque against the expected value from the full wheel simulation for the last quarter revolution of
the rotor (5Ts ). Case-2 of the two-passage simulation demonstrates better correlation with the full-wheel simulation than Case-1; Case-1 overshoots the fullTable 5.5: Statistical comparison of the torque (T, N-m) on a rotor blade in
a radial turbine simulation with a 20S : 17R blade ratio. Values based on final
quarter-revolution of the simulation, t ∈ [0.75 1.0]. Case-1) γU,ref was held constant, and Case-2) γU,ref was returned to the default value (γU,ref = 1) when the
phase-lag start condition was met (t > initTs ). For the single-passage simulation:
γU,ref,s = 0.15 for the stator-side of the mesh interface only.

Case

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Full domain

3.5494

4.0061

3.7870

RMS of
20 Hz
amplitude
0.1285

Phase-Lag domain
(Case-1, double)

3.6196
(2.0% deviation)

4.4755
(11.7%
deviation)

4.0565
(7.1%
deviation)

0.1622
(26.2%
deviation)

Phase-Lag domain
(Case-2, double)

3.3753
(4.9% deviation)

4.2279
(5.5%
deviation)

3.7759
(0.3%
deviation)

0.1315
(2.3%
deviation)

Phase-Lag domain
(Case-1, single)

3.4759
(2.1% deviation)

4.1279
(3.0%
deviation)

3.7914
(0.1%
deviation)

0.1217
(5.3%
deviation)
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wheel solution and contains a much larger amplitude at the primary frequency
(26.2% increase). In contrast, Case-2 slightly undershoots the full wheel solution
but differs by only 2.3% in value calculated from the root-mean-square (RMS,
√
CRM S = C20 Hz / 2).
A similar test was conducted with the single-passage simulation. The results are
inconclusive since the Case-2 simulation diverged shortly after γU,ref,s was returned
to its default value. For completeness, the torque calculation of the convergent
Case-1 is included in Table 5.5. Despite the fixed value of γU,ref,s , the singlepassage simulation competently yields a solution with fair correlation to full-wheel
solution, the RMS amplitude differing by 5.3%.
In addition, the transient torque on the stator blade and the rotor blade is
shown in Fig. 5.16 and 5.17, respectively. While the torque on the rotor correlates
with the energy output of the radial turbine, the torque on the stator blade represents the amount of energy needed to keep the stator in place. The interaction of
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Figure 5.16: Time-periodic oscillation and frequency spectrum of the torque
(T, N-m) of a stator blade in a radial turbine (20S : 17R) based on the final
800 time steps.
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Figure 5.17: Time-periodic oscillation and frequency spectrum of the torque
(T, N-m) of a rotor blade in a radial turbine (20S : 17R) based on the final
850 time steps.
the stator and the rotor is clearly seen by their complimentary primary frequencies. The resolution in the stator is clear and shows that the blade interaction is
the only influence on the torque fluctuations. However, the phase-lagged approximations of the torque on the rotor blade exhibit non-harmonic noise peaking at
12 Hz and 44 Hz which can be attributed to the presence of some numerical error
in the PLBC.
The two locations in the stator region monitor the quality of the phase-lag
simulations in a region that is strongly influenced by a periodic condition upstream
and a phase-lagged condition downstream. The changes in the flow parameters at
these locations are documented in Fig. 5.18 and 5.19. The location near the
leading edge shows that oscillations exist in the pressure and velocity at the 17 Hz
frequency suggesting that the blade interaction may rebound significantly into the
upstream domain. The amplitude of the 17 Hz frequency increases at the location
near the trailing edge showing a stronger interaction near the mesh interface.
Moreover, the quality of the phase-lag simulations in the rotor passage is mon-
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itored at the two locations in the rotor region. The transient data are plotted in
Fig. 5.20 and 5.21. Near the leading edge of the rotor the fluctuations carry a
strong frequency of Ts−1 = 20 Hz. The amplitude of the 20 Hz frequency decreases
near the trailing edge. The turbulent parameters demonstrate conflicting trends
in the phase-lagged and full-wheel simulations. The differences reflect the unique
generation of turbulence in the wake of the rotor blade.
Finally, the contour maps of the flow variables in the reference stator and rotor
passage are shown at t = 1 s in Fig. 5.22-5.25. The phase-lag simulations show a
good approximation for the interior cells in each blade section with small deviations
near the PLBC’s. Nonetheless, based on the overall range of parameters from the
inlet to the outlet, the phase-lag simulations represent a fair approximation to the
full-wheel solution despite the minute perturbations of their transient solutions.
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Figure 5.18: Transient flow solution near the leading edge of a stator blade in a
radial turbine (20S : 17R).
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Figure 5.19: Transient flow solution near the trailing edge of a stator blade in a
radial turbine (20S : 17R).
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Figure 5.20: Transient flow solution near the leading edge of a rotor blade in a
radial turbine (20S : 17R).
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Figure 5.21: Transient flow solution near the trailing edge of a rotor blade in a
radial turbine (20S : 17R).
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.22: Comparison of the contour mapping of the velocity magnitude
(|U | , m/s) of a 2D stator-rotor passage (20S : 17R) at t = 1 s.
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.23: Comparison of the pressure field (p̃, m2 /s2 ) through a 2D statorrotor passage (20S : 17R) at t = 1 s.
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.24: Comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy (k, m2 /s2 ) of a 2D
stator-rotor passage (20S : 17R) at t = 1 s.
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(a) Full-domain simulation, partial
view.

(c) Single-passage
simulation.

(b) Two-passage phase-lagged simulation.

phase-lagged

Figure 5.25: Comparison of the turbulent dissipation rate (ε, m2 /s3 ) of a 2D
stator-rotor passage (20S : 17R) at t = 1 s.
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5.5

Performance Summary of the PLBC in
PLBC-Dependent Cases

The cases in this chapter reflect the utility of the PLBC to accurately approximate
the flow fields of turbomachine cascades featuring blade rows of dissimilar periodicity. Within the constraint of the standard periodic boundary condition, these
transient simulations would otherwise require a full-wheel simulation, absolutely,
to resolve the correct flow field and unsteady blade interaction. The phase-lagged
approach relaxes the periodic constraint allowing the simulation to include a single blade passage per row to achieve a chorochronic state matching that of the
full-wheel simulation.
In simple single-blade row simulations with a well known inlet boundary profile,
the PLBC condition performs increasingly well as the differential pressure from
the inlet to the outlet (∆p̃ = p̃inlet − p̃outlet ) increases. While the single- and

two-passage solutions contain minor deviations from the expected solution of the
full-wheel model, their approximations are useful in understanding the physical
performance of the turbomachine cascade. Further, as shown through each case
study, there is a clear economic advantage in performing phase-lagged simulations.
These simulations have the ability to produce fast approximations that preserve
the primary modes of oscillation in the cascade.
As the complexity of the model increases to cascade simulations some of the
quality is lost in using the phase-lagged simulations as an approximation. Because
pressure-based solvers are highly sensitive to over-specification at the boundaries
of the computational domain, the over-specification of flow parameters across the
phase-lagged mesh interface induces divergent behavior. In this case, adjusting the
Dirichlet-Neumann blending factor (γref ) for the velocity condition at the interface
promotes convergent behavior. The solution contains small local deviations from
the full-wheel solution, but remains useful in approximating global parameters such
as the blade torque fluctuations.

CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

6.1

General Discussion

While the phase-lag approach has been applied frequently to the compressible
flow of gas turbine dynamics, the application has seldom been adapted to the
incompressible flow of hydroturbine simulations featuring cascading blade rows.
The case studies herein evaluate the viability of a phase-lagged simulation for
incompressible flow and demonstrate its accuracy and limitations compared to the
corresponding full-wheel simulation.
The phase-lagged simulations produced results that were comparable to the
results obtained through standard computational techniques. In the case of the
single-passage domain, the pressure deviated from the full-wheel solution and exhibited strong fluctuations. The two-passage phase-lagged simulation reduces the
pressure perturbations and adheres more strongly to the full-wheel solution.
The difference in accuracy stems from the rendering of the time-history and
relates to the challenge of over-specification. In the single-passage model, timehistory data rely strictly on time step convergence and evolve from the simultaneous and explicit chorochronic convergence of the boundary condition and the
internal domain. The two-passage model, on the other hand, constructs the timehistory data set from the implicitly converged data of the domain midline. Through
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each simulation, the two-passage rendering of the time-history reduces the pressure
perturbations yielding a solution that is comparable to that of the full-wheel.
Nonetheless, the sensitivity of over-specification is most apparent in the pressure quantity only. The velocity and turbulent quantities of the phase-lagged
simulation agree well with the full-wheel simulations. However, as the complexity
of the domain increases, slight deviations to these other quantities arise.
The deviations of the phase-lagged simulation are compounded with the presence of a phase-lagged mesh interface. A direct imposition of the phase-lagged
data results in exaggerated deviations from the trend established by the full-wheel
simulation. By introducing a blended Dirichlet-Neumann upwinding condition to
the PLBC, a better resolution of the mesh-interface is obtained and the flow field
of the phase-lagged simulations shows better agreement with the full-wheel simulation. The optimum blending factor, which was applied to the velocity field only,
was found to be γU,ref = 0.15. In the case of a 20S : 17R coupled stator-rotor simulation, the statistical comparison of the estimated fluctuating torque on a rotor
blade revealed that the RMS at the blade passing frequency differed by a maximum
of 5.3%. Moreover, the time-averaged mean torque estimated by the phase-lagged
simulations differed by a maximum of 0.3%.
Overall, the implementation of a PLBC is shown to be feasible for a pressurebased incompressible solver using the open-source C++ OpenFOAM® software.
The speed-up and resource economy of a reduced-grid phase-lagged simulations are
consistent with similar simulations that employ the standard periodic condition.
The overhead created by the continual update and storage of the time-history
remains small relative to the total run time and data storage requirements of the
simulation. In addition, the phase-lagged simulation resolves the over-constraint
problem associated with the standard periodic condition such that the simulation
may converge to a moderately accurate solution.

6.2

Future Work

The incompressible phase-lagged simulation is intended to approximate the fullwheel model of a hydroturbine using a single passage per blade row. During
operation, especially under conditions deviating from the best operating point
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(BEP), the energy output and performance of the hydroturbine are affected by the
rotor-stator interaction (RSI) of the runner blades and the upstream wicket gates.
By adopting a phase-lagged simulation in lieu of the full-wheel simulation, the RSI
can potentially be analyzed at a resource cost more conducive to the industrial
design process.
The case studies included in this dissertation emphasize the correspondence
between the blade passing frequency and the torque fluctuations resulting from
the RSI of the blade rows. To more fully establish the PLBC as a mature method
for simulating the complex RSI of incompressible hydroturbine flow, the phaselagged simulations could be evaluated against experimental data of a reference test
case. The comparison would evaluate the phase-lagged simulation as a realizable
alternative to other turbomachine simulation methods that balance accuracy and
computational requirements.
In addition, certain instabilities such as rotating stall and an eccentric vortex
rope develop from the blade row interaction. Utilizing the phase-lag boundary
condition, single and multi-passage models may be constructed to determine the
feasibility of replicating the unsteady phenomenon without modeling the full 360◦
turbine wheel. The analysis may contribute to the understanding of how the
instabilities occur in off-design hydroturbine operations. If the phase-lagged models
can reproduce the off-design instabilities, the method may be incorporated into an
iterative design process as an approximation to the unsteady performance of the
full-wheel.
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APPENDIX A
Using Open-Source Software for
Numerical Analysis

A.1

Case Structure of OpenFOAM®Simulations

The complete documentation for OpenFOAM® is available through the OpenCFD
project [65]. In general each case follows the general directory layout shown in
Table A.1. The sections that follow contain the user-control dictionaries that are
representative of those used for each case in this dissertation.

Table A.1: OpenFOAM® Case Directory Layout

time directories
i.e., U , p, k, ε
other field files

constant
RASProperties
dynamicMeshDict
phaseLagDict
polyMesh directory
transportProperties
turbulenceProperties
other property files

system
controlDict
createPatchDict
fvSchemes
fvSolution
probeDict
other control files
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A.1.1

blockMeshDict Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
blockMeshDict;

convertToMeters

0.1;

vertices
(
(0 1.0 0)
(4 1.0 0)
(4 2.0 0)
(0 2.0 0)
(0 1.0 0.1)
(4 1.0 0.1)
(4 2.0 0.1)
(0 2.0 0.1)
);
blocks
(
hex (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) (400 100 1) simpleGrading (1 1 1)
);
edges
(
);
boundary
(
inlet
{
type
patch;
faces
((0 4 7 3));
}
cyclicFace 0
{
type
cyclic;
neighbourPatch
cyclicFace 1;
faces
((3 7 6 2));
}
cyclicFace 1
{
type
cyclic;
neighbourPatch
cyclicFace 0;
faces
((1 5 4 0));
}
outlet
{
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type
faces

patch;
((2 6 5 1));

}
frontAndBack
{
type
empty;
faces
((0 3 2 1)(4 5 6 7));
}

);
mergePatchPairs
(
);

A.1.2

turbulenceProperties Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
turbulenceProperties;

simulationType

RASModel;

A.1.3

RASProperties Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
RASProperties;

RASModel

kEpsilon;

turbulence

on;

printCoeffs

off;
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A.1.4

dynamicMeshDict Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
dynamicMeshDict;

dynamicFvMesh

solidBodyMotionFvMesh;

motionSolverLibs

(‘‘libfvMotionSolvers.so’’);

solidBodyMotionFvMeshCoeffs
{
cellZone
region0;

}

A.1.5

solidBodyMotionFunction
rotatingMotion;
rotatingMotionCoeffs
{
origin
(0 0 0);
axis
(0 0 1);
omega
6.2832;
}

transportProperties Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
transportProperties;

transportModel

Newtonian;

nu

nu [0 2 -1 0 0 0 0] 1.13E-6;
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A.1.6

controlDict Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
controlDict;

libs

(
"libgroovyBC.so"
"libphaseLagLibrary.so"
);

application

pimpleDyMFoam;

startTime

latestTime;

startTime

0;

stopAt

endTime;

endTime

1.0;

deltaT

0.005;

writeControl

timeStep;

writeInterval

1;

purgeWrite

0;

writeFormat

ascii;

writePrecision

12;

writeCompression

off;

timeFormat

general;

timePrecision

12;

runTimeModifiable

true;

adjustTimeStep

false;

maxCo

1;
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A.1.7

fvSolution Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
fvSolution;

solvers
{
"(p|pcorr)"
{
solver
PCG;
preconditioner
DIC;
tolerance
1e-05;
relTol
0.01;
}
"(p|pcorr)Final"
{
$p;
tolerance
1e-06;
relTol
0;
}
"(U|k|epsilon)"
{
solver
PBiCG;
preconditioner
DILU;
tolerance
1e-05;
relTol
0.01;
}
"(U|k|epsilon)Final"
{
$U;
tolerance
1e-06;
relTol
0;
}
}
PIMPLE
{
nOuterCorrectors
nCorrectors
nNonOrthogonalCorrectors
pRefCell
pRefValue

0;
0;

2;
3;
0;

turbOnFinalIterOnly

true;
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correctPhi

false;

}
relaxationFactors
{
fields
{
}
equations
{
"U.*"
"k.*"
"epsilon.*"
}
}

A.1.8

0.8;
0.8;
0.8;

fvSchemes Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
fvSchemes;

ddtSchemes
{
default
Euler;
}
gradSchemes
{
default
Gauss linear;
grad(p)
Gauss linear;
grad(U)
cellLimited Gauss linear 1;
}
divSchemes
{
default
none;
div(phi,U)
Gauss linearUpwind grad(U);
div(phi,k)
Gauss upwind;
div(phi,epsilon)
Gauss upwind;
div((nuEff*dev(T(grad(U)))))
Gauss linear;
}
laplacian
{
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default
}
interpolationSchemes
{
default
}
snGradSchemes
{
default
}
fluxRequired
{
default
pcorr
p
}

Gauss linear limited corrected 0.33;

linear;

limited corrected 0.33;

no;
;
;
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A.2

pimpleFoam Pseudocode

while t < tm ax

t = t + ∆t




while
nO < NO


 



∂ ~

~ + ~~τ

DEFINE: Ueqn = ∂t U + ∇ · φU









rAU = AU1




eqn






SOLVE:
U


eqn = −∇p̃





while nI < NI










H ∗ = rAU HUeqn






φ∗ = H ∗ × Sf + rAU ddtCorr (φ)








while nno < Nno






SOLVE: ∇2 p̃ = ∇ · φ∗







φ = φ∗ − φp̃













comment: evaluate continuity error












 U = H ∗ − r ∇p̃



AU







comment: calculate turbulence parameters





comment: output results for time step

Figure A.1: Pseudocode for OpenFOAM® ’s pimpleFoam solver. A represents
the coefficient matrix of the linearized system of equations. H represents the righthand-side array of that system. The momentum equations are solved in the outer
~ . In the inner loop NI the flux φ is calculated from
loop NO for the velocity U
the predicted velocity field. The Poisson Pressure equation is iteratively solved
~ are corrected based
accounting for Nn o non-orthogonal corrections. Then, φ and U
on the solution to the Poisson equation. Finally, the turbulence parameters are
calculated based on auxiliary controls.

A.3

Force and Torque Calculations

The forces and moments acting on the stator and rotor blades are calculated using the function objects available in OpenFOAM® . The forces are calculated by
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integrating the pressure field over the surface area of the blade:
Z
Fi =

pAi

The moment (or torque) is calculated based on the center of rotation Cr specified
in the associated control dictionary:
τi = εijk Crj Fk
Separately, the function algorithm accounts for viscous and porous contributions
to the force acting on the specified surface. However, because the surface is a nonporous material and the viscous effects were of a much smaller order of magnitude,
these have been neglected in the results.
The function control dictionary is appended to the controlDict. An example is
shown below.
functions
{
forcesLabel
{
functionObjectLibs
type
outputControl
outputInterval
patches
log
rhoInf
CofR
rhoName
}
}

("libforces.so");
forces;
timeStep;
1;
(patchList);
true;
998.0;
(0 0 0);
rhoInf;

APPENDIX B
Source Code for the Phase Lag
Boundary Condition

B.1

Supplemental Documentation

B.1.1

Description of PLBC User-Control Parameters

The user controls are separated into field-specific and general parameters. Furthermore, the PLBC was constructed such that each phase-lagged boundary can
independently extract, store, and retrieve data associated with its coupled counterpart. In doing so, the algorithm has the built in flexibility to independently
fine-tune the phase-lag rendering for a particular boundary without negatively
affecting the coupled counterpart.
In Fig. B.1, the field-specific parameters are summarized. The first three arguments are required of the OpenFOAM® host class, mixed -type boundary condition, and are described in further detail in Sec. B.1.3. The remaining arguments
control how the field data is stored, retrieved, and applied to the field variable
from the time-history:
• inOut: A case selector that is active with a value of 0 or 1 and inactive for all
other integers toggling an upwind control for each face on the phase-lagged
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refValue uniform value;
comment: req’d, reference value
refGradient uniform value;
comment: req’d, reference normal-gradient
valueFraction uniform value;
comment: req’d, 0 → 1
inOut

integer (default = 2);
comment: toggle upwind control

pls

0 → 1 (default = 1);
comment: phase-lag contribution to refValue

wSOR

0 → 1 (default = 0.5);
comment: phase-lag under-relaxation for storage

Figure B.1: Field-specific user-control dictionary.
boundary. The inOut control defines γref based on the flow direction across
~ ≥ 0 indicates an outflow. The control was compiled
the face, where φ = ρ~u · A
from OpenFOAM® ’s outletInlet and inletOutlet boundary conditions (see
OpenFOAM® Toolbox [65]). As a default the inOut control is inactive.
When inOut=0, the fluid is expected to enter the domain across the face.
Therefore, while the flow direction is negative for a given face, a Neumann
condition is imposed of zero gradient (γref = 0); a Dirichlet condition is
imposed otherwise (γref = 1). This type of condition is suitable for the
pressure field.
In contrast, when inOut=1, the fluid is expected to leave the domain across
the face and the opposite is imposed on the faces of the boundary. When
inOut is active, this condition is suitable for the remaining field variables
such as the velocity.
• pls: Denoted “phase lag strength,” governs the fraction by which the timehistory can update the reference value for each iteration:
ψref = (1 − pls) ψref + plsψphase

(B.1)
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nBorPatch name;
comment: req’d, coupled patch name
nCopies value;
comment: req’d, copies of ref. row for 360◦
nCopiesShadow value;
comment: req’d, copies of adj. row for 360◦
axis

vector (default = êz );
comment: axis of rotation

rpm

value (default = 0);
comment: rpm of ref. domain

rpmShadow value;
comment: default = 0, rpm of adj. domain
twoPassage Boolean (default = false );
comment: ref. domain contains 2+ passages
init

applies to periodically-coupled boundaries only
value (default = 2);
comment: set initialization interval as [0 : initTs ]

useTron Boolean (default = false );
comment: limit to single refresh ψphase per ∆t

Figure B.2: General user-control phase lag dictionary.
As a default, the pls control is set to unity, meaning that the reference value
is updated entirely from phased historical data upon each iteration.
• wSOR: The write-control relaxation parameter in accordance with Eq. 2.19.
By default, as recommended by Chen and Barter [52], a value of 0.5 is defined.
The general parameters are summarized in Fig. B.2. These controls indicate the
geometric structure of the computational domain as well as some logistic controls
pertaining to the overall application of the phase-lag boundary condition:
• nBorPatch: References the complementary boundary coupled. In recent
developments of OpenFOAM® , coupled periodic boundaries were redefined
from a single set of faces defining both sides of the coupled boundaries to two
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distinguished boundaries. Now, through the mesh construction, the complimentary coupled boundary is referenced through a keyword in contrast from
using a halfway marker on the original set to separate out the two sides. In
like manner, the phase-lag boundaries need to reference their complimentary
boundaries.
• nCopies: Indicates the number of copies of the reference blade row required
to complete a full revolution. If the reference domain includes more than
one blade passage, nCopies must indicate the number of copies of a single
passage required to complete a full revolution. If the
• nCopiesShadow: Indicates the number of copies of the adjoining blade row
required to complete a full revolution. Similar to nCopies, if the adjoining
blade row includes more than one passage, nCopiesShadow pertains to the
duplication of a single passage.
• axis: Defines the axis of rotation for the computational domain. By default,
the axis of rotation is aligned with the z-axis of the Cartesian coordinate
system.
• rpm: Defines the rate of rotation of the reference blade row in revolutions
per minute. By default the rate of rotation is zero.
• rpmShadow: Defines the rate of rotation of the adjoining blade row in
revolutions per minute. By default the rate of rotation of the adjoining row
is also zero. However, it is necessary to specify a non-zero value for either
rpm or rpmShadow, or provide a unique value to both. Otherwise, a
division-by-zero error will result in calculating the respective blade passing
periods (see Eq. 2.14).
• twoPassage: Activates specific functionality through a Boolean operator if
the computational domain includes more than one blade passage per blade
row. By default, the PLBC assumes that the computational domain contains
a single blade passage.
• init: Sets an integer scalar to control the initialization interval such that
ti = initTs .
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• useTron: Controls the overall refresh rate of the phase-lagged boundary
data as the simulation progresses through each iteration in the time step.
The PLBC is set up to interpolate the phase-lagged values, taken from the
cell-center of the cell associated with the complimentary boundary face, with
the cell-center value of the cell associated with the reference boundary face for
the current iteration; the reference value would change slightly with successive iterations through the time step. With the effect of active adjustments
on the convergence unknown, useTron provided a mechanism to deactivate
successive adjustments during the iterative process. By default the useTron
remains inactive with no effect on the PLBC. When active, however useTron
permits the update of the phase-lagged boundaries once per time step. The
values at the phase-lagged boundaries remain fixed through successive iterations for the time step. The values are refreshed after the solution converges
and proceeds to the next time step.

B.1.2

Computing the Equivalent Phase-Lagged Time

The phaser subroutine, Fig. B.3, computes the phase-lagged times. Prior to
entering the subroutine, the current time value is preconditioned with the reference
period Tr in accordance with Eq. 2.17 and 2.18. With integers m and n unknown,
the subroutine uses the intrinsic C++ floor function to decrement the value in

input (t, rs = 0)
T = rs ? Tr : Ts
while t ≥ T
t=t−T
if t = 0
then t ← T
return (t)

Figure B.3: Pseudocode for phase-lag phaser subroutine.
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accordance with Eq. 2.11:
t = t − Ts floor(

t
).
Ts

(B.2)

Then, the new value of t is filtered through a small correction based on its compliance with the expected historical phase-lag time value:

∆tfloor( t ) t − ∆tfloor( t ) < ∆tceil( t ) − t
∆t
∆t
∆t
t=
∆tceil( t )
otherwise
∆t

(B.3)

Finally, to loop the first historical phase-lagged time to the final historical
phase-lagged time for t∗ ∈ [0 : Ts ], the computed time is compared against the
time step, ∆t. If the computed time is within 10 percent, it is converted to the
blade passing period Ts .
In the phase-lag implementation for the mesh interface, the adjoining boundary
controls the archival and retrieval of the data associated with the reference boundary. As such, the identifications of the coupled patch as reference and shadow
become reversed; the data’s time-history cycles over the blade passing period of
the reference passage, Tr . Therefore, by specifying rs = 1, the equivalent phase-lag
time is computed using the correct blade passing period.

B.1.3

The Phase-Lag Algorithm for Periodically-Coupled
Boundaries

Through the updateCoeffs subroutine, referenced by evaluate prior to the
calculation of Eq. 2.32, the phase-lag specific subroutines are integrated into
the OpenFOAM® environment. The polymorphic subroutine is summarized in
Fig. B.4. Its organization initiates three specialized subroutines (phaseGrab,
phaseValue, and phaseWrit) and contains constructs governing the progression of the phase-lag field variable assignments, namely phase-lag activation control
from gradient-type initialization and further adaptive control for the upwinding effects previously mentioned.
The acquisition of phase-lagged field data is established within the
phaseValue and phaseNeighbourField subroutines, Fig. B.5 and B.6 respec-
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phaseGrab
if up-to-date
then return ()
ψphase = phaseValue
ψref = (1
− pls) ψref + plsψphase
case 0 :out-flow expected




γref = pos (φA )




case 1 :in-flow expected
inOut γref = 1 − pos (φA )




else :do nothing until initialized


if t ≥ initTs and γref, max 6= 1



then γref = 1
mixedFvPatchField::updateCoeffs

Figure B.4: Pseudocode for phase-lag updateCoeffs subroutine.

ψB,phased = phaseNeighbourField
ψAf = wψA + (1 − w) ψB,phased
return (ψAf )

Figure B.5: Pseudocode for phase-lag phaseValue subroutine.
tively. Through phaseValue the phased data from cell centers associated with
the complementary coupled boundary, ψB,phased , combine with the latest available
data from the cell centers of the reference boundary ψA using a weighted interpolation. Through phaseNeighbourField the field data are retrieved from the t∗r
2
or t∗r
1 time-history depending on whether the reference boundary is the forward or
backward facing boundary, determined through ledLag (see App. B.1.5).
The retrieved phase-lagged data undergoes a vector transformation to account
for dynamic mesh rotation. To complete the transformation, the subroutine
RodriguesRotation was extracted from the available source code of the Extendproject [4]. To the author’s knowledge, a comparable subroutine was not available
in the OpenCFD-project [65].
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t∗ = t ± sign(ω ∗ )Tr comment: ± based on ledLag
phaser(t∗ )
if (Nr == Ns )
then 
θ = ωr Ts
∗

mri = ledLag ∗? pos(ω ) (Nr − 2) + 1
: neg(ω ) (Nr − 2) + 1
else


θ = ωr mr ∗ Tr − Ts floor(mr Tr )
i

i

Ts

~
T~phase = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , θ)
io ← filename associated with t∗
if t ≥ initTs and io exists
~
then 
ψphase = transform(T~phase , value from io)
if twoPassage
then ψphase = ψcID
else

else ψphase = ψB
if doTransform
~
then ψphase = transform(T~f , ψphase )
return (ψphase )

Figure B.6: Pseudocode for phase-lag phaseNeighbourField subroutine.
The intent of the phaseGrab, summarized in Fig. B.7, is to retrieve available
field data from the time-history related to the current phased time t∗ . The data
is then held in active memory as ψ1 for processing in phaseWrit, as shown in
Fig. B.8. During the initialization interval, the time-history is overwritten and ψ1
is discarded. Once the phase-lag routine is activated, the time-history is updated
with wSOR-weighted contributions of ψ1 and ψphase from Eq. 2.19.
The pseudo-code related to auxiliary functions are summarized in App. B.1.5.
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global t1 , ψ1
if firstRead(t1 )
then return ()
t∗ = t
phaser(t∗ )
~
T~phase = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , ωTs )
io ← filename associated with t∗
if twoPassage
then ψphase = ψcID
else ψphase = ψA
if t ≥ initTs and io exists
~
then ψ1 = transform(T~phase , value from io)
else ψ1 = ψphase

Figure B.7: Pseudocode for phase-lag phaseGrab subroutine.
t∗ = t
phaser(t∗ )
io ← filename associated with t∗
if twoPassage
then ψphase = ψcID
else ψphase = ψA
if t ≥ nTs
ψstored = (1 − wSOR)ψ1 + wSORψphase
then
send ψstored to io
else send ψphase to io

Figure B.8: Pseudocode for phase-lag phaseWrit subroutine.

B.1.4

Special Adaptation for Blade Row Interfacing

The phase-lag construct for the mesh interface follows the same procedure outlined
in App. B.1.3. However, more adaptable than the phase-lag construct for the
periodically-coupled boundaries, the phase-lag implementation for the mesh interface utilizes the AMI-patch architecture of OpenFOAM® to communicate data
across coupled boundaries of arbitrary mesh configuration. Also, the phase-lag
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boundary adopts the construction technique of the Extend-Project mesh interfacing boundary condition to duplicate the boundary and field data onto a virtual
boundary spanning the full revolution.
The major modifications for the phase-lag mesh interface are confined to the
phaseNeighbourField and dependent subroutines. Other modifications include
switching the time-history archive controls to the adjoining boundary (see Fig.
B.7 and B.8) such that the reference interface stores the current solution of the
adjoining boundary into the respective archive. This small modification was instituted to establish a uniform protocol between these storage subroutines and the
phaseNeighbourField archive retrieval subroutine.
The mesh-interface phase-lag algorithm is summarized in four stages. First,
the flow data ψmri are retrieved from the time-history and transformed relative to
their intended locations on the virtual boundary (Fig. B.9). The resulting data
conglomerate is passed to nBorAMI (Fig. B.10) where the virtual boundary
is constructed from the underlying adjoining geometry. Then, the AMI-patch
architecture is imposed on the data conglomerate through the virtual surface and
returns a mapped subset conforming to the reference boundary. And finally, the
value at the boundary is determined from a weighted interpolation between the
phase-lagged subset and the cell-center data of the reference boundary (see Fig.
B.5).
Note that if the geometry contains two or more passages per blade row, the
specification of nCopies and nCopiesShadow will still indicate the total number of blades in that passage. As a result, the virtual surface will contain an
overlapping duplicity of each blade passage and associated historical data. Thus,
the each overlapping cells will provide a weighted contribution to the value transferred to the reference boundary. Based on the organization of the time history,
it is expected that the overlapping duplication of values will adhere to the same
expected flow profile of the underlying blade passage situated in that particular
relative orientation.
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for msi = 0 to Ns − 1

t∗ = t − msi Ts




phaser(t∗ , 1)





if (msi == 0) or (Nr == Ns )


then θ = ωsTs





Ts


 else θ = ωs msi ∗ Ts − Tr floor(msi Tr )



T~~
phase = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , θ)
io ← filename associated with t∗




if t ≥ initTs and io exists



~


then ψtmp = transform(T~tmp , value from io)




else ψtmp = ψS




~


)
T~αs = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , −msi 360

Ns


~~

ψphase [msi : msi + 1] = transform(Tαs , ψtmp )
return (nBorAMI(ψphase ))

Figure B.9: Pseudocode for mesh-interface phaseNeighbourField subroutine.

input (ψ360 )
for msi = 0 to Ns − 1

~

)
T~αs = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , −msi 360
Ns


~
Pexp,msi = transform(T~αs , Ps ) [dup. point locations]

Fexp,msi = Fs
[dup. face reference]


δexp,msi = δs
[dup. cell to face distance]
Sexp ← create patch from Pexp and Fexp
S2R ← create AMI construct between R and Sexp
store δS2R ← δexp from S2R
return (ψS2R ← ψ360 mapped from S2R)
Figure B.10: Pseudocode for mesh-interface nBorAMI subroutine.
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B.1.5

Pseudocode for Auxiliary Subroutines

input (w)
for each w ∈ A
w = ∆nB / (∆nA + ∆nB )
return (w)

Figure B.11: Pseudocode for makeWeights subroutine. Calculates the interpolation factors for a pair of coupled faces.

c = êaxis · (~xB × ~xA )
if c > 0 then return ( true )

Figure B.12: Pseudocode for phase-lag ledLag subroutine. Determines which
faces require positive or negative transformation control.

input (cID )
for each cID ∈ A
io ← filename
if io exists

then cID = value from io


if rotationally periodic



~

then cID = findCell(T~r ~xA )
else

else cID = findCell(~xA − ~h/2)




send cID to io
return (cID )

Figure B.13: Pseudocode for phase-lag findInternalCell subroutine. Locates
the ID’s of the cells along the passage meridian for use with two-passage modeling.
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input (t)
if t = t0
then return ( false )
t ← t0
else
return ( true )

Figure B.14: Pseudocode for phase-lag firstRead subroutine. Monitors a firstaccess criterion for the phase-lag boundary condition.

~ ~
global T~f , T~r
if |~nA × ~nB | =
6 0

if
single
passage


(

~


T~f = rotationTensor(−~nB , ~nA )


then


~


T~r = rotationTensor(~nA , −~nB )


 else if dual passage

then
α = ±360/NR







comment: ± based on ledLag




then

~


T~f = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , α)







 ~~
Tr = RodriguesRotation(êaxis , −α)
Figure B.15: Pseudocode for phase-lag faceTransform subroutine. Calculates
the forward and reverse angular transformation tensors from a pair of coupled
faces.

input (io)
phaseWrit
mixedFvPatchField::write(io)
add additional user parameters to io

Figure B.16: Pseudocode for phase-lag write subroutine. Controls phase-lag
storage and time step output.
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B.2

C++ Source Code for the Phase-Lag Boundary Condition

B.2.1

phaseLagDict Input File

FoamFile
{
version
format
class
object
}

2.0;
ascii;
dictionary;
phaseLagDict;

/*

*\
Specified in field files
refValue
refGradient
valueFraction
inOut
pls
writeSOR

\*

uniform 0;
uniform 0;
uniform 1;
3;
1;
0.5;
*/

\\For each phase-lag boundary
plbc 0
{
nBorPatch
plbc 1;
nCopies
17;
nCopiesShadow
20;
axis
(0 0 1);
rpm
60;
rpmShadow
0;
twoPassage
0;
init
2;
useTron
0;
}
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B.2.2

phaseLagFvPatchField.H Source Code

/*-----------------------*- C++ -*--------------------------*\
Class
Foam::phaseLagFvPatchField
Description
Describes a phase-lag boundary condition for
turbomachinery blade passage simulations.
Constructed for point-matched periodic boundaries.
Author
Alex M. Wouden, Penn State University.
All rights reserved.
SourceFiles
phaseLagFvPatchField.C
Class: mixedFvPatchField<Type>
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef phaseLagFvPatchField H
#define phaseLagFvPatchField H
#include
#include
#include
#include

"mixedFvPatchFields.H"
"IFstream.H"
"probes.H"
"RodriguesRotation.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
namespace Foam
{
/*----------------------------------------------------------*\
Class phaseLagFvPatchField Declaration
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
template<class Type>
class phaseLagFvPatchField
:
public mixedFvPatchField<Type>
{
// Private data
//- Global phase lag dictionary
const dictionary dictPL ;
//- Condition stabilizer
const label inOut ;
//- Phase lag strength
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const scalar pls ;
//- Storage overrelaxation
const scalar wSOR ;
//- Phase transfer limiter
mutable label tron ;
//- First-write latest time
mutable label firstTime ;
//- First-write original data
mutable Field<Type> firstData ;
//- Interpolation weights
scalarField w ;
//- Face transformation tensor
mutable tensorField forwardT ;
mutable tensorField reverseT ;
//- Cell numbers for mapping internal field
List<label> cellI ;
public:
//- Runtime type information
TypeName("phaseLag");
// * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * //
//- Construct from patch and internal field
phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&
);
//- Construct from patch, internal field and dictionary
phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&,
const dictionary&
);
//- Construct by mapping given phaseLagFvPatchField
phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>&,
const fvPatch&,
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const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&,
const fvPatchFieldMapper&
);
//- Construct as copy
phaseLagFvPatchField
(const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>&);
//- Construct and return a clone
virtual tmp<fvPatchField<Type> > clone() const
{return tmp<fvPatchField<Type> >
(new phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>(*this));}
//- Construct as copy setting internal field reference
phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&
);
//- Construct and return clone setting internal field
virtual tmp<fvPatchField<Type> > clone
(const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF) const
{return tmp<fvPatchField<Type> >
(new phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>(*this, iF));}
// * * * * * * * * * * Member

Functions * * * * * * * * * //

//- Update the patchField coefficients
virtual void updateCoeffs();
//- Write
virtual void write(Ostream&) const;
//- Return true if this patch field fixes a value
virtual bool fixesValue() const
{return false;}
//- Field requires transform?
bool doTransform() const
{return !(forwardT .empty() || pTraits<Type>::rank == 0);}
// Phase lag dictionary
//- Neighbouring patch
word nBorPatchName() const
{return dictPL .lookup("nBorPatch");}
//- Number of copies for 360 degrees
scalar nCopies() const
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{return readScalar(dictPL .lookup("nCopies"));}
//- Number of shadow copies for 360 degrees
scalar nCopiesShadow() const
{return readScalar(dictPL .lookup("nCopiesShadow"));}
//- Axis of rotation
vector axis() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<vector>
("axis",vector(0,0,1));}
//- Rotation of cell region
scalar rpm() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("rpm",0);}
//- Rotation of nBor cell region
scalar rpmShadow() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("rpmShadow",0);}
//- Two passage toggle
bool twoPassage() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<bool>("twoPassage",0);}
//- Initialization-period scalar
scalar init() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("init",2);}
//- Tron toggle
bool useTron() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("useTron",0);}
//- Dynamic motion properties
scalar period() const
{return 60.0/fabs(rpm()-rpmShadow())/nCopies();}
scalar periodShadow() const
{return 60.0/fabs(rpm()-rpmShadow())/nCopiesShadow();}
//- Neighbour mesh and data reference
const fvPatch& nBorFvPatch() const
{
label nbrID = this->patch().boundaryMesh().
findPatchID(nBorPatchName());
return this->patch().boundaryMesh()[nbrID];
}
const fvPatchField<Type>& nBorPatchField() const
{
label nbrID = this->patch().boundaryMesh().
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findPatchID(nBorPatchName());
const GeometricField<Type, fvPatchField, volMesh>& fld =
static cast<const GeometricField
<Type, fvPatchField, volMesh>&>
(this->internalField());
return fld.boundaryField()[nbrID];
}
// Phase-lag functions
//- Define the first instance of phaseData retrieval
bool firstRead(label& time) const
{
label curTime(this->db().time().timeIndex());
if (time == curTime)
{return false;}
else
{
time = curTime;
return true;
}
}
//- Adjust input time to phaseLag interval
void phaser(scalar& time) const
{
const scalar deltaT
(this->db().time().deltaT().value());
time -= periodShadow()*floor(time/periodShadow());
time = (time-deltaT*floor(time/deltaT) <
deltaT*ceil(time/deltaT)-time) ?
deltaT*floor(time/deltaT) :
deltaT*ceil(time/deltaT);
if (fabs(time) < 0.1*deltaT){time = periodShadow();}
}
//- Set ledLag - T if A leads B
bool ledLag() const
{
vector A(this->patch().Cf()[0]);
vector B(nBorFvPatch().Cf()[0]);
return pos((B^A)&axis());
}
//- Make patch weighting factors
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void makeWeights(scalarField& w)
{
scalarField deltas
(this->patch().nf() & this->patch().delta());
scalarField nDelta
(nBorFvPatch().nf() & nBorFvPatch().delta());
forAll(w, facei)
{w[facei] = nDelta[facei]/
(deltas[facei]+nDelta[facei]);}
}
//- Construct transformation tensors
void faceTransform()
{
const vectorField nf(this->patch().nf());
const vectorField nnf(nBorFvPatch().nf());
scalar nfx(mag(nf[0]^nnf[0]));
forwardT .setSize(nf.size());
reverseT .setSize(nf.size());

}

if(nfx < 1e-4)
{
forwardT .clear();
reverseT .clear();
}
else
{
if(twoPassage())
{
scalar myAngle;
myAngle = 360.0/nCopies()*(ledLag() ? 1:-1);
forwardT = RodriguesRotation(axis(), myAngle);
reverseT = RodriguesRotation(axis(),-myAngle);
}
else
{
forAll(forwardT , facei)
{
forwardT [facei] =
rotationTensor(-nnf[facei], nf[facei]);
reverseT [facei] =
rotationTensor(nf[facei], -nnf[facei]);
}
}
}

//- For twoPassage, find internal cells of meridian
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void findInternalCell(List<label>& cellI)
{
fileName cellDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
this->patch().name());
mkDir(cellDir);
autoPtr<IFstream> cellReadFile;
autoPtr<OFstream> cellWritFile;
cellReadFile.reset
(new IFstream(cellDir/string("cellTwoPassage")));
if(cellReadFile().good())
{
cellReadFile() >> cellI;
Info << "findInternalCell recall: "
<< this->patch().name()
<< " @ " << cellI[0] << endl;
}
else
{
List<point> Cn(this->patch().Cn());
const fvMesh& mesh
(refCast<const fvMesh>(this->db()));
if(!reverseT .empty())
{
forAll(cellI, facei)
{cellI[facei] = mesh.findCell(transform
(reverseT [facei], Cn[facei]));}
}
else
{
//- assume this->patch is at top
vector trans(0.5*(this->patch().Cf()[0]
-nBorFvPatch().Cf()[0]));
forAll(cellI, facei)
{cellI[facei] = mesh.findCell(Cn[facei]-trans);}
}
cellWritFile.reset(new OFstream(
cellDir/string("cellTwoPassage")));
cellWritFile() << cellI;
cellWritFile.clear();
Info << "findInternalCell acquired: "
<< this->patch().name()
<< " @ " << cellI[0] << endl;
}
cellReadFile.clear();
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}
//- Calculated interpolated value
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseValue();
//- Return nBor field for patchInternalField() (phased)
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseNeighbourField();
//- Phase data grab
void phaseGrab() const;
//- Phase data write
void phaseWrit() const;
};
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
} // End namespace Foam
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#ifdef NoRepository
#
include "phaseLagFvPatchField.C"
#endif
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#endif
// ******************************************************* //

B.2.3

phaseLagFvPatchField.C Source Code

/*-----------------------*- C++ -*--------------------------*\
Class
Foam::phaseLagFvPatchField
Author
Alex M. Wouden, Penn State University.
All rights reserved.
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
namespace Foam
{
// * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * //
//- Construct from patch and internal field
template<class Type>
phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagFvPatchField
(
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const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(p, iF),
dictPL
(
IOdictionary
(
IOobject
(
"phaseLagDict",
this->db().time().constant(),
this->db(),
IOobject::MUST READ,
IOobject::NO WRITE
)
).subDict(this->patch().name())
),
inOut (3),
pls (1),
wSOR (0.5),
tron (-1),
firstTime (-1),
firstData (p.size())
{

w = Field<scalar>(this->size());
makeWeights(w );
faceTransform();

}

if (twoPassage())
{
cellI = List<label>(this->size());
if(!cellI .empty()) findInternalCell(cellI );
}

//- Construct from patch, internal field and dictionary
template<class Type>
phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF,
const dictionary& dict
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(p, iF, dict),
dictPL
(
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IOdictionary
(
IOobject
(
"phaseLagDict",
this->db().time().constant(),
this->db(),
IOobject::MUST READ,
IOobject::NO WRITE
)
).subDict(this->patch().name())
),
inOut (dict.lookupOrDefault<label>("inOut",3)),
pls (dict.lookupOrDefault<scalar>("pls",1)),
wSOR (dict.lookupOrDefault<scalar>("wSOR",0.5)),
tron (-1),
firstTime (-1),
firstData (p.size())
{

w = Field<scalar>(this->size());
makeWeights(w );
faceTransform();

}

if(twoPassage())
{
cellI = List<label>(this->size());
if(!cellI .empty()) findInternalCell(cellI );
}

//- Construct by mapping given phaseLagFvPatchField
template<class Type>
phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>& ptf,
const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF,
const fvPatchFieldMapper& mapper
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf, p, iF, mapper),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
w (ptf.w ),
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forwardT (ptf.forwardT ),
reverseT (ptf.reverseT ),
cellI (ptf.cellI )
{}
//- Construct as a copy
template<class Type>
phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>& ptf)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
w (ptf.w ),
forwardT (ptf.forwardT ),
reverseT (ptf.reverseT ),
cellI (ptf.cellI )
{}
//- Construct as a copy setting internal field reference
template<class Type>
phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>& ptf,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf, iF),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
w (ptf.w ),
forwardT (ptf.forwardT ),
reverseT (ptf.reverseT ),
cellI (ptf.cellI )
{}
// * * * * * * * * * * Member

Functions * * * * * * * * * //

template<class Type>
void phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::updateCoeffs()
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{

phaseGrab();
if(this->updated())
{return;}
if(!useTron() || firstRead(tron ))
{
this->refValue() = (1.0-pls )*this->refValue()
+ pls *phaseValue();
const Field<scalar>& phip =
this->patch().template lookupPatchField
<surfaceScalarField, scalar>("phi");
switch (inOut )
{
case 0:
//positive flux ? apply outletValue
this->valueFraction() = pos(phip);
break;
case 1:
//negative flux ? apply inletValue
this->valueFraction() = 1.0-pos(phip);
break;
case 2:
//keep settings; do nothing
break;
default:
//phaseStart valueFraction
if(this->db().time().timeOutputValue()
> init()*periodShadow()
&& max(this->valueFraction()) != 1)
{this->valueFraction() = 1;}
break;
}
mixedFvPatchField<Type>::updateCoeffs();

}

}

template<class Type>
void phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::write(Ostream& os) const
{
mixedFvPatchField<Type>::write(os);
os.writeKeyword("inOut") << inOut
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
os.writeKeyword("pls") << pls
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
os.writeKeyword("wSOR") << wSOR
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
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phaseWrit();
}
// Phase lag functions
template<class Type>
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseValue()
{
tmp<Field<Type> > tvalue(new Field<Type>(this->size()));
Field<Type>& value = tvalue();
forAll(value, facei)
{value[facei] = w [facei]*pif[facei]
+ (1.0-w [facei])*pnf[facei];}
}

return tvalue;

template<class Type>
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>
::phaseNeighbourField()
{
// cellCentre data for nBor
const Field<Type> nif
(nBorPatchField().patchInternalField());
tmp<Field<Type> > tpnf(new Field<Type>(this->size()));
Field<Type>& pnf = tpnf();
Field<Type> phsData = Field<Type>(this->size());
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
scalar phsTime;
phsTime = ledLag() ?
curTime+sign(rpm()-rpmShadow())*period():
curTime-sign(rpm()-rpmShadow())*period();
phaser(phsTime);
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsAngle;
tensor phsT;
if(nCopies() == nCopiesShadow())
{phsAngle = 6.0*rpm()*periodShadow();}
else
{
int phsNum;
phsNum = ledLag() ?
pos(rpm()-rpmShadow())*(nCopies()-2)+1:
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neg(rpm()-rpmShadow())*(nCopies()-2)+1;
phsAngle = 6.0*rpm()*(phsNum*period()-periodShadow()
*floor(phsNum*period()/periodShadow()));
}
phsT = RodriguesRotation(axis(),phsAngle);
autoPtr<IFstream> phsReadFile;
fileName phsDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
nBorPatchName()/this->db().time().timeName(phsTime));
phsReadFile.reset(new IFstream
(phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if (phaseStart && phsReadFile().good())
{
phsReadFile() >> phsData;
forAll(phsData, facei)
{phsData[facei] = transform(phsT, phsData[facei]);}
}
else
{
if(twoPassage())
{
forAll(phsData, facei)
{phsData[facei] =
this->internalField()[cellI [facei]];}
}
else
{phsData = nif;}
}
phsReadFile.clear();
//- end phase read/write section
if (doTransform())
{
forAll(pnf, facei)
{pnf[facei] =
transform(forwardT [facei], phsData[facei]);}
}
else
{pnf = phsData;}
return tpnf;
}
template<class Type>
void phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseGrab() const
{
if(!firstRead(firstTime ))
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{return;}
const Field<Type> pif(this->patchInternalField());
Field<Type> tmpData = Field<Type>(this->size());
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsTime(curTime);
phaser(phsTime);
tensor phsT(RodriguesRotation
(axis(), 6.0*rpm()*periodShadow()));
autoPtr<IFstream> phsReadFile;
fileName phsDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
this->patch().name()/
this->db().time().timeName(phsTime));
if(twoPassage())
{
forAll(tmpData, facei)
{tmpData[facei] = this->internalField()[cellI [facei]];}
}
else
{tmpData = pif;}
phsReadFile.reset(new IFstream
(phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if(phaseStart && phsReadFile().good())
{
phsReadFile() >> firstData ;
forAll(firstData ,facei)
{firstData [facei] = transform
(phsT, firstData [facei]);}
}
else
{firstData = tmpData;}
phsReadFile.clear();
}
template<class Type>
void phaseLagFvPatchField<Type>::phaseWrit() const
{
const Field<Type> pif(this->patchInternalField());
Field<Type> tmpData = Field<Type>(this->size());
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsTime(curTime);
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phaser(phsTime);
autoPtr<OFstream> phsWritFile;
fileName phsDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
this->patch().name()/
this->db().time().timeName(phsTime));
mkDir(phsDir);
if(twoPassage())
{
forAll(tmpData,facei)
{tmpData[facei] = this->internalField()[cellI [facei]];}
}
else
{tmpData = pif;}
phsWritFile.reset(new OFstream
(phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if(phaseStart)
{
phsWritFile() << (1.0-wSOR )*firstData +wSOR *tmpData;
}
else
{phsWritFile() << tmpData;}
phsWritFile.clear();
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
} // End namespace Foam
// ******************************************************* //

B.2.4

phaseLagACMIFvPatchField.H Source Code

/*-----------------------*- C++ -*--------------------------*\
Class
Foam::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
Description
Describes a phase-lag boundary condition for
turbomachinery blade passage simulations.
Constructed for AMI mesh interface boundaries.
Author
Alex M. Wouden, Penn State University.
All rights reserved.
SourceFiles
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phaseLagACMIFvPatchField.C
Class: mixedFvPatchField<Type>
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef phaseLagFvPatchField H
#define phaseLagFvPatchField H
#include
#include
#include
#include

"mixedFvPatchFields.H"
"probes.H"
"RodriguesRotation.H"
"AMIPatchToPatchInterpolation.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
namespace Foam
{
/*----------------------------------------------------------*\
Class phaseLagACMIFvPatchField Declaration
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
template<class Type>
class phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
:
public mixedFvPatchField<Type>
{ // Private data
//- Global phase lag dictionary
const dictionary dictPL ;
//- Condition stabilizer
const label inOut ;
//- Phase lag strength
const scalar pls ;
//- Storage overrelaxation
const scalar wSOR ;
//- Phase transfer limiter
mutable label tron ;
//- firstWrite latest time
mutable label firstTime ;
//- firstWrite original data
mutable Field<Type> firstData ;
//- nBor deltaCoeffs
mutable scalarField nBorDC ;
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public:
//- Runtime type information
TypeName("phaseLagACMI");
// * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * //
//- Construct from patch and internal field
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&
);
//- Construct from patch, internal field and dictionary
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&,
const dictionary&
);
//- Construct by mapping given phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>&,
const fvPatch&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&,
const fvPatchFieldMapper&
);
//- Construct as copy
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>&);
//- Construct and return a clone
virtual tmp<fvPatchField<Type> > clone() const
{return tmp<fvPatchField<Type> >
(new phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>(*this));}
//- Construct as copy setting internal field reference
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>&,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>&
);
//- Construct and return a clone setting internal field
virtual tmp<fvPatchField<Type> > clone
(const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF) const
{return tmp<fvPatchField<Type> >
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(new phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>(*this, iF));}
// * * * * * * * * * * Member

Functions * * * * * * * * * //

//- Update the coefficients associated with the patch field
virtual void updateCoeffs();
//- Write
virtual void write(Ostream&) const;
//- Return true if this patch field fixes a value
virtual bool fixesValue() const
{return false;}
//- Field requires transform?
bool doTransform() const
{return !(pTraits<Type>::rank == 0);}
// Phase lag dictionary
//- Neighbouring patch
word nBorPatchName() const
{return dictPL .lookup("nBorPatch");}
//- Number of actual copies for 360 degrees,
i.e. if 18-blade twoPassage, nCopies==9
scalar nCopies() const
{return readScalar(dictPL .lookup("nCopies"));}
//- Number of actual shadow copies for 360 degrees,
i.e. if 13-blade twoPassage, nCopiesShadow==6.5
scalar nCopiesShadow() const
{return readScalar(dictPL .lookup("nCopiesShadow"));}
//- Axis of rotation
vector axis() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<vector>
("axis",vector(0,0,1));}
//- RPM of associated cellRegion
scalar rpm() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("rpm",0);}
//- RPM of shadow cellRegion
scalar rpmShadow() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("rpmShadow",0);}
//- Number of periodShadow to initialize time history
scalar init() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<scalar>("init",2);}
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//- Tron toggle
bool useTron() const
{return dictPL .lookupOrDefault<bool>("useTron",0);}
//- Dynamic motion properties
scalar period() const
{return 60.0/fabs(rpm()-rpmShadow())/nCopies();}
scalar periodShadow() const
{return 60.0/fabs(rpm()-rpmShadow())/nCopiesShadow();}
//- Neighbour mesh and data reference
const fvPatch& nBorFvPatch() const
{
label nbrID = this->patch().
boundaryMesh().findPatchID(nBorPatchName());
return this->patch().boundaryMesh()[nbrID];
}
const fvPatchField<Type>& nBorPatchField() const
{
label nbrID = this->patch().
boundaryMesh().findPatchID(nBorPatchName());
const GeometricField<Type, fvPatchField, volMesh>& fld =
static cast<const GeometricField
<Type, fvPatchField, volMesh>&>
(this->internalField());
return fld.boundaryField()[nbrID];
}
// Phase lag functions
//- Define the first instance of phaseData retrieval
bool firstRead(label& time) const
{
label curTime(this->db().time().timeIndex());
if (time == curTime)
{return false;}
else
{
time = curTime;
return true;
}
}
//- Adjust input time to phaseLag interval
//ps2P: since time-history couples adjacent blade rows
void phaser(scalar& time, bool ps2P=0) const
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{

const scalar deltaT(this->db().time().deltaT().value());
const scalar pShad(ps2P? period():periodShadow());
time -= pShad*floor(time/pShad);

}

time = (time-deltaT*floor(time/deltaT) <
deltaT*ceil(time/deltaT)-time) ?
deltaT*floor(time/deltaT):
deltaT*ceil(time/deltaT);
if (fabs(time) < 0.1*deltaT) {time = pShad;}

//- Calculated interpolated value
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseValue();
//- Return nBor field for patchInternalField() (phased)
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseNeighbourField() const;
//- AMI duplication and interpolation subroutine
tmp<Field<Type> > nBorAMI(tmp<Field<Type> > fld) const;
//- Phase data grab
void phaseGrab() const;
//- Phase data write
void phaseWrit() const;
};
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
} // End namespace Foam
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#ifdef NoRepository
#
include "phaseLagACMIFvPatchField.C"
#endif
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#endif
// ******************************************************* //
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B.2.5

phaseLagACMIFvPatchField.C Source Code

/*-----------------------*- C++ -*--------------------------*\
Class
Foam::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
Author
Alex M. Wouden, Penn State University.
All rights reserved.
\*----------------------------------------------------------*/
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
namespace Foam
{
// * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * //
//- Construct from patch and internal field
template<class Type>
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(p, iF),
dictPL
(
IOdictionary
(
IOobject
(
"phaseLagDict",
this->db().time().constant(),
this->db(),
IOobject::MUST READ,
IOobject::NO WRITE
)
).subDict(this->patch().name())
),
inOut (3),
pls (1),
wSOR (0.5),
tron (-1),
firstTime (-1),
firstData (p.size()),
nBorDC (p.size())
{}
//- Construct from patch, internal field and dictionary
template<class Type>
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phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF,
const dictionary& dict
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(p, iF, dict),
dictPL
(
IOdictionary
(
IOobject
(
"phaseLagDict",
this->db().time().constant(),
this->db(),
IOobject::MUST READ,
IOobject::NO WRITE
)
).subDict(this->patch().name())
),
inOut (dict.lookupOrDefault<label>("inOut",3)),
pls (dict.lookupOrDefault<scalar>("pls",1)),
wSOR (dict.lookupOrDefault<scalar>("wSOR",0.5)),
tron (-1),
firstTime (-1),
firstData (p.size()),
nBorDC (p.size())
{}
//- Construct by mapping given phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
template<class Type>
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>& ptf,
const fvPatch& p,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF,
const fvPatchFieldMapper& mapper
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf, p, iF, mapper),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
nBorDC (ptf.nBorDC )
{}
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//- Construct as copy
template<class Type>
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>& ptf)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
nBorDC (ptf.nBorDC )
{}
//- Construct as copy setting internal field reference
template<class Type>
phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseLagACMIFvPatchField
(
const phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>& ptf,
const DimensionedField<Type, volMesh>& iF
)
:
mixedFvPatchField<Type>(ptf, iF),
dictPL (ptf.dictPL ),
inOut (ptf.inOut ),
pls (ptf.pls ),
wSOR (ptf.wSOR ),
tron (ptf.tron ),
firstTime (ptf.firstTime ),
firstData (ptf.firstData ),
nBorDC (ptf.nBorDC )
{}
// * * * * * * * * * * Member

Functions * * * * * * * * * //

template<class Type>
void phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::updateCoeffs()
{
phaseGrab();
if(this->updated())
{return;}
if(!useTron() || firstRead(tron ))
{
this->refValue() = (1.0-pls )*this->refValue()
+ pls *phaseValue();
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const Field<scalar>& phip =
this->patch().template lookupPatchField
<surfaceScalarField, scalar>("phi");
if(this->db().time().timeOutputValue() >
init()*periodShadow())
{
switch (inOut )
{
case 0:
//positive flux ? apply outletValue
this->valueFraction() = pos(phip);
break;
case 1:
//negative flux ? apply inletValue
this->valueFraction() = 1.0-pos(phip);
break;
case 2:
//keep settings; do nothing
break;
default:
this->valueFraction() = 1;
break;
}
}
mixedFvPatchField<Type>::updateCoeffs();
}

}

template<class Type>
void phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::write(Ostream& os) const
{
mixedFvPatchField<Type>::write(os);
os.writeKeyword("inOut") << inOut
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
os.writeKeyword("pls") << pls
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
os.writeKeyword("wSOR") << wSOR
<< token::END STATEMENT << nl;
phaseWrit();
}
// Phase lag functions
template<class Type>
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseValue()
{
Field<Type> pif(this->patchInternalField());
Field<Type> pnf(phaseNeighbourField());
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tmp<Field<Type> > tvalue(new Field<Type>(this->size()));
Field<Type>& value = tvalue();
value = (this->patch().deltaCoeffs()*pnf + nBorDC *pif)
/(this->patch().deltaCoeffs()+nBorDC );
}

return tvalue;

template<class Type>
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>
::phaseNeighbourField() const
{
//- cellCentre data for nBor
const Field<Type> nif
(nBorPatchField().patchInternalField());
tmp<Field<Type> > tpnf(new Field<Type>(this->size()));
Field<Type>& pnf = tpnf();
Field<Type> tmpData = Field<Type>(nif.size());
Field<Type> phsData = Field<Type>
(nif.size()*ceil(nCopiesShadow()));
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
scalar phsTime;
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsAngle;
tensor phsT; //dynamic rotation
fileName phsDir;
autoPtr<IFstream> phsReadFile;
//- duplicate 360 - patterned after overlapGgi
const label nCS(ceil(nCopiesShadow()));
const scalar angle(360.0/nCopiesShadow());
tensor nCST; //static rotation
label nFaces(0);
for (label copyI=0; copyI<nCS; copyI++)
{
//- phase-read subroutine
phsTime = curTime - copyI*periodShadow();
phaser(phsTime,1);
//- transform based on dynamic rotation
// to align with current location
if(copyI == 0 || nCopies() == nCopiesShadow())
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{phsAngle = 6.0*rpmShadow()*period();}
else
{phsAngle = 6.0*rpmShadow()*(copyI*periodShadow()
-period()*floor(copyI*periodShadow()/period()));}
phsT = RodriguesRotation(axis(),phsAngle);
phsDir = this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
nBorPatchName()/this->db().time().timeName(phsTime);
phsReadFile.reset(new IFstream(
phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if (phaseStart && phsReadFile().good())
{
phsReadFile() >> tmpData;
forAll (tmpData,faceI)
{tmpData[faceI] = transform(phsT, tmpData[faceI]);}
}
else
{tmpData = nif;}
phsReadFile.clear();
//- end phase-read subroutine
//- tranform to virtual location - store in phsData
nCST = RodriguesRotation(axis(), -copyI*angle);
forAll (tmpData,faceI)
{phsData[nFaces+faceI] =
transform(nCST, tmpData[faceI]);}
}

nFaces += nif.size();

pnf = nBorAMI(phsData);
return tpnf;
}
template<class Type>
tmp<Field<Type> > phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>
::nBorAMI(tmp<Field<Type> > fld) const
{
//- Duplication
const label nCS(ceil(nCopiesShadow()));
const scalar angle(360.0/nCopiesShadow());
tensor nCST;
label copyOffset;
const polyPatch& nBorPatch = nBorFvPatch().patch();
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// Points preparation
const pointField nBorPoints
(
nBorPatch.boundaryMesh().mesh().points(),
nBorPatch.meshPoints()
);
pointField expPoints(nCS*nBorPoints.size());
// Faces preparation
const SubList<face> nBorFaces
(
nBorPatch.localFaces(),
nBorPatch.size()
);
faceList expFaces(nCS*nBorFaces.size());
const scalarField nbdc(nBorFvPatch().deltaCoeffs());
scalarField extnbdc = scalarField(nCS*nbdc.size());
label nPoints(0);
label nFaces(0);
for (label copyI=0; copyI<nCS; copyI++)
{
// Points duplication
nCST = RodriguesRotation(axis(),-copyI*angle);
forAll (nBorPoints, pointI)
{
expPoints[nPoints] =
transform(nCST,nBorPoints[pointI]);
nPoints++;
}
// Faces duplication
copyOffset = copyI*nBorPoints.size();
forAll (nBorFaces, faceI)
{
const face& curFace = nBorFaces[faceI];
face& curExp = expFaces[nFaces];
curExp.setSize(curFace.size());
forAll (curFace, fpI)
{curExp[fpI] = curFace[fpI]+copyOffset;}
extnbdc[nFaces] = nbdc[faceI];
}

nFaces++;
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}
// Combine expanded neighbour patch
primitivePatch expPatch
(
SubList<face>
(
expFaces,
expFaces.size()
),
expPoints
);
// Set up interpolation ‘driver’
autoPtr<AMIPatchToPatchInterpolation> AMIPtr;
AMIPtr.reset
(
new AMIPatchToPatchInterpolation
(
this->patch().patch(),
expPatch,
faceAreaIntersect::tmMesh,
true,
word("faceAreaWeightAMI"),
-1,
false
)
);
// Interpolate and return
nBorDC = AMIPtr().interpolateToSource(extnbdc);
return AMIPtr().interpolateToSource(fld);
}
template<class Type>
void phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseGrab() const
{
if(!firstRead(firstTime ))
{return;}
const Field<Type> nif
(nBorPatchField().patchInternalField());
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsTime(curTime);
phaser(phsTime,1);
tensor phsT
(RodriguesRotation(axis(), 6.0*rpmShadow()*period()));
autoPtr<IFstream> phsReadFile;
fileName phsDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
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nBorPatchName()/this->db().time().timeName(phsTime));
phsReadFile.reset(new IFstream
(phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if (phaseStart && phsReadFile().good())
{
phsReadFile() >> firstData ;
forAll(firstData ,faceI)
{firstData [faceI] =
transform(phsT, firstData [faceI]);}
}
else
{firstData = nif;}
phsReadFile.clear();
}
template<class Type>
void phaseLagACMIFvPatchField<Type>::phaseWrit() const
{
const Field<Type> nif
(nBorPatchField().patchInternalField());
scalar curTime(this->db().time().timeOutputValue());
bool phaseStart(curTime > init()*periodShadow());
scalar phsTime(curTime);
phaser(phsTime,1);
autoPtr<OFstream> phsWritFile;
fileName phsDir(this->db().time().path()/string("PLC")/
nBorPatchName()/this->db().time().timeName(phsTime));
mkDir(phsDir);
phsWritFile.reset(new OFstream
(phsDir/this->dimensionedInternalField().name()));
if (phaseStart)
{phsWritFile() << (1.0-wSOR )*firstData +wSOR *nif;}
else
{phsWritFile() << nif;}
phsWritFile.clear();
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
} // End namespace Foam
// ******************************************************* //

APPENDIX C
Fortran Source Code for the
Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) Utility

C.1

DFT - Probe Locations

discreteFourierTransformProbes.f95
Written By: Alex M. Wouden
Reference: Beckwith et al.,
"Mechanical Measurements," 6ed.

2007

PROGRAM dftProbes
IMPLICIT NONE
! Data dictionary
! Parameters
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: prec = selected real kind(p=15,r=307)
! Characters
CHARACTER(30), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: datC, datProbe
CHARACTER(30) :: OFd
CHARACTER(30) :: OFf
CHARACTER(2) :: defcon
! Integers
INTEGER :: cDat
INTEGER :: s,first,ioError
INTEGER :: pType
INTEGER :: nProbes,column
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INTEGER :: i,j,k,nPoints
! Reals
REAL(KIND=prec) :: PI
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: time
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: datFM,datUP
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: An,Bn
REAL(KIND=prec) :: period,dt,df
PI = acos(-1.0)
! Formatting
100 FORMAT(A)
101 FORMAT(A,3X,A)
102 FORMAT(5(ES14.7,3X))
103 FORMAT(A,3X,I10)
104 FORMAT(A,3X,ES14.7)
105 FORMAT(3X,A)
! Introduce program discreteFourierTransform
WRITE(*,"(11X,A)")
"*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*"
WRITE(*,"(11X,A)")
"*
discreteFourierTransform Utility *"
WRITE(*,"(11X,A,//)") "*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*"
! Ask about number of probes
WRITE(*,100) "Enter number of probes:"
READ(*,*) nProbes
! Open forces.txt file
WRITE(*,100) "Enter directory:"
READ(*,100) OFd
1 WRITE(*,100) "Enter filename:"
READ(*,100) OFf
OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE=TRIM(OFd)//"//"//TRIM(OFf), STATUS="old", &
ACTION="read",IOSTAT=ioError)
IF(ioError /= 0) GOTO 1
! Set available data columns, based on nProbes
ALLOCATE(datC(nProbes),datProbe(nProbes))
DO i=1, nProbes
WRITE(datC(i),"(A,I1,A)") TRIM(OFf),i,".txt"
WRITE(datProbe(i), "(A,I1)") TRIM(OFf),i
END DO
! Ask about type of data in columns
4 WRITE(*,100) "Select data type"
WRITE(*,100) "1:scalar"
WRITE(*,100) "3:vector"
READ(*,*) pType
WRITE(*,*) pType
IF(pType /= 1 .AND. pType /= 3) GOTO 4
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! Determine the number of data lines in file
nPoints = -4
3 READ(11,100,IOSTAT=ioError) defcon
IF (ioError == 0) THEN
nPoints = nPoints+1;
GOTO 3
END IF
REWIND(UNIT=11)
! Allocate
ALLOCATE(time(nPoints),datFM(pType*nProbes,nPoints), &
datUP(nProbes,nPoints),An(nPoints/2+1),Bn(nPoints/2-1))
! Read file
DO i=1, 4
READ(11,100) defcon
END DO
DO i=1, nPoints
READ(11,*) time(i), datFM(:,i)
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=11)
SELECT CASE(pType)
CASE (1)
datUP = datFM
CASE (3)
DO i=1, nPoints
k=1
Do j=1, pType*nProbes, pType
datUP(k,i) = SQRT(datFM(j,i)**2 &
+datFM(j+1,i)**2 &
+datFM(j+2,i)**2)
k = k+1
END DO
END DO
END SELECT
! Calculate dt and period
dt = time(2)-time(1)
period = nPoints*dt
df = 1.0/period
! Display stats
WRITE(*,101) TRIM(OFd)//"//"//TRIM(OFf),"Stats"
WRITE(*,100) "----------------------------------------"
WRITE(*,104) "period = ", period
WRITE(*,104) "deltaT = ", dt
WRITE(*,103) "samples = ", nPoints
WRITE(*,104) "deltaF = ", df
WRITE(*,100) "----------------------------------------"
!

Prompt for data column
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WRITE(*,101) "Current directory:",TRIM(OFd)//"//"//TRIM(OFf)
2 WRITE(*,100) " Select data column"
WRITE(*,100) " 0:new file"
DO i=1, nProbes
WRITE(*,"(I2,A,I2)") i,":Probe",i
END DO
WRITE(*,"(I2,A)") i,":EXIT"
READ(*,*) cDat
IF (cDat == 0) THEN
DEALLOCATE(datC,datProbe,time,datFM,datUP,An,Bn)
GOTO 1
END IF
IF (cDat > nProbes+1) GOTO 2
IF (cDat == nProbes+1) GOTO 12
! Calcuate An and Bn
DO i=0, nPoints/2
An(i+1) = 0
DO j=1, nPoints
An(i+1) = An(i+1)+2.0/real(nPoints)*datUP(cDat,j) &
*cos(2.0*PI*real(i*j)/real(nPoints))
END DO
END DO
DO i=1,nPoints/2-1
Bn(i) = 0
DO j=1, nPoints
Bn(i) = Bn(i)+2.0/real(nPoints)*datUP(cDat,j) &
*sin(2.0*PI*real(i*j)/real(nPoints))
END DO
END DO
! Open column file
OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE=TRIM(OFd)//"//"//datC(cDat), &
STATUS="replace",ACTION="write")
OPEN(UNIT=33,FILE=TRIM(OFD)//"//"//datProbe(cDat), &
STATUS="replace",ACTION="write")
! Fill header
WRITE(22,105) TRIM(OFd)//"//"//datC(cDat)
WRITE(22,105) "freq An Bn Cn phi2"
! Write data to file
WRITE(22,102) 0.0, An(1), 0.0
DO i=1, nPoints/2-1
WRITE(22,102) i*df, An(i+1), Bn(i), &
sqrt(An(i+1)**2+Bn(i)**2), &
atan(abs(Bn(i))/abs(An(i+1)))*180/PI
END DO
WRITE(22,102) real(nPoints/2)*df, An(nPoints/2+1), 0.0
DO i=1, nPoints
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WRITE(33,*) datUP(cDat, i)
END DO
! Close column file
CLOSE(UNIT=22)
CLOSE(UNIT=33)
! Indicate completion and send to main menu
WRITE(*,"(3A,/)") "File ", TRIM(OFd)//"//"//datC(cDat), &
"complete."
GOTO 2
12 END PROGRAM

C.2

DFT - Forces And Moments

discreteFourierTransformForces.f95
Written By: Alex M. Wouden
Reference: Beckwith et al.,
"Mechanical Measurements," 6ed.

2007

PROGRAM dftForces
IMPLICIT NONE
! Data dictionary
! Parameters
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: prec = selected real kind(p=15,r=307)
CHARACTER(30), PARAMETER :: OFf = "//forces.txt"
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: column = 19
! Characters
CHARACTER(30), DIMENSION(column) :: datC
CHARACTER(30) :: OFd
CHARACTER(2) :: defcon
! Integers
INTEGER :: cDat
INTEGER :: s,first,ioError
INTEGER :: i,j,nPoints
! Reals
REAL(KIND=prec) :: PI
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: time
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: datFM
REAL(KIND=prec), DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: An,Bn
REAL(KIND=prec) :: period,dt,df
PI = acos(-1.0)
! Set available data columns, based on column
datC(1) = "//fpx.txt"
datC(2) = "//fpy.txt"
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datC(3) = "//fpz.txt"
datC(4) = "//fvx.txt"
datC(5) = "//fvy.txt"
datC(6) = "//fvz.txt"
datC(7) = "//fporx.txt"
datC(8) = "//fpory.txt"
datC(9) = "//fporz.txt"
datC(10) = "//mpx.txt"
datC(11) = "//mpy.txt"
datC(12) = "//mpz.txt"
datC(13) = "//mvx.txt"
datC(14) = "//mvy.txt"
datC(15) = "//mvz.txt"
datC(16) = "//mporx.txt"
datC(17) = "//mpory.txt"
datC(18) = "//mporz.txt"
datC(19) = "EXIT"
! Formatting
100 FORMAT(A)
101 FORMAT(A,3X,A)
102 FORMAT(5(ES14.7,3X))
103 FORMAT(A,3X,I10)
104 FORMAT(A,3X,ES14.7)
105 FORMAT(3X,A)
! Introduce program discreteFourierTransform
WRITE(*,"(11X,A)")
"*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*"
WRITE(*,"(11X,A)")
"*
discreteFourierTransform Utility *"
WRITE(*,"(11X,A,//)") "*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*"
! Open forces.txt file
1 WRITE(*,*) "Enter directory:"
READ(*,100) OFd
OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE=TRIM(OFd)//TRIM(OFf),
STATUS="old",ACTION="read")
! Get line count, accounting for header
nPoints = -2
3 READ(11,100,IOSTAT=ioError) defcon
IF (ioError == 0) THEN
nPoints = nPoints+1
GOTO 3
END IF
REWIND(UNIT=11)
ALLOCATE(time(nPoints),datFM(column-1,nPoints), &
An(nPoints/2+1),Bn(nPoints/2-1))
! Read through header lines
DO i=1, 2
READ(11,100) defcon
END DO
! Read through data lines
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DO i=1, nPoints
READ(11,*) time(i),datFM(1,i),datFM(2,i),datFM(3,i), &
datFM(4,i),datFM(5,i),datFM(6,i), &
datFM(7,i),datFM(8,i),datFM(9,i), &
datFM(10,i),datFM(11,i),datFM(12,i), &
datFM(13,i),datFM(14,i),datFM(15,i), &
datFM(16,i),datFM(17,i),datFM(18,i)
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=11)
! Calculate dt and period
dt = time(2)-time(1)
period = nPoints*dt
df = 1.0/period
! Display forces.txt stats
WRITE(*,101) TRIM(OFd)//TRIM(OFf),"Stats"
WRITE(*,100) "----------------------------------------"
WRITE(*,104) "period = ", period
WRITE(*,104) "deltaT = ", dt
WRITE(*,103) "samples = ", nPoints
WRITE(*,104) "deltaF = ", df
WRITE(*,100) "----------------------------------------"
WRITE(*,100) "Press ENTER to continue"
READ(*,100) defcon
! Prompt for data column
WRITE(*,101) "Current directory:",TRIM(OFd)
2 WRITE(*,100) " Select data column"
WRITE(*,100) " 0:new directory"
WRITE(*,100) " 1:fpx"
WRITE(*,100) " 2:fpy"
WRITE(*,100) " 3:fpz"
WRITE(*,100) " 4:fvx"
WRITE(*,100) " 5:fvy"
WRITE(*,100) " 6:fvz"
WRITE(*,100) " 7:fporx"
WRITE(*,100) " 8:fpory"
WRITE(*,100) " 9:fporz"
WRITE(*,100) " 10:mpx"
WRITE(*,100) " 11:mpy"
WRITE(*,100) " 12:mpz"
WRITE(*,100) " 13:mvx"
WRITE(*,100) " 14:mvy"
WRITE(*,100) " 15:mvz"
WRITE(*,100) " 16:mporx"
WRITE(*,100) " 17:mpory"
WRITE(*,100) " 18:mporz"
WRITE(*,100) " 19:EXIT"
READ(*,*) cDat
IF (cDat == 0) THEN
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DEALLOCATE(time,datFM,An,Bn)
GOTO 1
END IF
IF (cDat > column) GOTO 2
IF (cDat == column) GOTO 12
! Open column file
OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE=TRIM(OFd)//TRIM(datC(cDat)), &
STATUS="replace",ACTION="write")
! Fill header
WRITE(22,101) "#",TRIM(OFd)//TRIM(datC(cDat))
WRITE(22,101) "#","freq An Bn Cn phi2"
! Calcuate An and Bn
DO i=0, nPoints/2
An(i+1) = 0
DO j=1, nPoints
An(i+1) = An(i+1)+2.0/real(nPoints)*datFM(cDat,j) &
*cos(2.0*PI*real(i*j)/real(nPoints))
END DO
END DO
DO i=1,nPoints/2-1
Bn(i) = 0
DO j=1, nPoints
Bn(i) = Bn(i)+2.0/real(nPoints)*datFM(cDat,j) &
*sin(2.0*PI*real(i*j)/real(nPoints))
END DO
END DO
! Write data to file
WRITE(22,102) 0.0, An(1), 0.0
DO i=1, nPoints/2-1
WRITE(22,102) i*df, An(i+1), Bn(i), &
sqrt(An(i+1)**2+Bn(i)**2), &
atan(abs(Bn(i))/abs(An(i+1)))*180/PI
END DO
WRITE(22,102) real(nPoints/2)*df, An(nPoints/2+1), 0.0
! Close column file
CLOSE(UNIT=22)
! Indicate completion and send to main menu
WRITE(*,"(3A,/)") "File ", TRIM(OFd)//TRIM(datC(cDat)), &
" complete."
GOTO 2
12 END PROGRAM
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